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You're gonna need a

boat
BIGGER

Chief Martin Brody, Jaws

Some external assistance never goes amiss when you’re
challenged by aggressive competition. So if you’re all at sea,
facing your very own monsters of the deep, why not get in touch
with a Newcastle-based agency that’s been helping a wide range
of international, national and regional clients since 1999.
Silver Bullet: your truly integrated service

Are you in need of a new strategy? Talk to us
@SilverBulletPR

Hello@silverbulletmarketing.co.uk

www.silverbulletmarketing.co.uk

t: 0191 261 7422
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FOREWORD
Welcome to the October edition of Northern Insight.
Heading into these uncertain political times, the Northern Insight story remains the same
and we are delighted to bring you another edition bursting with new content and features.
Our cover stars are Howie White Resourcing who recently celebrated 20 years at the
vanguard of reliable, results-driven recruitment.
Amongst a mix of business coverage, check out our interview with Barrier-Ex,
Managing Director, Steven Lee who reflects on the engineering solutions firm’s recent
“Newcomer of the Year” win at the North East Business Awards.
Elsewhere, we sample a business lunch to remember at the swanky new Barluga Gosforth
which is sure to be a firm favourite for socialising in the run up to Christmas.
All in all, an engaging window into another exciting month for the North East business
community and beyond.
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Thank you to all concerned for
your fantastic support. Till next month.
Michael Grahamslaw, Publisher
mjgrahamslaw@outlook.com
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BUSINESS NEWS

BLOOM APPOINTED TO DELIVER MULTI-BILLION-POUND
PUBLIC SECTOR PROCUREMENT SOLUTION

Award-winning Bloom Procurement Services has been appointed by NEPO
(the North East Procurement Organisation) to deliver the multi-billionpound NEPRO³ public sector procurement solution for up to eight years.

NEPRO³ will deliver substantial savings to the public sector. On average, public
sector buyers currently using the NEPRO solution save between 11% and 19%
against budget.

NEPRO³ is a compliant procurement framework, available to every public
sector organisation in the UK.

In addition, NEPRO³ will open up the market to all suppliers, removing the
traditional barriers of marketing and selling to public sector bodies. The
advantage to suppliers, especially smaller SMEs, is that once they are registered
and accredited with Bloom, they no longer have to go through time-consuming
prequalification stages, instead they compete on a level playing field against
larger suppliers for contracts they might not otherwise have access to.

Bloom provides a full end-to-end marketplace solution for the procurement,
contract management and payment of all consultancy and professional
services. From local authorities and central government departments to NHS
trusts and education, Bloom’s solution supports and assists the entire UK public
sector to buy and manage professional services from a choice of regional and
national suppliers. It allows them to move quickly and at the lowest possible
cost, whilst achieving better outcomes.

Opportunities available to suppliers include small to multi-million-pound public
sector projects. To date, Bloom has successfully completed over 4,500 projects.

BUILDERS MERCHANT CELEBRATES TURNOVER
WITH CHARITY RAISING EFFORT

Leading builders merchant JT Dove Ltd has neared the £60m
milestone in revenue and is celebrating its 150th year in
business.
The latest accounts released by the company, which has nineteen
branches across the North East, Cumbria and Scottish Borders,
show a turnover of £58.8m up to the end of 2018, an increase of
over 12% from the previous year.
Founded in Newcastle in 1869, the team at JT Dove are celebrating
the two achievements with a huge fundraising effort.
Managing Director, Steve Robinson, explains: “The growth has been
across the whole of our business building materials, plumbing &
heating and contract sales as well. The success of the turnover is
down to good customer service and a consistent strategy.
“The increase in revenue is great news, as is our 150th anniversary,
but what is really driving the business at the moment is our great
team. That team is pulling together and doing some fabulous work
and together we have also focused massively on our challenge to
raise £100,000 for CHUF (Children’s Heart Unit Fund).”
300 Dove colleagues have all participated in raising funds towards
the target for CHUF, including 25 runners that recently completed
the Great North Run raising £8,000.
Efforts will culminate at the supplier dinner dance in November.
This is being held at the Crowne Plaza and the team aim to raise
£25,000 towards the total target.
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BUSINESS NEWS

TIER ONE CAPITAL
COMPLETES ACQUISITION
OF CARRICK FINANCIAL
MANAGEMENT
Newcastle-based wealth management company
Tier One Capital Ltd has announced the
acquisition of highly respected North East firm
Carrick Financial Management Ltd.
Having already acquired a large share of the
independent advisory firm in April 2018, Tier One
Capital has now purchased the whole company as
part of the continued growth and expansion of its
wealth management, investment management and
direct lending services.
North East based independent law firm for
businesses Muckle LLP advised on the deal, which
will enable Tier One Capital to provide a wider
product offering, create additional opportunities in
the financial marketplace and expand and diversify
its wealth management client base.
Ian McElroy, Chief Executive at Tier One Capital,
said: “The acquisition will enable us to develop
more extensive capabilities for a wider customer
offering, which will benefit a growing number of
private individuals, corporate clients and charities.”

DOWNTON ABBEY STAR
SERVING UP LESSONS IN
NEWCASTLE
A star from the recent Downton Abbey film
has been announced as a guest speaker at a
Newcastle conference this month.
Actor Robert James-Collier, or Butler Thomas
Barrow in ITV’s Downton Abbey, will attend EQ
Connects, a unique event aiming to help us navigate
relationships and communicate more effectively to
maximise personal and team performance.
EQ Connects is an international conference which
will be held at Hilton Newcastle Gateshead on
15 October 2019. It will bring together UK and
international senior business managers, leaders,
educators and coaches to learn the latest Emotional
Intelligence theories and techniques.
Emotional Intelligence is the ability to understand
our own and other people’s emotions effectively
and then to think and act with intent and purpose.
Robert will discuss how great acting uses Emotional
Intelligence to interpret a character’s feelings and
portray how they interact with others.

YOUTH SPORT
NUTRITION CELEBRATES
100,000 SHAKE
SERVINGS SOLD  
Newcastle based nutrition company Youth Sport
Nutrition is celebrating a milestone after selling
over 100,000 servings of their recovery shake
PRO-TEEN.
Launched in 2015 by two Northumbria University
graduates, the brand is on a mission to change the
way budding athletes look at nutrition and ensure
they refuel their body correctly.
After the company researched the market, they
identified there were no nutritional supplements
specifically tailored to youth athletes until they
developed PRO-TEEN, as mass-market alternatives
are developed for adults.
The brand offers a range of protein shake flavours,
which have been rigorously tried and tested
by the governing body Informed Sport, making
sure athletes get the very best when it comes to
refuelling after a competition, game or training
session.
Alongside the supplements they produce, the
company has formed partnerships with a number
of sports clubs and colleges, including Sunderland
College and Gateshead College.

DURHAM SCHOOL OPENS
SISTER SCHOOL IN QATAR
A leading independent school has become the first in the
North East to open a sister school overseas.
Durham School for Girls Doha (DSGD), recently opened its
doors, welcoming more than 500 pupils from Foundation Stage
One to Year 7 who will be the first to benefit from a Durham
School education in Qatar.
Promising to give its pupils confidence for life, a UK curriculum
will be taught throughout DSGD, whilst its pastoral care will
help the girls develop moral strength and emotional resilience.
Durham School has been at the forefront of education in the
North East for over 600 years, offering a rounded education to
its 527 day and boarding pupils, aged 3-18. Although DSGD is a
separate legal entity to Durham School, both institutions share
the same core values, providing an academic programme based
on guiding principles of Moral Integrity, Ambition, Respect and
Kindness (M.A.R.K).
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GATESHEAD EXPORT
FIRM RECOGNIZED
WITH UK’S HIGHEST
OFFICIAL BUSINESS
AWARD
Specialist steel pipe, tube and fitting
supplier RTR GmbH & Co. KG has earned the
prestigious Queen’s Award for Enterprise.
RTR collected its award from the Lord-Lieutenant
of Tyne and Wear Mrs Susan Winfield, OBE,
during a special visit to the company’s offices.
Receiving the award, joint Managing Director and
co-owner of RTR, Philip Ross said: “We are deeply
honoured to have been recognised for this award,
which is the result of huge commitment and a
great deal of work by everyone in the team.”
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Providing Expert Advice
and Capital to SME’s and
Property Professionals
across the UK.
How We Can Help You...
Property Finance | Business Funding | Financial Management | Business Consultancy

INDEPENDENT.SPECIALIST.PROFESSIONAL.

Hampdon House, Falcon Court, Stockton on Tees, TS18 3TS.
T: 01642 450020 www.marlincorporatefinance.co.uk
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Fred Howie and David Taylor
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TWO DECADES IN, FOLLOW HOWIE WHITE
INTO THE ROARING TWENTIES
August 2019 saw Howie White Resourcing celebrate its twentieth birthday, after two
decades at the helm, Fred Howie, along with Associate Director, David Taylor has completed
over 1000 assignments and gained a strong reputation as a reliable, responsible recruitment
firm who always deliver.

Howie White are not a ‘pile ‘em high, sell ‘em cheap’ sort of
company. They pride themselves on ‘doing things the right way’
and creating a meaningful relationship with their clients. Fred
and David pride themselves on getting to know their clients
inside out so that they can find not only the most qualified
for the role but also, crucially, the best fit for the business. It
is this ethic that has seen repeat business at unprecedented
levels and clients from day one still only trusting Howie White
with their recruitment needs.
The Howie White approach is a personal one, they meet face to
face with clients and candidates – they believe that this approach
allows a better level of flexibility and a chance to get to know the
candidates away from their CV. David explains ‘we don’t believe in
judging a person on their CV writing ability – for some, it doesn’t
come naturally to put pen to paper and push their achievements.
By meeting in person, we can have discussions about any gaps
and ask the questions that we know are important to our clients.’
A quick search of the Howie White website declares the company
vision as….’No more square pegs in round holes.’ This has been
Fred’s moto throughout his 34 years in the recruitment industry
and one that he has imparted onto David. David joined the
business from University seven years ago, having impressed at an
internship with Fred, and is now representing the future of the
business.
They’re also proud of being a Teesside company, although don’t be
fooled into thinking this limits their geographical area to only the
North East – far from it.
“We’ve grown with a lot of our clients and, thankfully, good news
spreads fast,” said Fred Howie. “We now work with companies,
large and small, across the UK. We are also increasingly becoming
an international recruiter. However, even with the international
clients, we don’t lose the approach that we pride ourselves on. You
won’t see David or I sat on a skype call – we will be on a plane
heading over to meet them in person”.
For David, nothing beats meeting people face to face ‘it has always
been an appeal of the industry, to be able to be client facing and
getting out and about to meet people. It gives us a much clearer
indication of personality and shines a light on how that candidate
would fit into the dynamics of the clients business that an email
can’t deliver on.
Sitting with Fred for just ten minutes gives an amazing insight
into the mind of an individual who is clearly an expert in his field.

“I’ve recruited for just about any role that you can think of,”
explains Fred. “I can safely say that from experience gained over
the last 20 years, David and I could use the tagline ‘If there’s a job,
we’ve recruited for it’. I can say that with full confidence because
we’ve found the right candidate for innumerable roles including a
laser eye surgeon and a rocket scientist. It’s thoroughly enjoyable
to be given the task of finding a needle in a haystack…and finding
it.’
Fred and David have steadily grown Howie White Resourcing over
the years, and if the last 20 years are anything to go by, the next
20 years will certainly be something special. They have a good
reputation within the industry and their clients respect their
opinions when it comes to the recruitment process.
When faced with the question - is there ever a temptation to leave
the Teesside area?
“Certainly not,” says David. “Why would we leave an area which is
becoming increasingly prosperous and is certainly showing signs
of becoming buoyant in terms of employment growth? Teesside
has gone through a really different period, but there are new
companies and new opportunities opening-up all of the time. It’s
really exciting to be a part of that growth.”
“I’d like to think that Howie White do the leg work and that when
we finally recommend 3-4 candidates to a company, any one of
them could be a good fit. It’s then down to the chemistry that the
client has with the candidates in a face-to-face interview” says
David
It is interesting to hear Fred’s views on the way that recruitment
has changed, and he’s not convinced that doing it in a 21st
Century fashion is always the best route to the best employee.
“The danger is that we turn recruitment into a technical process.
It is one of those jobs that people are trying to replace with
technology. I recognise that it has a value, saves time and makes
communication easier, however, it will never replace a face to face
conversation.”
For Fred and David, they hope that the success that they have had
in the past 20 years will continue as they push on to set their own
personal bar high and set the standard of the recruitment industry.
So, do you have a potential vacancy that needs filling by the right
person? Have a role that has been open for quite a time and not
found the right applicant? Just need guidance in terms of where
you feel your team/business needs strengthening?
HowieWhite Resourcing – Recruitment the right way!

Get in touch with Fred or David via email at fred@howiewhite.co.uk or david@howiewhite.co.uk and begin recruiting the right way, today.
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RECENT APPOINTMENTS

SINTONS CONTINUES COMMITMENT TO EMERGING
LEGAL TALENT
McKeown and Sam Watts, were all offered training
contracts with the Newcastle-based firm after
impressing during the firm’s graduate recruitment
week.
All four will spend the next two years in various
departments within Sintons, before qualifying at
the end of their training contract.
Rose will join dispute resolution; Ellen will be in
healthcare; Lewis will become part of wills, trusts
and probate and Sam will join personal injury.

Four new trainee solicitors have joined Sintons
as the law firm continues its commitment to
supporting the development of legal talent.
The trainees, Rose Foster, Ellen Marriott, Lewis

The law firm has an outstanding reputation for its
long-standing commitment to supporting young
people and offering a number of training contracts
each year. Many trainees remain with the firm for
many years and enjoy long careers with Sintons,
with several having risen through the ranks to
become partners.

TRIO OF NEW HIRES FOR THE COMMON ROOM
The team behind the redevelopment of one of Newcastle’s most important historical buildings
has been strengthened with the appointment of three new members of staff.
The Common Room, which is leading the two-year regeneration of Neville Hall, better known as
The Mining Institute, has appointed Julie Eastlake as Finance and Operations Manager, Susan Ford as
Programme Administrator and Philippa King-Williams as Sales and Marketing Manager.
Julie will be responsible for managing the organisation’s finance and central administration functions
whilst Susan will be working with schools, communities and volunteers as part of The Common
Room’s outreach and education programmes. Philippa’s role includes developing The Common Room’s
corporate hire and wedding packages.
Neville Hall closed to the public in November 2018 however, the building will reopen as The Common
Room in late 2020 and will act as a hub for innovation and engineering in Newcastle city centre.

COLLEGE APPOINTS
FORMER CHAMBER
PRESIDENT AS NEW CHAIR
A well-respected business leader has been
appointed chairman of the country’s number
one-ranked college.
John McCabe has taken up the role at Gateshead
College, replacing outgoing chair Robin Mackie who
has been in the position since 2008.
A former president of the North East England
Chamber of Commerce, John brings to the role
more than 30 years’ industry experience spanning
public relations, communications, stakeholder
engagement and economic development.
John said: “It’s a huge privilege to be appointed chair
of the top-performing college in the country. I’m
really impressed by the culture of high aspirations
and success that make this the college of choice
for students, businesses and for those who want to
work in the further education sector. My priority
now is to work with the board to help ensure that
Gateshead College builds on its reputation, profile
and many achievements.”

BALDWINS BOLSTERS CORPORATE FINANCE
OFFERING WITH SENIOR APPOINTMENT
A market-leading North East accountancy and business advisory firm has bolstered its corporate
finance offering with a senior appointment.
Matt Waters has joined Baldwins as the thriving business’ new Corporate Finance Manager and will be
based in the firm’s Wynyard office.
With 16 years of experience in the finance sector and spending the last four years working in corporate
finance, Matt has gained wide-ranging deal making experience.
Matt said: “I’m thrilled to be working in the team to drive our corporate finance offering forward and help
to grow the brand for the group. As Corporate Finance Manager, I will be responsible for advising clients
on mergers, acquisitions and disposals, including strategic planning for succession and business growth.”
Working closely with the firm’s North East Corporate Finance Director, Graham Cornforth, Matt is now
looking forward to bringing his experience and enthusiasm to the Baldwins team.
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BUSINESS INSIGHT

Andrew Silver

‘WHAT GETS MEASURED GETS DONE’
...But be careful where you put the spotlight.
Do you have a performance management culture
in your business? Are people held accountable
for their performance? Do you hold yourself to
account? As business owners or senior executives
we also set the tone by what we deliver.

support rather than detract from your company
goals. For example, if you want to be an ‘employer
of choice’ what are your measures of performance
against this strategic goal? Labour turnover, staff
experience and retention are all key markers.

Are you a ‘learning’ organisation that consistently
reviews performance and strives for improvement?

Make them relevant to your business
priorities

A balanced scorecard approach to
measurement

A recent McKinsey article ‘Harnessing the power
of performance management’ talks about how
successful companies link employees performance
goals to business priorities. People need to
understand the relevance of their performance
metrics to the overall success of the business and
remember ‘less is more’ when setting goals. Even
the best employee has a limit to their juggling
skills!

Having clear financial goals is not enough. Work
out the most important metrics for measuring the
performance of your employees, your customer
satisfaction, your operational delivery as well as
having clear financial targets. Creating a long term
sustainable business requires a clear focus on your
people and customers. Then make the output
visual, simple, accessible and current.
Are your measurements supporting your
purpose, values and vision?
The ‘why’ is what makes your business unique.
Think long term purpose and short term goals.
Your vision and values provide the roadmap. Make
sure that when you are setting your metrics they

Align day to day activity with business
objectives
Having identified your key performance indicators
you have just started the journey to ensuring
what gets measured gets done. Having bold
objectives is great but the achievement of such
will depend on whether what your employees are
doing day in, day out is aligned. Each function or

department will have their own set of performance
indicators (PIs) but they must support the business
objectives and game plan. Create a consistent and
uniform approach to reporting at all levels of the
organisation.
Performance management framework
Having clear measures will not in itself drive
performance. We now know the score but how
do we manage the teams to put the ball in the
back of the net! The rest is down to how your
organisation inspires performance and the quality
of management and leadership. Great companies
get the right people on the bus and then have a
culture of engagement where employees are
involved, accountable, psychologically safe and
celebrated.
Get started today
Start the measurement challenge today. The
ultimate success is not just about having
aspirational goals it is the ability to measure your
progress towards achieving them on a daily, weekly
and monthly basis. Be agile and be prepared to
innovate where necessary but stay focused on your
ultimate destination.

Andrew Silver is the owner of 360 Growth Partners who identify, coordinate and make the adjustments businesses need to accelerate growth.
For more information go to www.360growthpartners.co.uk or e-mail start@360growthpartners.co.uk
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EXCLUSIVE BUSINESS &
NORTHERN INSIGHT LUNCH CLUB
BOOKING NOW FOR
MONDAY 21ST OCTOBER...

BOOKING NOW FOR
MONDAY 4TH NOVEMBER...

Speaker - CHRIS MILNES

Speaker - BILL SCOTT OBE

BMC Recruitment

Wilton Engineering

Venue - Jesmond Dene House, Newcastle upon Tyne
Date - Monday 21st October, 12 noon
Price - £55pp to include a two-course lunch and coffee

Venue - Wynyard Hall, Stockton-on-Tees
Date - Monday 4th November, 12 noon
Price - £55pp to include a two-course lunch and coffee

Chris Milnes, Managing Director, BMC Recruitment, has more
than a decade’s experience in the insurance industry. He is now
bringing his strategic and commercial experience to driving the
growth of BMC Recruitment Group.

Dr Bill Scott OBE is Chief Executive of Wilton Universal
Group which has achieved unparalleled success specialising
in designing, manufacturing, coating and loading out large
complicated structures for the Offshore Oil &amp; Gas, Subsea,
Marine, Decommissioning and Offshore Wind Industries.

At our lunch events you will enjoy meeting a network of peers, develop and grow your personal
contacts, access a talent pool of experts, exchange ideas and information, develop your
business through new ideas and build a trusted network of friends – all over a great lunch.
Limited places available - contact Linda Hitman to reserve your space, Linda@exclusivebusiness.net

Diary Dates:
Monday 18th November – Duncan Young, Chairman of Sanderson Young Estate Agents - Jesmond Dene House
Monday 2nd December – Barry Speker OBE, Sintons LLP – Wynyard Hall

www.exclusivebusiness.net

www.northern-insight.co.uk

INSPIRING CONVERSATION & CONNECTIONS OVER A FINE LUNCH WITH EXCLUSIVE BUSINESS & NORTHERN INSIGHT

B U S I N E S S

Great minds, stimulating conversations,
join us at The Exclusive Business Lunch.

EXCLUSIVE BUSINESS MEMBERS CLUB
JOIN NOW!
You will become part of a collaborative group of senior
business people, who understand the importance of nurturing
valuable business relationships.
Find out More - www.exclusivebusiness.net/membership
Exclusive have created a new way to consolidate business
relationships. In a trustworthy and honest environment, over a
relaxed lunch, our inspiring speaker's openly tell their personal
stories, of success's, challenges and failure’s, years of invaluable
business knowledge shared with our attendees.

Everyone has a story!

Sponsorship opportunities available contact Linda@exclusivebusiness.net
Find out more - at www.exclusivebusiness.net/membership
For more details visit: www.exclusivebusiness.net or to book a place - email Linda@exclusivebusiness.net

INSPIRING CONVERSATION & CONNECTIONS OVER A FINE LUNCH WITH EXCLUSIVE BUSINESS & NORTHERN INSIGHT

BUSINESS INSIGHT

Steve Rawlingson

NEWCASTLE FIRM DOMINATES GLOBAL
RECRUITMENT MARKET WITH NEW HIRE
Global energy and rail recruitment specialist, Samuel Knight International, has welcomed a
new hire to support its global growth strategy.

Relyn Winter joins the team as a Senior
Consultant for APAC, driving the firm’s oil and
gas expansion in the region. She brings with
her a wealth of experience and knowledge of
the sector across Europe, the Middle East and
Asia. This is just the latest in a number of new
hires the firm has made to support its on-going
international fast-growth strategy.
Steve Rawlingson, Group CEO of Samuel Knight,
welcomed the new hire: “We’re facing exciting
times at Samuel Knight. Our global expansion is
snowballing at a faster rate than we had predicted
as demand for our expertise continues on an
upward trajectory. Adding skilled professionals
like Relyn to the team will not only help us with
our incredible international growth plans, but also
ensure our clients and candidates continue to
have access to experts with the knowledge and
connections to best support their recruitment
plans.”

Commenting on her plans for the APAC oil and
gas desk going forward, Relyn said: “My experience
is in the APAC and Middle East region so I know
that there are fantastic opportunities in these
areas at the moment. While we’re yet to see the
industry highs of pre-2017, there’s a lot going on
and in the pipeline for oil and gas. The fantastic
thing about being with a company like Samuel
Knight International is that I have the support of
a global business behind me. Regardless of where
in the world myself or my colleagues are based,
we can deliver the talent solutions firms need. I’m
looking forward to supporting the company on its
ambitious global growth trajectory.”
Relyn will join Samuel Knight’s Oil and Gas
division in the Newcastle office, the team is
enjoying great success within major global
markets, winning a number of exclusive client
projects to facilitate manpower solutions. Relyn’s
appointment is part of an extensive, internal

recruitment drive is to support expansion across
the energy and rail space given increasing demand
from clients and candidates.
Several senior key team members were also
appointed in recent months, to support and drive
forward the US expansion of the business, and
is now actively hiring for both UK and US office
locations.
Demonstrating phenomenal growth since its
formation, the business was awarded significant
investment in early 2019, from Gresham House
Ventures, using funds from the Baronsmead
Venture Capital Trusts will fund Samuel Knight’s
near-term growth plans. Plans also include
increasing headcount at the offices in Bristol and
London and adding local talent to the Newcastle
team, from entry level graduates to experienced
consultants.

For more information about Samuel Knight, visit: www.samuel-knight.com
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DIVORCING
COUPLES –
WHAT TO DO
NEXT?
At Innovate Mortgages and
Loans, we receive a large
proportion of our enquiries from
third party introducer referrals.

One area where we can help solicitor partners
is for clients who are seeking a divorce. We
would be interested in talking to any solicitors
where we can strike up an ongoing business
partnership.
It’s obvious that getting divorced can be a
stressful time, and what to do with the existing
marital property and the outstanding mortgage,
especially if children are involved, can be tricky.
Independent mortgage advice ensures that all
potential avenues are explored with the principle
options usually as follows;
Option 1 - One party retains the property
One partner buys out the other person’s share
- to do this, we need to be able to satisfy a
lender’s affordability calculator to prove that
it is affordable by one party, both the existing
mortgage and any new borrowing to buy out the
other party. This also frees up the other partner to
buy a new property (with the same assumptions
regarding affordability as above).
Option 2 - Sell the property
This is sometimes the best option as both parties
start afresh. If children are involved it may
however cause further disruption.
Option 3 - One partner remains in the
property and another pays the mortgage
This is usually agreed as part of any divorce
settlement. For the partner agreeing to continue
paying the costs, they should be aware the impact
that this may have on their ability to borrow
again to purchase a new property for themselves.

Paul Hardingham, Director of Innovate Mortgages and Loans

Option 4 - Continue with no change
There are some occasions, for example, children
shortly leaving home or not long remaining on
a fixed rate before redemption penalties expire,
where it may make sense to keep the status quo
for a period of time. This may only work in an
amicable situation!
Whatever the decision, assuming the original
mortgage was in joint names, then both parties
remain liable for the mortgage payments. Non-

payment can result in an impact on someone’s
credit file – they are not excused from the
commitment even if they have moved out and no
longer live there.
As always lenders have differing policies on how
much they will lend divorcing couples, so don’t
despair if your Bank or Building Society says no,
there could be a solution elsewhere in the market.
Local, face to face, independent mortgage advice
can smooth the whole process and we would be
delighted to help.

Paul Hardingham and Tony Ibson are Mortgage and Protection Advisers at Innovate Mortgages and Loans. Both have over 20 years of experience
advising individuals and businesses across the North East of England. They can be contacted for bespoke advice at paul@innovateml.co.uk or
tony@innovateml.co.uk or call 0191 2843723.
As a mortgage is secured against your home or property, it may be repossessed if you do not keep up the mortgage repayments.
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L-R: Nicole Lam, Leah Ramsey, Morgan Bulman-Hume, Ashleigh Fulbeck, Mike Pott, Matthew Robinson,
Dulcie Hakin, Abbie Dixon, Gabriella Grant, Frankie Miller.

RMT ACCOUNTANTS SCALING UP WITH
NINE NEW RECRUITS - AND MORE TO COME
RMT Accountants & Business Advisors has taken on nine new recruits across all
sectors of its business to help manage growing demand from clients old and new.
The independent Gosforth-based firm is scaling up on the back of a
number of new business successes, as well as increasing demand for the
services provided by each of its specialist teams.

RMT provides the full range of financial and business advisory services
through its accountancy, specialist tax, medical and healthcare, corporate
finance and recovery & insolvency teams.

RMT is expecting to add several more new faces to its team over the coming
months to support its continuing growth.

Founded over 60 years ago, RMT works with UK companies of all sizes both
within and outside the North East, as well as a range of international clients.

Frankie Miller, Ashleigh Fulbeck and Nicole Lam have all joined RMT’s specialist
medical and healthcare accountancy division, which is acknowledged as one
of the UK’s leading practices of its type and works with GPs, care homes and
other healthcare professionals right across the country.

Mike Pott, Managing Director at RMT, adds: “The business has been performing
very well right through the year and we are putting the additional resources
in place now that will help us keep growing through the rest of 2019 and
beyond.

Dulcie Hakin, Matthew Robinson, Abbie Dixon, Leah Ramsey and Morgan
Bulman-Hume are all now part of RMT’s audit & accounts team, whilst
Gabriella Grant has joined the business in the role personal tax senior.

“Our Healthcare division now acts for well over 1,000 medical professionals
right across the UK, while the recent advent of Making Tax Digital has seen
businesses of all sizes looking for support and advice which help them meet
their financial responsibilities under the new rules.

Dulcie Hakin, who holds a degree in accountancy from Sheffield Hallam
University and completed her professional ACCA qualification earlier this
year, says: “RMT has a really positive reputation in the North East financial
sector, both for the quality of work on offer and for being a good employer.
“I’m very much enjoying being part of a very professional and supportive
team that really knows its business and the assistance I’m getting towards
developing my own skills is extremely useful.”

“We’re also increasingly taking on greater responsibility for clients’ business
functions, such as outsourced accountancy services and technology solutions.
“Our new recruits bring a wide range of knowledge and experience with
them, bolstering what is already a very strong, high-performing team, and
we’ll be looking to grow the team still further over the coming months as the
practice continues to expand.”

www.r-m-t.co.uk
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RARE OPPORTUNITY DUE TO
SUCCESS OF TENANTS
Commerce House, a grade II listed building in the heart of
Middlesbrough’s TS1 postcode, has a rare opportunity for two small
companies to snap up some of the building’s smaller offices.

Due to the success of two of the
current tenant companies expanding,
the building now has a two/three
man office and a four/five man office
available.
The space comes complete with furniture,
broadband and all hard and soft services
including a manned reception.
The building, which has become a
thriving business community over the
last year, is home to a range of impressive
companies including NEECC, DIT, HR
Alchemy, Aero Commerce, Techquity and
Cole Communications. The company also
offers hot desking, co-working and virtual
office space and in total services over 25
thriving Teesside based businesses.
The building offers 18 office suites which
are nearly full, and other than the two
smaller offices mentioned above there is
just one 12 man office still available.

Commerce House’s facilities manager,
Christine Huntington, said: “This a rare
opportunity for two small companies to
be able to join our community of tenants
and enjoy five star, high end office space
that impresses clients. They won’t be
available for long, so I would suggest if
you are interested, get in touch very
quickly!
“We are delighted to announce our
seminar space is also available to hire,
which holds up to 40 people, alongside
our boardroom, which is proving popular
with tenants and external bookings. Our
catering option is proving to be a very
good choice.”
Commerce House has had £1.2 million
spent on its stunning renovation and is
leading the way in the redevelopment of
the historic quarter.

More information on the services, including hot desking and virtual tenancy, are available at www.commerce-house.co.uk
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READY
FOR
BUSINESS
And with offices
filling fast!

Commerce House, the outstanding, iconic, grade II listed
building in the heart of Middlesbrough is now fully
refurbished and has released the last of its stunning office
space. With rooms available for two to fourteen people.
With enviable facilities, Commerce House is the perfect opportunity for a head
office, satellite office or to expand operations within the prestigious TS1 area of
Middlesbrough in the heart of the newest regenerated location in the region.
And now we have some great deals available for a limited time only!
To find out more and to take advantage of this offer, you’d better get moving!
Contact Christine Huntington on 01642 917 116 or Christine@commercechambers.co.uk

Your business can be part of the growing Commerce House community!
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STRONG
CUSTOMER
AUTHENTICATION
UNDER PSD2
There has been a significant
increase in the number of
e-commerce transactions taking
place across Europe over the
last five years as technology has
improved allowing for mobile
phone payments amongst other
electronic payment methods.

Accompanying this rise has been a parallel
increase in the risk of consumer fraud. The
European Union (EU) has sought to address this
increased risk through the implementation of
the Second Payment Services Directive (PSD2),
effective from 13th January 2018. However,
last month a new improvement has been
implemented and here MD of Cascade Cash
Management, Dr Emma Black, explains further:
“PSD2 requires an improvement in payment
security to address the increasing risk of fraud,
and the inclusion of the provision for Strong
Customer Authentication (SCA), required from
14th September 2019, seeks to add extra layers
for ensuring transactions made are authorised
by the account holder(s). An important feature
of SCA is two-factor authentication whereby the
authentication for a transaction is conditional
upon two or more elements categorised as:
Knowledge – something only the user
knows (e.g. a PIN);
	
Possession – something only the user
possesses (e.g. a Card or a Mobile Phone);
Inherence – something that the user is
(e.g. a Fingerprint).
“Many banking providers already implement a
system called 3-D secure (3DS) to give extra
protection to standard password protection.
This system will usually provide a message or
ask a series of questions before a transaction is
authorised, for example “Have you lived at any of
the following addresses?” and so on. While 3DS
provides some additional security, it is limited in
that it usually appears as a pop-up, visually looking
similar to a phishing site while the user must
remember a password that may be difficult to
remember if different passwords are to be used for
different cards.
“PSD2 builds upon existing legislation to make use
of advancements in technology. Instead of extra

Dr. Emma Black

authentication being required by exception (for
example where a transaction has been identified
as potentially high risk), it will now be included
as standard practice. PSD2 specifies requirements
for additional challenge for transactions in specific
categories, for example those valued larger than
€30 or for every fifth unchallenged transaction
undertaken in a set period of time. Additionally,
if the combined value of several unchallenged
transactions exceeds €100 then additional
challenge will be also required. Merchants have the
discretion to implement good practice processes
too and for example challenge for transactions
below €30 but this is not a legal requirement.
Further measures such as the above are intended
to reduce the risk of fraud by enhancing the
security elements in place to prevent transactions
being processed without proper authorisation from
account holder(s).
“Following the 14th September 2019 changes,
where a physical card is present and the chip in
it can be verified, then this combined with a PIN
will continue to be sufficient for transactions
above €30. However, for ecommerce payments
or payments where the card is not present, then
additional authentications must be required, and
it is at the discretion of the issuer rather than the
merchant as to what they will be.
“Many merchants are concerned that these changes
will restrict frictionless payments and weaken
the customer journey, however many consumers
understand the need for enhanced security in a
world of rapid technological change. In advance
of the forthcoming deadline, VISA and MasterCard
will be implementing a new version of 3DS (version
2.0) that will be mandated to be in place for issuers
and merchants by April 2019 in preparation for a

mass adoption by September 2019.
“In June 2019, the Financial Times reported
concern from retailers and payment processors
including Amazon, Stripe and Worldpay at the lack
of preparation for implementation of SCA changes.
They cite concern that many consumers remain
unaware of the forthcoming changes and have
challenged that there could be a significant impact
made on online sales if customers are unable to
complete transactions. Failure of consumers to
install mobile apps or to provide mobile telephone
numbers to facilitate authentication will restrict
the conversion of sales and is likely to increase
consumer frustration.
“We have seen increasing use of two-factor
authentication in the banking sector, and indeed
make use of this ourselves here at Cascade with
our online portal. To log on, users must insert their
unique username and password (which must be
changed regularly and meet a minimum standard
for composition such as including a minimum of
8 characters, an alphanumeric character and so
on) before then inserting a six-digit code sent to a
mobile held by the user. This verifies the individual
and allows access to our online portal.
“Many banking providers are following suit and
when opening a savings account, Tandem Bank,
Marcus by Goldman Sachs and Atom Bank to name
but a few, will require for a code to be inserted to
help verify the applicant. This is changing the nature
of savings accounts and indeed has implications
for those deemed vulnerable. We are reassured
by positive steps taken to protect the integrity of
your online transactions and would recommend
patience as such technology is implemented to
ensure you remain protected while transacting
online.”

Should you have any concerns or queries about the forthcoming changes, get in touch with the Cascade team via www.cascade.co.uk
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EXPLORING
THE GLOBAL
ECONOMY
RSM’s recent survey of middle market
businesses indicated that there are
various reasons why businesses
consider international expansion foreign investment, access to new
markets, diversification of products or
services, competitive edge and access
to global talent as well as the obvious
revenue growth.

According to our survey, Europe topped the list
of overseas markets offering the best growth
opportunities in the next few years, with the
US and China continuing to be seen as offering
worthwhile opportunities further afield.
But before embarking on international operations for
your business, it’s key to strengthen your knowledge
of the markets. It will prepare you for the challenges
you will face and will help support your decisions on
which markets will provide the biggest opportunity
for you.
The international economic outlook
Domestic and international economic uncertainty,
and there’s a great deal of it around at the moment,
leads to business uncertainty.
It’s hard enough to plan your business strategy in just
one or two markets, but add a number of different
continents, time zones and cultures into the mix and
it becomes a great deal tougher. Being aware and
ready to act should there be significant changes in
key economic and geopolitical indicators in regard to
your sector, industry or business is vital.
Key areas to take note of are:
tariff uncertainty;
emerging markets;
trade tensions and supply chain disruption;
geopolitical uncertainty;
cultural integration; and
global growth reduction.
There are also a number of economic indicators to
consider:
volatile exchange rates;
equity market performance;
interest rate fluctuation; and
corporate yield spread.
All of these will have an impact on your global
expansion plans.
However, with our survey showing 78 per cent of
respondents already active in between two and five
overseas markets, many UK businesses are taking
the view that expansion into new markets, and in
particular, international markets, is the right thing to
do, despite the challenges and risks faced.
Guidelines for expanding internationally
The key to success in your international plans is
having a detailed understanding of your chosen
markets; the political and economic developments

Rachel Fleming

locally; and whether your business is currently
structured in a way that will make your growth plans
straightforward and prosperous.
So, to plan for your business to go global, here are
our top ten tips.
1. Research, research, research
To ensure a solid foundation in your new jurisdiction,
have a basic understanding of:
the political and economic climate;
the banking environment;
currency stability;
reliability of telecoms;
the legal system;
employment considerations;
visa and work permit requirements; and
requirements to keep books and records locally.
2. Select the best team
You’ll need as much guidance, experience and
information as possible so having the right adviser
is key. They’ll be your first point of contact, so
strengthening yourself with someone who has dealt
with these challenges before is invaluable.
3. Home-grown advice, naturally
Barriers such as language, culture and time
differences can make it difficult to get the right
answers to technical questions in foreign regions.
Having a team on the ground to communicate on
your behalf is essential.
4. Find a complementary legal adviser
Using someone your home-grown team recommends
is probably the most effective approach. Having your
two critical advisers working together as one team,
offering a joined up service to you in the overseas
jurisdiction can only be beneficial.

6. Look after your profits
Understand your withholding tax position. Often
businesses will have their money tied to multiple
jurisdictions so getting this right in the first place is
essential as it can be expensive and time consuming
to unpick the situation once you’re on the wrong
side of it.
7. Know your terms
Some terms can present a grey area. Make sure you
fully understand terms such as residence (where a
company pays its taxes), a permanent establishment
(a tax presence created by one entity in another tax
jurisdiction) and effective management (where an
entity is managed from).
8. Keep an eye on cash flow
Timing of payments, including but not limited to tax,
can make or break your expansion plans. Model the
expected cash flow of your new venture to other
countries.
9. Prioritise tax
Often people skim over tax clauses in contracts,
which is when withholding taxes can sting you. Tax
needs to follow the commercial rationale – how can
we make money and make the tax work for you, not
the other way around.
10. Plan, plan, plan
Have a plan, review the plan, evolve the plan, and
deliver the plan whilst keeping your mind open and
your business flexible. You can learn each new set of
rules or manage each new challenge as it presents
itself.
When there is change there is normally a period
of adjustment, but you can’t let this define your
business. Be brave!

5. A UK bank with overseas scope
Having a UK bank with an overseas network that
understands the full scope of your business should
provide you with continuity and buying power and
help with funding requirements and the movement
of your funds.

For more information on how RSM can help you expand your business internationally,
please contact Rachel Fleming at rachel.fleming@rsmuk.com or visit www.rsmuk.com/ideas-and-insights/global-growth
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A WEEK IN THE LIFE OF AN
INDEPENDENT FINANCIAL ADVISER
By Jonathan Loughran, Chartered Financial Planner, Prismatic Wealth
client. We undertake cashflow modelling to help
determine if her pension fund will meet her income
requirements for the future. Our exercise shows that
there is no need for her to worry as the income she
draws from her pension should be sustainable for
many years.
Thursday

Monday

Wednesday

The first meeting of the week is a potential new
client with a pension that hasn’t been reviewed
for several years. He wants advice on whether the
pension remains suitable for his circumstances and
he agrees to engage our services and become a client.

We have our investment committee meeting in
which we review all the investments we might
recommend to clients. We ensure that all the
portfolios are performing while not exposing our
clients to undue risks. If the investments don’t meet
our standards, we will take action to protect our
client’s wealth.

Tuesday
We have a meeting with a representative of a
pension provider that holds some of our client’s
pensions. Due to our long-standing relationship,
close working practices and assets we have placed
with the firm, they are willing to offer our clients a
discount on their standard charges.

At lunch time, the office running group heads out
for a 3-mile run. We run twice a week, everyone is
welcome to take part, we even have runners join us
from other businesses on the estate.
Next is a review meeting with an existing retired

We have some fund managers in the office, we
question them to ensure they are delivering the
performance we expect while confirming that they
aren’t taking unnecessary risk. After our meeting the
fund managers give a presentation to a group of our
clients who we have invited to one of our “Lunch
with Prismatic Wealth” events, he then takes their
questions.
Friday
Given our support of several local charities this
morning we’re attending a corporate breakfast event
for an update from the charity and to learn more
about how we can become further involved.
Back in the office we have a team meeting in
which we discuss the work that needs to be done
the following week. On Friday’s I will spend time
reviewing calculations and our recommendation
reports. I ensure I’m prepared for the week ahead
by quality checking our client document packs in
anticipation for the next week.

www.prismaticwealth.co.uk

PRISMATIC WEALTH
Providing private and corporate clients with
bespoke, tailored financial solutions.
With over 30 years experience as financial planning specialists, Prismatic
Wealth have the expertise to assist you with life planning, retirement planning
and investments.
Retirement Planning:
Pension Planning
Defined Benefit Pensions
Pension Consolidation and Transfers
Pension Drawdown and Annuities
Self Invested Personal Pensions
(SIPP)

To speak to us contact:
Tel: 01642 661600
Email: enquiries@prismaticwealth.co.uk

Life Planning:
Estate Planning
Protection Planning
Reaching Retirement
Pensions and Divorce

Investment Services:
Investment Planning Advice
Investment Review

Prismatic House,
26 Falcon Court,
Preston Farm Business Park,
Stockton-on-Tees,
TS18 3TX

www.prismaticwealth.co.uk
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THE CLAPHAM
OMNIBUS
Mr. Clapham and Mr. Omnibus
are trustees of the estate of
their late friend, Anton Preneur,
a highly successful businessman.
They are holding funds for
Anton’s young son, Anton II.

Anton II is only three years old. He is to inherit
when he is 18. Clapham and Omnibus are
discussing how they should invest the very
substantial sum they hold for him.
“We can’t afford to lose any of this money”
declared Clapham. “I think we should just stick it in
the bank and leave it there.”
Omnibus stroked his chin until Clapham told him
to keep his hands to himself.
“I don’t think we can do that,” said Omnibus.
“Interest rates are pathetically low, and inflation
will devalue the fund. I believe we could be sued for
breach of trust if we do that.”
“Even if we don’t lose any money?” queried
Clapham.
“Yes, because in real terms we will have lost money.
If inflation averages say 5% over the next 15 years
then the purchasing power of the money will have
more than halved,” said Omnibus.
“That’s clever. How did you work that out?” asked
Clapham.
“The rule of 72,” was the response.
“The what?” questioned Clapham.
“Oh, never mind! I will explain it another time. We
need to get some advice from someone qualified.”
Omnibus was quite correct as it is a requirement
under the Trustee Act 2000.
“I could have a word with my old mucker, Jonnie
Rodent. He uses the stockbrokers, Touch Allot and
Profit-Much, so he knows what he is on about,”
proffered Clapham. “Or what about Sir Jasper’s
Palace?”
“No. Old J.R. has made more bad investments than
you have had hot dinners and judging by the shape
of you that’s quite a few. Don’t you remember
when he bought those Northern Rock shares saying
they would bounce back and, going further back,
that the Sinclair C5 was the future for personal
transport?” He continued “And Sir Jasper’s Palace

Peter Rutherford

isn’t independent regardless of what they say. I
have a much better idea. We need independent
financial advice.” Omnibus stated this firmly.
“Who then?” asked Clapham whilst trying to
breathe in and turning red with the effort.
“We should enroll the services of Rutherford
Hughes, an Independent Financial Adviser which
has a state-of-the-art investment proposition,”
declared Omnibus.
The trustees duly called in Rutherford Hughes
who explained how the investment proposition
worked by interrogating the performance of
many thousands of funds and selecting the most
persistent top performers in each area where
investment was required. Performance was
monitored and funds that “went off the boil” were
replaced without a subjective doubt or remorse.
The portfolios were also compared with the relevant
Society of Trustees and Estate Practitioners (STEP)
recommended asset allocations and found to be

performing better in every case.
It was also confirmed that the portfolios were
rebalanced annually so that the agreed risk profile
would be maintained. Further, a consolidated tax
return would be provided which would ease the
trustees’ burden in reporting to HMRC.
“Well that was impressive,” said Clapham.
“Yes, and it ticks all the boxes for the Trustee Act so
we can show we have done the best job possible
and it covers our backs,” stated Omnibus.
“Pleased I thought of them,” said Clapham as he
swayed back and forth with his thumbs behind his
braces.
Omnibus looked at him, raised an eyebrow and
said, laconically “Oh really?”
If you or would like more information, or would
like to discuss your own position, then please do
not hesitate to contact me or my colleague, David
Hughes.

Peter Rutherford is a director at Rutherford Hughes Ltd. He can be contacted on 0191 229 9600
peter.rutherford@rutherfordhughes.com www.rutherfordhughes.com
Rutherford Hughes Ltd. is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority. Rutherford Hughes Ltd company registration no: 10431722. Country of registration: England. Office &
Registered Office address: Collingwood Buildings, 38 Collingwood Street, Newcastle upon Tyne, NE1 1JF.
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OUR SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY AT KP SIMPSON
As a business, we are always keen to give something
back, and when we were asked if we would help with
the Chloe & Liam Foundation Trust, by me becoming a
Trustee, I didn’t hesitate. Although we help plenty of other
organisations with their fund-raising activities, the Chloe
& Liam Foundation is closest to our hearts. The two kids
were simply doing what teenagers all over the world take
for granted; they were attending a concert in Manchester,
when they were killed when a bomb went off in the MEN
Arena.  
The courting-couple, from my home town, South Shields were
taken away from us in the most tragic of ways and their parents
have since set up the foundation in their memory. Since the
awful tragedy, the foundation has raised vast amounts of
money to allow children in the region to take advantages of
the opportunities that were cruelly taken away from them.
This year, I personally ran 22 miles to mark the 22nd May, the
day it happened in 2017 and as a mark of respect for the 22
people that died that fateful day. We supported the ball that
they held in June at the Hilton Newcastle Gateshead, and also
had an open-day at the KP Simpson’s offices to raise funds
for the charity. As a cricket fan too, we were part of the game,
held at the Marsden Cricket Ground last month, supported by
Durham County Cricket Club, which added some good money
to the funds.
All-in-all, this year, KP Simpson has raised in excess of £3K
for the foundation and we will endeavour to increase that by
the end of the year. As I stated, we do support many other
charitable organisation from time-to-time, but as long as the
Chloe & Liam Foundation want us to represent them, we’ll
always be on hand.

Andrew Potts

Chloe & Liam Foundation Trust – 0191 455 2292 – candlft@gmail.com – www.togetherforevertrust.co.uk
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Anne Hallowell, Charity and not-for
profit partner at UNW with Mark Brassell,
Director of The Alnwick Garden.

THE ALNWICK GARDEN SPREADS ITS ROOTS
WITH HELP FROM UNW
Newcastle-based chartered accountancy and financial
advisory firm UNW has provided support to The Alnwick
Garden across a wide range of services.
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hospitality functions (weddings, special occasions
etc.) are reinvested back into The Garden and
fund a number of community programmes, such
as: Elderberries, which provides an opportunity
for the over 55’s for purposeful learning, and
improving physical and mental health; and
Education and Enterprise, which helps children
build confidence and resilience, whilst gaining
new skills
In reference to the work that the organisation
does, Mark Brassell said, “We do operate on a
commercial level, but fundamentally we are a
charity. On the commercial side, we run The
Garden, and charge people admission fees.
We either use this money to invest in the
development of The Garden, to ensure visitors
continue to enjoy the attraction, or to support
the community with a number of our hardhitting programmes; these programmes tackle
everything from childhood obesity through to
social isolation in the local community. Our heart
remains entirely within the community.”
The Alnwick Garden announced plans for their
Lilidorei project, which means “the children’s
adventure with play at its heart,” in 2017. The
development involves the construction of the
world’s largest wooden play structure, and will
see the creation of 57 full-time jobs, as well as 40
jobs during the building phase. It is also expected
to drive further tourism and growth across the
region.
“Lilidorei is going to be our newest visitor
attraction, situated right in the heart of The
Garden. It offers a lot in terms of childhood
development for families, with a focus around
both physical and imaginary play,” Mark stated.
“It’s going to be open 12 months a year, which
will help draw visitors to Northumberland in
the winter months, creating a much-needed
economic boost and jobs in the area.”

Most recently, this has been during the
development of their Lilidorei Play Village, a
project which will see the organisation launch
the world’s biggest wooden play structure.
We spoke with Mark Brassell, Director of The
Alnwick Garden, about their Lilidorei project,
as well as the organisation’s involvement with
UNW.
Based in Northumberland, The Alnwick Garden is
an award-winning visitor attraction that operates
both commercially and as a charity. Funds that
are raised through ticket admission, its restaurant
and cafe, retail, adventure golf, events, and

Speaking about The Alnwick Garden’s relationship
with UNW, Mark commented, “I have previously
attended several of the charity briefing events that
the firm organises, so I was well aware of the level
of charity expertise available within UNW. After I
developed a model which predicted the revenue
and expenditure of the Lilidorei project over a
number of years, we needed some feasibility
work done on it, as well as further advice. After
hearing feedback from various colleagues who
had worked with UNW, and at the suggestion of
our Chair of Trustees, we made contact with the
firm, and they’ve been a huge support since.”
As part of UNW’s involvement with the Lilidorei
project, Michael McCulloch of the firm’s corporate
finance team carried out a review of the model,
and assessed potential risks. Reflecting on this
process, Mark said, “I was really impressed with
the way the work was carried out. A ‘traffic light’
system was used, with areas of major concerns
flagged as ‘red.’ It really helped me to improve the
model by going back to the previous assumptions
that I had made, interrogate them, and carry out
more research. I adjusted it based on the feedback
from Michael and, as a result, the whole model

and business case for the project grew stronger.”
Recently, The Alnwick Garden also hosted a
round-table discussion at UNW’s offices about
the Lilidorei development. The panel included
Andrew Wilson, managing partner of UNW, Mark
Hetherington, VAT partner, and John Healey,
corporate finance partner. Describing the event,
Mark Brassell said, “We received £5 million worth
of grant funding for the project, and knew that
we needed to harness some capital for it that we
could invest in order to kickstart the development.
We required expert financial advice on an existing
loan as well, and how we should proceed. The
roundtable really helped with this; several ideas
came from it that we hadn’t even considered, and
it opened up avenues that we didn’t even realise
were there.”
The Alnwick Garden has also utilised UNW’s
audit services alongside the work completed
on the Lilidorei project, after Mark selected to
move their audit to the firm two years ago. On
the motivations behind this, he stated, “One of
the best business decisions we made in the last
two years was to move our audit to UNW. We
had previously been with a Big 4 firm when our
audit came up for renewal, and it was decided
that we should test the market and see if there
was anyone better suited to our needs. After a
pitching process, we chose UNW because their
knowledge shone through. It’s the firm’s expertise
in the third sector that really set it apart from the
other organisations we dealt with.”
“In our discussions with the firm, it was also
noted that there was a direct contrast to our
previous advisors,” Mark added. “What we found
with them was that it took some time to get
the advice we needed; we’d have to phone our
account manager, and we would have to deal with
a conduit of various people to get the information
we needed. During the pitching process with
Anne Hallowell (charity and not-for profit partner
at UNW), we realised this whole process would
be different. They’re very much about us being
able to pick up the phone to gain access to the
expertise we need, whenever we need it.”
Reflecting with The Alnwick Garden’s relationship
with UNW over the years, Mark said, “Anne and
her audit team are incredibly knowledgeable
on the sector, and not only do they go above
and beyond for us, but they’re also extremely
accessible. I know if I email Anne, I will get a
response quickly, and I also value that we’re able
to call through whenever we need to; I know my
Finance Manager has a hotline through to the
team. We’re getting advice faster, and the whole
attitude with the firm is about ‘How can we best
help you?’”

For more information about UNW’s charity and not-for-profit expertise, or to get in touch with the team, please visit: www.unw.co.uk/charities
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Matt Burton and Richard Bendelow

MAVEN LEADS £750,000 INVESTMENT IN AERO
COMMERCE
Ecommerce platform provider to open Newcastle office following investment from the North East
Development Capital Fund, managed by Maven.

Maven Capital Partners, one of the UK’s most
active SME finance providers, has led a £750,000
equity investment into innovative ecommerce
platform, Aero Commerce.
A total of £550,000 was provided via the
North East Development Fund, supported by
the European Regional Development Fund and
managed by Maven, £200,000 was provided by
existing shareholders in this round taking the total
investment to date to over £1m. The funding will
enable Aero to invest in its sales and marketing
activities and open an office in Newcastle. This will
also allow the business to create a number of new
roles and deliver on its ambitious expansion plans,
while continuing to roll out several exciting product
enhancements.
Aero is an in-house developed, highly scalable and
secure ecommerce platform which allows retailers
to have professional, feature rich and future proof
ecommerce sites built by Aero’s agency partners.
Aero partners with digital marketing, web design
and ecommerce agencies to provide all of the

functionality that the majority of retailers need,
its open source license allows further development
flexibility to agencies and retailers.
A recent report by Retail Economics predicted that
the internet is expected to account for 53% of UK
retail sales in 10 years’ time, as younger people
who have grown up with the internet will soon
represent more than half of the country’s adult
population. The December’s IMRG Capgemini Sales
Index showed that online sales in the UK grew by
11.8% in 2018, whilst the same index confirmed
UK online retail market grew 9.4% year on year in
February 2019.
Aero is led by a highly experienced senior
management team, and headed up by CEO
Richard Bendelow, who co-founded and led the
growth of Visualsoft, one of the UK’s largest
ecommerce agencies, before selling the business in
a management buyout in 2014. Richard is joined
by former colleagues Matt Burton and Tim Spratt
who were respectively Chief Technology Officer
and Senior Developer at Visualsoft.

Michael Vassallo, Investment Director at Maven,
said: “We are delighted to support Richard and the
team as they embark on a programme of growth.
Aero will support smaller agencies to attract
enterprise level ecommerce website customers
and provide an innovative, out of the box solution
to those clients. Online sales and ecommerce
platforms are highly attractive growth markets and
we look forward to supporting Aero as it executes
its expansion plans.”
Richard Bendelow, CEO of Aero Commerce, said:
“We are excited to work with Maven on the next
stage of our growth journey. The investment
provides the perfect springboard to progressively
develop the platform and take it further to market.
There are already a number of Aero sites live that
are outperforming the competition in terms of
speed, infrastructure costs and conversion rates.
The pipeline of sites in development via our
agencies is also exceeding expectation, these are
truly exciting times for Aero!”

Contact Maven’s local team today to access the finance or support your business needs to unlock its growth potential or
visit mavencp.com to find out more.
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RISING NUMBER OF NORTH EAST WOMEN LOOKING
FOR MORTGAGES WHILST ON MATERNITY
A leading mortgage and protection advice company in North Tyneside has
reported an increase in the number of families successfully applying for
mortgages whilst enjoying maternity or paternity leave.
MG Financial Solution Ltd is a team of qualified advisers based on Silverlink and
as a team the success the team has achieved for people on maternity has recently
been outstanding.
In light of that, company director Martin Graham has put together advice for
those looking to secure lending to move to a larger house as the family grows.
He said: “You may be due anytime or already have a new baby to add into your
growing family and suddenly realise the space you currently have just doesn’t cut
it. But can you do anything about it?
“The resounding answer to that is yes. There is a misconception that if you are
on maternity you can not secure a mortgage, but times have changed massively
and in fact securing that offer from a lending body is becoming increasingly more
possible.
“Historically, lenders were nervous to calculate a mortgage based on a woman’s
salary on maternity, in case she chose not to go back to work. Some lenders also
took into account the affordability aspect when looking at the added expense of
a child.

“It is true that mortgage rules have generally got tougher, but perversely qualifying
criteria for the ever growing competitive deals has been loosened. Here is your top
five actions you can do whilst on maternity to enhance your chances:

costs, but still secure the mortgage as joint.
	Declare yourself on ‘temporary leave’ but make sure you can demonstrate
a two year employment history and a return date (if you plan to return
work before your first mortgage payment they should accept your regular
income).
	Consider spreading payments over a longer term and demonstrate how you
can manage those payments (reducing other debts and direct debits can be
positive) in your current circumstances.

	Make sure you do your homework and appoint a fully qualified adviser.
	Secure a letter of employment from your employer confirming your return
date and expected salary.
	Use just one partners income, meaning you don’t have to declare childcare

“There are course some exceptions, including self employed people on maternity,
or those employed by companies that pay a maternity leave package. Even so, if
you get the urge or need to move during your maternity leave, it is always worth
taking advice!”

“However, recently this has come to be seen as discriminatory and many lenders
will now consider the income you earned prior to your maternity or paternity, or
offer alternative options to your adapted situation.

If you would like some expert advice on your own financial position then contact the team on www.mgfinancialsolutions.co.uk

WE KNOW
you’re all different,
that’s why you’ll
find us different.
We’re more than just accountants;
our business advisory team are helping
our clients manage more than just their
numbers. Our Cloud specialists are
putting real-time financial information
at fingertips. The wealth team are on
hand to guide and shape futures, our tax
and payroll teams taking care of the here
and now and not forgetting wills, all part
of our service.

t: (0191) 388 3377
Robson Laidler Accountants, Front Street,
Chester le Street, Co. Durham, DH3 3DB

t: (0191) 281 8191 e: wanttoknowmore@robson-laidler.co.uk
Robson Laidler Accountants, Fernwood House,
Fernwood Road, Jesmond, Newcastle upon Tyne, NE2 1TJ

www.robson-laidler.co.uk
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COME ON LADIES, IT’S TIME TO GET A HANDLE ON
LONG TERM FINANCE!
By Amanda Cowie, Chartered Financial Planner, Robson Laidler Wealth.
wonder if it should be a priority to know that you are
going to be “alright” in the future? There is also the
matter of leaving long term planning to someone
who might not be very good at it….?
To be honest, the research suggests that married
women are the ones managing the day to day
finance – 85% of us to be exact. So why are married
women not involved/interested in the longer term?
From my experience, it’s a lot of things:

Amanda Cowie

There have been a number of headlines recently
about women not taking responsibility for their
longer-term planning, many leaving it to their
partner. Is this a problem?
Perhaps not for some, but in my job I see lots of
women who have been widowed and have little
knowledge of their financial situation, which
inevitably means a steep learning curve at a difficult
time.
Divorce is another one – already an anxious time,
trying to work out where you are financially can
make it more stressful. For everyone else though, I

1. Head in the sand mentality – managing the
day to day means that you only control the means
to fund what you want now.
2. Lack of confidence in knowledge – the UBS
Investor Watch study of high net worth individuals
shows that 62% of married women leave the long
term financial decisions to their husbands. 73% of
these women felt that they didn’t have the higher
level of knowledge needed to make investment
decisions. UBS surveyed 3,652 women. 2,251 were
married.
3. Saying “I’ve never been good at maths!” If
you are managing the day to day finances you are as
good at maths as you need to be, this is an excuse.

2. Communication is key – take some time
out as a couple to look at how prepared you are?
What do you already have in place? What do you
actually need? When do you want to be financially
independent? Be realistic. Be fair. Be nice.
3. Educate yourself – the Government’s Money
Advice Service is a good starting point.
4. Understand what tax wrappers can do for
you. If your savings can be bolstered by a bit of tax
relief maybe that’s worth thinking about?
5. Seek out an independent trusted adviser
– together. They will help you focus on what’s
important and make a plan. By meeting with them
regularly they will also help you keep on track
taking into consideration inevitable changes in
circumstances and legislation.
Don’t – do nothing.

How can you get the ball rolling?
1. Take responsibility for your joint finances –
it’s different to putting the bins out. It’s not a task
that one person should do alone.

Amanda Cowie is a Chartered Financial Planner and Director at Robson Laidler Wealth.
Email Amanda: acowie@robson-laidler.co.uk www.robson-laidler.co.uk/wealth
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Elaine Murray of Gateshead College and Robert
Irving of Brewin Dolphin (front) with apprentices
(back, from left to right): Ryan Keen, Lauren Rosby,
Courtney Cross and Joe Henderson.

APPRENTICESHIPS HELP BREWIN DOLPHIN SWIM
IN THE FAST LANE
How do you find the skills that will keep your business ahead of the competition? It’s a tricky challenge
faced by many companies looking to succession plan for the future – but one wealth management firm
is discovering that apprenticeships could well be the answer.

A programme to attract new talent into the
financial services sector has started recruiting
for its seventh cohort of students.
Wealth management company Brewin Dolphin
teamed up with Gateshead College in 2017 to
invest in apprenticeships for the first time, hiring
three business administration trainees to work in
its business support division.

we’re working with a trusted partner in Gateshead
College, to identify any potential skills gaps before
they appear and put in place a succession plan for
the future. It’s really great to work with a training
partner who takes time to understand our business
and where we want to take it.”

Now the firm plans to work with the college to
recruit another group of apprentices in the autumn.

The apprentices undergo on-the-job training
within various departments of Brewin Dolphin’s
Newcastle-based business support function, where
they gain an overall understanding of the business
and develop specific competencies in finance
operations, IT, administration and the financial
services regulatory environment. They also benefit
from a mentoring scheme, where experienced
Brewin Dolphin employees assist them through
their apprenticeship programme.

Robert Irving, head of business support Newcastle
at Brewin Dolphin Newcastle, says: “We want to
cement our strong position in the marketplace by
being proactive and working out what skills we
need, both now and in a few years’ time. That’s why

Elaine Murray, business development manager at
Gateshead College, says: “It’s brilliant to work with
a company that really values apprenticeships and
understands what they can bring to a business.
Apprenticeships work; they reduce recruitment

Since then Brewin Dolphin has taken on
apprentices at regular intervals – 24 in total –
with ten landing permanent jobs at the firm and
a further 13 currently working through their twoyear apprenticeship.

costs and make a business much more agile and
competitive. Not only that, they offer fantastic
career progression opportunities for ambitious,
talented individuals.”
Gateshead College has more than six decades’
experience of delivering high-quality apprenticeship
programmes with large companies and SMEs. The
college is leading the way in education and skills
by providing industry with the skilled workforces it
needs now and in the future.
Brewin Dolphin’s Newcastle office has 300 staff
and offers an extensive range of investment
management advice spanning portfolio creation,
ISAs and other tax-efficient investments, charity
and fund management. A qualified and experienced
financial planning team also helps clients to plan
and manage their long-term financial needs. The
company has around 270 staff in its business
support division, which sits across three offices in
Newcastle, London and Edinburgh.

To find out more about Gateshead College and the courses on offer, visit: www.gateshead.ac.uk/employer
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Are you a startup or
SME in the North East
LEP area?
Speak to us to find out how we can help you
grow your business.
info@sunderlandsoftwarecity.com
www.sunderlandsoftwarecity.com
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ENTREPRENEURS’ FORUM UNVEILS
AUTUMN EVENTS CALENDAR

We may well be the depths of autumn, but the Entrepreneurs’ Forum has unveiled an interesting
line up of thought-provoking events to tempt you from your firesides.
Such events play a huge part in achieving our
primary aim of uniting like-minded business
owners and encouraging and supporting the
development of the region’s entrepreneurial
talent.
Jonathan Lamb, Chief Executive of the
Entrepreneurs’ Forum, said: “This organisation
provides a platform and a voice for entrepreneurs
and is dedicated to creating a strong network
where people can share their ideas, expertise and
connections.
“Having recently been appointed CEO of the
Forum, I’m very much looking forward to meeting
many more of our membership, which has now
expanded to more than 300.
“This programme of events ranges from mentoring
sessions to round table events, social nights and
our second major conference of the year, ‘Fortune
Favours the Brave’, which promises to be an
inspiring and thought-provoking day.”
“I’d urge as many people to become involved
as possible as it is your continued support and
participation that makes the Entrepreneurs’ Forum
the success for members that it is.”
Dean Benson, founder and CEO of pioneering
digital service Visualsoft is the subject of October’s
first Member Event at the company’s newly
refurbished Stockton offices, where he will share
how Visualsoft has remained at the forefront of the
digital world for two decades and will discuss its

trust-based culture, which includes providing staff
with unlimited holidays and flexible working hours.
Identifying the importance of developing and
retaining talent is the subject of two exchange
events this Autumn. The first, led by globally
respected sport psychology consultant and
performance coach Simon Hartley, will reveal
the underlying principles of World-Class Teams,
while the second, delivered by Kari Owers of O
Communications, will focus on the advantages
of building a strong magnetic employer brand to
attract and retain talent.
Proving that ‘Together We Can Take on the
World’, our Growing a Business Through Global
Opportunities member event will focus on
maximising business growth through global trade,
with Northern Powerhouse Export Champions
Jason Iftakhar of Swifty Scooters and Munir
Mamujee of m2r joining us to share their success
stories.
Taking advantage of changing markets and new
goals comes naturally to our final member
event of the programme, Fujifilm Diosynth
Biotechnologies. Dr Jen Vanderhoven (VP of Global
Business Change) and Koen Hellendoorn (Director
of Strategic Business Development) will share
Fujifilm’s ambitious growth plans and what they
have in store for their Billingham site.
Being bold, ambitious and courageous is an
underlying thread throughout the events
mentioned but is perhaps best demonstrated in

our main event of the Autumn events calendar: our
second annual entrepreneurs’ conference ‘Fortune
Favours the Brave’.
‘Fortune Favours the Brave’ offers an opportunity
to hear from a range of inspirational speakers who
are leading and delivering dynamic change within
their businesses, including James Brown (Beer52),
Phil Kite and Claire Hughes (Team Tyne Innovation),
and Justin Urquhart Stewart (7IM).
With additional speakers to be announced in the
coming weeks, the November conference will look
at how remaining brave and holding steadfast to
your business ideals can deliver huge benefits, with
over 200 North East entrepreneurs attending on
the day.
And the momentum continues throughout
November with an on-site visit to Clipper Logistics,
one of the largest independent logistics companies
in the country, and a focus dinner with Dr Tony
Trapp, whose own inventiveness and creativity
has enabled him to help create a cluster of worldclass marine tech businesses within the North East
including SMD, Royal IHC and OSBIT.
December heralds the Forum’s much anticipated
Christmas Drinks event which this year is being
hosted at the Visualsoft offices in Newcastle on
Thursday 5th December - the perfect opportunity
to reflect on another successful year and look
forward to the exciting opportunities that await us
in 2020.

For further information, and to save your seat for any of our events, visit entrepreneursforum.net/events
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What does ‘the best
day ever’ look like?
There was a time when every day was full of adventures,
discoveries, revelations – and our imagination knew no bounds.
A time when possibilities were endless and we could add the
impact we wanted to.
Well, guess what? We still can. Our ‘best day ever’ is still to come.
It looks like this.
deloitte.co.uk/careers
What impact will you make?
© 2019 Deloitte LLP. Deloitte LLP is an equal opportunities employer.
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INTERVIEW

TANYA GARLAND
Managing Director of Cool Blue

In 1999, after identifying a lack of digital and creative agencies within Teesside, Tanya Garland set up Cool Blue, a business she set up shortly before
becoming a single mum. As Tanya herself admits, ‘keeping a roof over her head’ was the best possible motivation for launching her business and success was
the only option in the early days. Tanya’s determination and can-do attitude has led Cool Blue to become one of the leading creative agencies in the UK,
with offices in Newcastle, London and Middlesbrough. With Cool Blue now celebrating 20 years in business, Tanya is focused on delivering continued growth
and embarking on new digital projects to strengthen the company’s offering. She explains all in the latest Entrepreneurs’ Forum member interview.

Tell me about your background in business?
My very first job was my Saturday job on my Dad’s fruit and veg stall which I
did from the ages of 11 to 16. Doing the job wasn’t a choice; my Dad needed
the help. Up at 5am, go to the warehouse to collect that day’s produce and
then go to the market and set it all up.
If you were lucky, and sales were good, you didn’t have too much to pack
away at the end of the day. If we did, then we hadn’t earned what we’d
hoped to and what was left over came straight out of the profit. It was maybe
the best hands-on experience in advance of running my own business. My
highest earnings were £5 per day when I was 16. As I say, a good training for
running a business!
I studied English at university, the first person in our family to go to uni and
joined a leading London communications consultancy after I graduated. After
three years I returned to my hometown of Middlesbrough to join fledgling PR
company, Fiona Bell & Co.
Fiona, who was a former Imperial Chemical Industries employee, had recently
set up her firm and I was her first employee. Given there was just the two of
us, we worked side-by-side which allowed me to gain valuable experience of
the petrochemicals sector, working on major accounts including Dupont, ICI
and BP. I learned a lot from Fiona, she was a very good operator.
However, having spent three years there, I was doing a great deal of crisis
management and environmental reporting and yearned for more variety and
the ability to work more creatively.
How was Cool Blue formed?  
I began searching for fresh opportunities but there were few alternative
agencies in the Teesside area at the time. So, I decided to pursue my own
vision and set up Cool Blue in 1999.
It was an interesting time for me as I had become a single parent soon after
starting the business. On the upside, keeping a roof over your head was the
best possible motivation and success was the only option!
What started out as a PR company quickly evolved into a brand
communications agency with a design studio and that same spirit of
evolution continues to this day.
Over the last six years we’ve invested heavily in building up our digital team
and digital technologies capabilities – designing and building our own digital
tools, not just using other peoples’ technologies.

More recently, my proudest moment has been establishing a permanent
team in London which is now five years old. That investment has enabled us
to win major accounts from national clients based in London and the South
East and to continue our growth (both in the north and in London). Opening
the office felt like a big achievement at the time, but now it’s just part of
what we do, and I sometimes forget how much Cool Blue has developed over
the last few years.
Is there a particular mistake you have made while in business?
How did you overcome/learn from it?
I think my main mistakes were made in the early days. Being young, naive
and a bit too keen to please and not understanding that most people had
their own agenda. Under-pricing our services, employing people in roles
which failed to match their skill sets and failing to seek the right advice from
the right people at the right time.
What is Cool Blue's USP?
Our team’s starting point is always to clearly understand our clients’ business
and commercial needs and challenges. Understanding their objectives allows
us to think creatively and take proactive steps to deliver solutions with
tangible value that justify the investment in our services.
By putting ourselves in our clients’ shoes, we can anticipate issues and
identify solutions. That sector insight often leads to the development of
a new technical solution - either instead of or alongside a conventional
content or brand communications solution.
How has the firm grown and what do you attribute this to?
Cool Blue has 28 staff, with offices in Newcastle, London and Middlesbrough.
We don't have hundreds of clients, but the ones we do work with are well
known and well respected national and regional brands.
This has been achieved by investing in building close, long term relationships
with clients. That investment means that we have to be mindful of working
with organisations which are a good fit for our business and vice versa.
Like most successful businesses, the reason for success is that we have a
brilliant team. At Cool Blue that’s a mix of brand strategists, marketers, digital
designers and developers and content creators. It’s a bit like an F1 pit team.
They’re all specialists in their own areas, but when they come together, they
can very quickly deliver exciting results.

In your own words, what is it that Cool Blue does?

Do you live by/do business by a certain motto?

Cool Blue helps organisations solve their challenges through innovative and
creative integrated communications strategies, delivered across on and offline platforms and channels. We take a holistic view of communications and
our work encompasses all aspects of visual, verbal and written media. Quite
simply we use creative thinking and cutting-edge methods to solve age-old
business and organisational problems.

Our motto is: Make Cool Things Happen. This runs through our whole culture
as we strive to be innovative and creative in all the work we do. It is also just
as meaningfully applied to how we work together in the team and how we
support the communities we work in.

What is your proudest moment with the company?
I’ve experienced many high points in the 20 years since I set up Cool Blue. I’m
very proud that we still have our first client, leading national furniture retailer
Barker and Stonehouse, which suggests we have been doing some things
right over the years. James Barker has also been an excellent and generous
mentor to me.
Other business milestones include winning our first national client George
Wimpey in our third year of business and helping it to deliver award winning
developments such as Staithes South Bank in Dunston.

What are the future plans of Cool Blue?
Cool Blue is close to launching its first digital product – following significant
investment in digital technologies in recent years. We have also just moved
offices in London, from the West End to King's Cross. This is a fantastic area
that has been transformed in recent years and very handy for those clients
based outside central London (and also for our northern and southern teams
when travelling between offices). We like to fly the flag in London for North
East talent and when we win work there it means that it helps secure, or
create more, jobs in our North Eastern heartland. We’re also in the process of
developing the next wave of leaders in the business and, on a personal level,
that feels like a really big and exciting moment.

Tanya Garland is a member of the Entrepreneurs’ Forum, a group of like-minded people who come together at inspirational events to share best
practice, create valuable connections and help each other to grow their businesses. For more information, visit www.entrepreneursforum.net
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IN
CONVERSATION
WITH...

RACHEL
WILKINSON
PR and communication manager,
Park Electrical Distributors

What were your career ambitions
growing up?
I’ve always lived in the moment and I remember not
really knowing what I wanted to do for a long time.
I loved horses and so considered a career in the
equine industry as a teenager. As I grew older my
sociable personality and love for communication
steered me towards studying Public Relations at
university. From my first job as a communications
executive to my role now, I love the diversity and it
suits me down to the ground.
Tell us about your role at
Park Electrical Distributors
I’m PR and communications manager at
Park covering both internal and external
communications. There’s so much variation in the
day to day work, from employee engagement to
creating brochures for customers, case studies and
websites. The list goes on. I also work very closely
with two agencies, Bradley O’Mahoney Public
Relations and Social Co who assist with raising the
profile of the company.
What services does the company provide?
Park is an electrical wholesaler with six branches
covering the North East and we are the largest
independent wholesaler in the region. Park also
has specialist services in lighting design and
building technologies. With leading lighting design
engineers and a wealth of knowledge in the teams,
no project is too big or small.
What's your proudest business achievement?
I’ve many moments of which I’m proud, one being
travelling with my last company to Brussels with
Health Ministers and our Northern Ireland client
to showcase our technology and being interviewed
for Good Morning Ireland! But, I’d definitely say
my proudest business achievement is working in
the business that my father has built over the past
30 years. It’s a great feeling coming into work and
having such a connection to it.

Rachel Wilkinson

What challenges have you encountered?
I’d say as technology and industries have
progressed, I’ve had to bring myself up to speed
with skills and knowledge that is completely new
to me and takes me out of my comfort zone. I like
to think I am constantly developing as a person
and keeping up with the ever changing times to
ensure Park is at the forefront of the industry in
everything we do. This is something I know will be a
continuous journey throughout my career and can
often be very challenging.
How has the industry changed since you
arrived at the company?
As much as the industry develops, whether it be new
technology in lighting, online websites, new faces
etc, I like how the electrical industry holds onto its
mainstream history. We have customers spanning
over 25 years and I think that says something both
about the industry and our business!
Who are your heroes in and out of business?
I don’t necessarily have heroes as such, I think
everyone is amazing with their own unique stories.
However, my father is my ultimate hero, in and
www.park-electrical.co.uk
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outside of business. From building such a successful
business to looking after our lovely family, he’s
someone I always have and always will look up to.
Is there a mantra you always aspire
to do business by?
I am generally a person who likes to take risks,
but in business I always think and re-think
before making a decision and assess the different
outcomes my decisions can make. I also always
listen and understand people and their reasons and
treat people how I would like to be treated.
Which fictional character do you
most relate to?
I can relate to Moana, I’m always looking for
adventures, love travelling and experiencing new
things and the film is just great.
How do you like to unwind?
I love going to the gym, socialising with my friends
and family and, of course, plenty of holidays. I love
the sun, but I’m also excited for the colder months.
There is something great about wrapping up and
getting cosy in the winter!

MANUFACTURING INSIGHT

HORIZON WORKS GEARS UP FOR FURTHER GROWTH
WITH NEW BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT APPOINTMENT

Scott Duncan

North East-based B2B marketing agency Horizon Works has appointed a new business
development director to support its growth strategy.
Scott Duncan has joined the firm to spearhead
business
development
activities,
build
relationships with key stakeholders and
businesses from Horizon Works’ target industries
and develop new strategic partnerships.
Horizon Works, which offers marketing, strategy, PR,
digital and creative services, works across sectors
including manufacturing, engineering, healthcare
and life sciences, technology, professional services
and the public sector.
Scott has joined Horizon Works after a four-year
term as North East Regional Manager for Make UK
– the manufacturers’ organisation (formerly known
as EEF), where he was responsible for developing
and managing relationships with manufacturing
and engineering businesses across the North East.
He has more than 20 years’ experience across
the private and public sectors and has worked
in a variety of business development, employer
engagement and account management roles for
organisations such as Semta and One North East,
and for further education and workplace training
organisations. Scott’s experience also includes the
delivery of publicly funded programmes including
the North East Automotive Cluster Automotive

Academy programme and the National Skills
Academy for Manufacturing.
Horizon Works recently invested in new
headquarters – a 2335 sq ft purpose-built two
storey office building on Northumberland Business
Park, near Cramlington, Northumberland – to
support further expansion and staff growth.
The company, which was founded in 2010 by
managing director Samantha Vassallo, supports
innovators in complex industries with a full range
of marketing services. It is the marketing partner
of The Advanced Manufacturing Forum (AMF)
and plays an active role in industry networks and
clusters including the North East Automotive
Alliance (NEAA), North East England Process
Industry Cluster (NEPIC), Digital Union and NOF
Energy.
Commenting on his appointment, Scott Duncan
said: “Horizon Works is embedded into the North
East’s manufacturing, engineering, tech and pharma
sectors and has earned an excellent reputation for
supporting innovative businesses in this region
and beyond. Joining the company was therefore a
highly attractive opportunity for me and I’m really
excited to be working with Samantha and the team

in driving the business forward.”
Samantha Vassallo, founder and managing director
of Horizon Works, said: “We’re delighted to have
someone of Scott’s calibre spearheading our
business development activities. He is a wellknown and respected figure in the North East’s
manufacturing and engineering sectors and has
a deep knowledge of the industries which we
support. Scott will be a major asset to Horizon
Works has we move forward and his appointment
significantly strengthens our business development
activities.”
Horizon Works’ client base includes INVISTA
Performance Technologies, one of the world’s
largest integrated producers of chemical
intermediates, Fera Science Ltd (formerly the Food
and Environment Research Agency) which is based
at the National Agri-Food Innovation Campus near
York; Middlesbrough-based hydraulic engineering
specialist Industrial & Marine Hydraulics
(IMH); community charity Groundwork South
Tyneside; expanded metal mesh manufacturer
Expanded Metal Company, commercial law firm
Watson Burton; business communications and
systems provider Cellular Solutions; and asbestos
management consultancy Franks Portlock.

For more information, visit www.horizonworks.co.uk
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NORTH EAST SERIAL ENTREPRENEUR
TAKES ON NEW VENTURE
Neeta Arneja, a local business woman, fashion columnist and former restauranteur, has taken her love for
all things fashion in another direction and created her very own jewellery brand, Belle Ame.
Belle Ame – Beautiful jewellery for
beautiful souls – Is a collection of sterling
silver and freshwater pearl jewellery,
influenced by Neeta’s travels around the
globe. Having spent the last three years
splitting her time between her home
in Newcastle and Dubai, Neeta found
herself enriched by the cultural and exotic
women around her.
Each piece from the collection has a
timeless meaning and has been designed as
an accessory that can be treasured forever.
Featuring meaningful symbols such as The
Tree of Life, the Infinity Symbol and the
Crown Chakra, Belle Ame makes the perfect
statement or gift to a loved one.
Having launched in August 2019, Belle
Ame’s first collection is flourishing online.
The collection features delicate and
intricately detailed earrings, necklaces and
bracelets, perfect for every woman who
loves the simple, but beautiful things in life.
Head to www.belle-ame.co.uk to check out the full collection, or head to @BelleAme_UK on Facebook and Instagram to
keep updated with new pieces and offers.

PERFECT TEENS DO NOT EXIST CLAIMS YOUTH
COACH AND MENTOR
to include in the book so people further afield can
benefit. Gbenga, who through a charity organisation
in Barking and Dagenham, is also providing food to
sheltered homes for the homeless, said: “The topics
include peer pressure, finding your own purpose,
addictive substances such as drink and drugs; and of
course the current days hot topic, social media and
internet use. A scary article said that children find it
easier to find cannabis than alcohol, and in a society
like that we really owe our teenagers to arm them
with self understanding and tools to resist.”

Following recent news that over 20% of the
UK’s underage teenagers drink, smoke and have
tried drugs, one man has launched a campaign to
support, nurture and help young adults across the
whole of the UK.
The financial crime analyst who specialises in
youth coaching and mentoring is on a path to
help teenagers cope with modern society, with the
aim of reducing crime, stopping wasted talent and
improving the future of the UK economy.
Succinctly wrapped up in his newly released book,
Perfect Teens Do (Not) Exist, Gbenga Obakin
acknowledges that the pressures on our young
people grow daily and without the right support,
mentoring and guidance, the future of the UK, our
business community and the general success of the
country could be viewed as looking bleak.
He said: “Being brought up in Nigeria, our culture was
very different. There was little peer pressure and the
centre of a teenagers life was the family, we even
had restrictions on TV viewing. I explored life as a
teenager myself, despite this strict upbringing.
“I feel very privileged to have experience such an
upbringing, and on arriving in the UK, I saw marked
differences in attitude, opportunity and reactions to
situations by young people. Coupled with my own
experience, working with youths and seeing what
was happening to people around me, I felt driven to
write my book.

“My book is a self help manual for both young people
and their parents all over the globe. It focuses on the
challenges the young people I mentor have said they
face, and if it can help just a handful of teens and
their families then I will be very proud.”
Part of Gbenga’s campaign is that he holds workshops
with teenagers all over the world wherever there is
the opportunity to, including Nigeria, the UK and the
USA. He has conducted school tours in Nigeria and
is embarking on them in the UK, where he will run
through the exercises that are included in the book
Perfect Teens Do (NOT) Exist.
These exercises include self appreciation,
examination of situations and encourages them to
think about a bigger picture. Because of the success
of them in the workshops, he felt them important

Gbenga Obakin

Perfect Teens do (NOT) Exist is available on Amazon, Waterstone’s, Good Reads, Booktopia and many more outlets for £6.99.
The book is already achieving much acclaim and great reviews.
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EXPERTS IN
APPRENTICESHIPS AND
TRAINING
Supporting over 2000 businesses across the North
East, find out how we can help your business grow
through apprenticeship and training solutions.
HOW WE CAN HELP






Apprenticeships
Work Placements
Free Distance Learning
Technical Training
Leadership & Management Courses

Plus more!

03453 40 40 40
www.northernskills.co.uk
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EMPLOYEES FEELING THE CORPORATE
PHILANTHROPY BUZZ

Helen Nicholson

Ron Beadle

Ron Beadle, Professor of Organisation and Business Ethics at Northumbria University and Director
of the North East Initiative on Business Ethics (NIBE), explores how to engage employees
through corporate philanthropy

A study at Northumbria University has
demonstrated the extraordinary impact of
engaging employees in corporate philanthropy.
But at a time when 76% of the public are looking
at organisations’ ethics in deciding who they
might work for, it has also raised novel questions
for responsible businesses to consider.
Researchers have often demonstrated the
reputational benefits for companies engaging in
corporate philanthropy; so much so that a whole
field ‘Strategic Philanthropy’ sets out to study it.
Recently published research from Northumbria
University took a different tack however. Dr
Helen Nicholson’s PhD looked at the impact of
employee involvement in corporate philanthropy
for the workers themselves. Her study, which I
had the privilege to supervise alongside Professor
Richard Slack (now at Durham), enabled employees
at different locations to talk about their own
experiences. Some of the results were far from
what we anticipated.
The study was conducted at John Lewis Partnership,
well-known for its excellent treatment of people,
but less well-known for its extensive philanthropy.
At John Lewis, employee-partners valued the
control they exercise over the choice of good
causes that the business supports.

In recounting tales of how their work had helped
beneficiaries, employees were visibly moved; even
many years after the work had been done.
So what sort of work was it? In the Newcastle and
Edinburgh stores, it included removing Japanese
knotweed from bird habitats, helping set up a
charity shop, running a fashion show for a school
for children with special needs, creating a scented
garden for the blind and many others. For example,
did you know that community groups could use a
dedicated room at John Lewis stores for meetings;
and it is completely free? No, neither did we.
Employee-partners individually nominate projects
and then decide collectively which to support.
On top of this, under their ‘Jubilee’ scheme the
company pays its people to work for voluntary
groups for up to six months at a time. This
philanthropic tradition is no short-term expedient
either. It goes back to the founder, Spedan Lewis,
who famously transferred ownership to the
employees from the 1920s.
So what was new here? First, employee-partners
disapproved of giving customers the final decision
over which causes to support. At a time when
strategic philanthropy in retail means customers
using tokens to vote for good causes, the
employee-partners overwhelmingly believed that

they should decide on the projects that they were
going to work on.
Secondly, there were vigorous debates about
whether philanthropy should be visible at all. The
Partnership has traditionally been reserved about
its charitable work following its founder’s dictum to
conduct ‘random acts of kindness quietly.’ Whilst
some employee-partners argued that gaining
publicity would undermine their philanthropic
purpose others were worried that customers might
think badly of the Partnership because they did not
know of the work that they do.
This research suggests three challenges for your
business Challenge one is to empower your workers
to take decisions about which good causes to
support; this is about trust and sends a strong
message about your values and relationships.
	
Challenge two is to think about whether
publicise your philanthropic work at all –
because whilst this might demonstrate its true
purpose, it might also sacrifice reputation.
	
Challenge three is to find a way of involving
both employees and customers in your
business’s philanthropic work.
The full paper is entitled: Nicholson, H; Beadle, R
and Slack, R. (2019) “Corporate Philanthropy as a
Context for Moral Agency: A MacIntyrean Enquiry”.

You can find it at the Journal of Business Ethics website: link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s10551-019-04188-7
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HOME FROM HOME FOR EOTHEN RESIDENTS
With a loving, caring and homely environment, residents at Eothen Homes feel like part of one big family.
The long-established and respected
charity runs care homes in Whitley
Bay, Gosforth and Wallsend, where
Christian values of empathy, openness,
trustworthiness, honesty, equality and
nurturing play an important role.

Jane: I like to set the tables for lunch for all
the residents. I enjoy having a little job to
do to keep me busy. I love to sit out in the
beautiful garden when the weather is nice.

We spoke to Whitley Bay residents Jean
Callaghan and Jane Wallas, lifelong friends
who moved into Eothen Whitley Bay in
June 2019, to find out more.

Jane: I enjoy sewing, singing, dancing,
painting, making jewellery and going out
on trips.

What does a typical day look like for
you at Eothen?
Jean: A typical day for us means getting up
in the morning and listening to the music
in our bedrooms before meeting each
other to enjoy breakfast with the other
residents in the dining room.
Then we enjoy the daily devotions in the
lounge, followed by the many different
activities that are organised, from fun
exercise singalong classes to arts and craft
classes.
Sometimes we go into Whitley Bay or
Newcastle shopping together.
We love the meals at Eothen. We can have
our favourite things to eat and if there’s
something on the menu we don’t like, the
staff will always offer something different.

What is your favourite thing to do?

Jean: My favourite things to do include
singing and dancing, playing musical
instruments, doing arts and crafts and
most of all acting! I love drama and
performing in shows.
What is the best thing about
Eothen Homes?
Jane: The best thing about Eothen is the
staff, they are very kind and we feel loved.
We feel as though we are part of one big
family. The staff help us when we need
it and make us laugh. We’ve made other
friends since coming to live here and
everyone is so kind.
Jean: I love to entertain the other residents
bringing happiness to them when they
watch me sing and dance and being called
a “star” by all the staff. We couldn’t be
happier with our new family at Eothen!

Jean Callaghan and Jane Wallas

For more information on Eothen Homes, visit www.eothenhomes.org.uk
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NEW PROSPECTS AGM
AND ANNUAL AWARDS
EVENING
The New Prospects annual AGM and awards
evening took place at the Park Hotel, Tynemouth
on Wednesday 18th September 2019.
Attended by trustees, staff and people receiving
support, a glittering evening was arranged to
celebrate successes and achievements from the last
year of the care organisations operation.
The focus of the awards surrounded individual’s
personal triumphs and staff recognition for their
sterling work and commitment.
Awards were presented by local authority
representatives and business owners.
To see more photographs,
visit www.newprospects.org.uk
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RISING
STAR

JOEL NEASHAM
Henry Riley LLP

Rising star Joel Neasham is
about to take the lead at the
Newcastle office of Henry Riley
LLP, the international property and
construction consultancy where he
has developed his career for the
last 15 years.
Here he discusses the challenge of
leading the firm through the fastmoving digital age – and reveals
why he’s wary of magpies!

What do you hope to achieve in your new
role at Henry Riley?   
In the last 18-24 months we’ve won a lot of new
work and my job is to continue this positive trend.
We’ve got a five-year plan in place and we don’t
want to see a dip. Internally, I want to make sure
our staff get the sort of career opportunities that
the company has given me in the last 15 years.
How has the built environment industry
changed in recent years?
We’ve seen a definite move towards digital.
Technology has increased the efficiency of many
construction projects and those in the supply chain
who use it well can gain a competitive edge. There’s
also been a dip in the level of retail work as more
people shop online, but we’ve managed to offset
this by winning contracts in the residential sector,
which has really taken off in the region, and on
leisure and healthcare schemes.
So what challenges are you likely to face?
Plenty! The industry is becoming increasingly
saturated so competition is likely to be fierce.
We’ve also got the elephant in the room that is
Brexit – and nobody can predict what will happen
on that score!
Any stand-out opportunities for growth?
The residential market is bouncing in Newcastle and
the wider North East. There’s also scope for more
work in the leisure market as companies capitalise

Joel Neasham

on consumers’ growing appetite for health and
fitness. We’re well protected as we operate in so
many different markets: commercial, infrastructure,
leisure, healthcare, retail and residential. If one
market has a dip, we have protected ourselves
against the impact by working hard over the last
decade to create a diverse sector and client base.
What’s the best thing about living and
working in the North East?
The buzz of the place. We have everything we need
on our doorstep and there’s so much to do, not just
in Newcastle but also in places such as Durham
and Teesside. The people here are so friendly; you
just don’t get that connection in other parts of the
country.
And the most enjoyable thing about
working at Henry Riley?
The opportunities you get to progress your career
More details: www.henryriley.com
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– and I’m living proof of that! Our staff know
there’s no glass ceiling and that’s a real source of
motivation when they come to work each day.
How do you relax away from the workplace?
I have a six-year-old daughter, Iris, so I’m not sure
“relax” is the right word! Horse racing is a passion of
mine and I used to have a season ticket at Hexham
Racecourse before family life took over. I love going
out to pubs and restaurants in Newcastle and I
support the football club – although I don’t want
to talk about that!
Any superstitions/pet hates?
I always get nervous when I see a lone magpie! I
immediately want to catch sight of its mate just
in case that old adage “one for sorrow, two for joy”
comes true! I don’t really have many pet hates,
other than the ignorance of drivers who don’t
acknowledge you when you let them past.

BUSINESS INSIGHT

BMC
RECRUITMENT
GROUP
ANNOUNCE
GROWING
CONSTRUCTION
TEAM
BMC Recruitment Group are
pleased to announce Sarmon
Gaffney has recently joined their
growing Construction team as a
Senior Recruiter.

Sarmon brings with him years of experience,
an unrivalled network of contacts, a passion
for ‘getting recruitment right’ and an in-depth
knowledge of the industry. As the late, great
Winston Churchill once said “we shape our
buildings, thereafter, they shape us”–recruitment
in this important area is something Sarmon and
the team at BMC are proud to have expertise in.
Based in Milburn House in Newcastle’s thriving
City Centre, BMC Recruitment Group are the
trusted recruitment partner to leading North
East, national and international businesses. They
provide specialist recruitment solutions not only
in construction but in the other additional areas:
executive search; finance; technology; commercial;
insurance and insurtech; and, sales and marketing.
Sarmon currently recruits for some of the largest
contractors the UK, and he has a vast network
within the industry; he successfully works alongside
key figures to target their recruitment needs and
to source the very best talent for specific roles.
Sarmon offers a personalised, tailored service and
he also works directly with candidates looking for
new opportunities in order to help them to make
their next career move.
Sarmon provides staffing solutions for all manner
of positions across the construction sector from
high-calibre management and commercial staff to
those in production and health and safety. Since
joining BMC in June, he has already hit the ground
running with placing both assistant site and site
managers, production directors, and, quantity
surveyors, among other roles.
Some of Sarmon’s areas of specialty for sourcing
the best candidates are build and refurbishment,
operations, and, technical white collar.

Sarmon Gaffney

BMC’s Managing Director, Chris Milnes, comments:
“Sarmon has already shown he has a passion for
recruitment in construction and an aptitude for
building and maintaining excellent relationships
with clients and candidates alike. Through his
experience, Sarmon has access to top talent which
others wouldn’t; he is well-regarded in the industry.
We at BMC Recruitment really enjoy assisting
with placing talent in this area given how fastpaced it can be. Construction has helped shaped
generations; the industry brings with it a great
energy. In the past few weeks alone Sajid Javid
has promised that the Autumn budget will bring
with it UK-wide investment in infrastructure, and
Barratt Developments Plc have posted record
profit, so worries about the impact of Brexit are
overshadowed by good news. We at BMC can’t wait

to see Sarmon’s continued success in his role here
and we’re really pleased he’s part of the team.”
BMC Recruitment Group’s vision is to source the
best talent for business– at the heart of everything
they do they ensure an effective, efficient service
based on a strong understanding of the particular
recruitment requirements of both individuals and
businesses. They have a new, easy-to-navigate
website launching in October which was designed
by award-winning Mediaworks which they
encourage you to visit for more information,
resources and roles.
Sarmon is always interested in hearing from
individuals within the sector who are either in a
position to take on additional personnel or who are
themselves looking for new opportunities.

Please get in touch with Sarmon directly to discuss opportunities confidentially on (0191) 543 9295 (direct dial); or,
send him an email: sarmon.gaffney@bmcrecruitmentgroup.com
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Network Rail “Design for Reliability” seminar

Shell HQ, New Orleans, USA.

Made in the North East Awards 2018

North East Business Awards 2019

Barrier Ex, Wallsend.

Arab British Economic Summit in Westminster, London
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Kidsfest, Albemarle Barracks.

British High Commission, Singapore.
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Tony Oram and Steven Lee

THE FUTURE’S BRIGHT FOR BARRIER-EX
The North East really is a hidden gem when it comes to specialist services. There is so
much out there that the vast majority of us are totally unaware of.

Take Barrier-Ex for example. They
were named in the prestigious London
Stock Exchange publication “1000
Companies to Inspire Britain” in 2017,
in 2018 won Manufacturer of the Year
at the North Tyneside Business Awards
and in 2019 won Newcomer of the Year
at the North East Business Awards.

It has taken us six months to get to
that point but it has been an enjoyable
challenge. Alan Pape and his GRP team
have done a fantastic job.”

In fact, they have a variety of products
and services which can be used in places
that are considered dangerous….like
explosion proof enclosures and lighting
which, let’s face it, sound more than
a tad risky. In other words, if you need
lighting of any sort, including in areas
which are probably a good idea for
you and I to avoid, then Barrier-Ex can
provide the solutions.
They are also a manufacturer of bespoke
electrical engineering solutions for Rail
and industrial applications and also build
bespoke GRP (Glass Reinforced Polymer)
products. The company supply worldwide
to a number of sectors including Rail,
Water and Waste treatment, Airports,
Ports and Terminals, Oil and Gas,
Distilleries, Pharmaceutical, Healthcare
and Construction.
Barrier-Ex is one of the most recent
arrivals on the scene within the
Hazardous Area market place having
started trading in 2017. Leading from
the front is recent Boss of the Year at the
2019 Chronicle and Journal “Best Places

to Work” Awards, Managing Director,
Steven Lee.
“We are investing in each of our four
business divisions with an eye on the
future and a clear focus on bringing
genuine innovations to the market.”
said Steve. “We are already developing
a range of new products across each
of the four divisions and our Technical
Director Tony Oram is involved with
some really exciting new technologies at
the moment. The team are particularly
excited about our GRP division which is
now set up to manufacture water tanks,
separators and package pump stations.

“We wanted to create something on
North Tyneside which could be used, not
only to establish a new, manufacturing
business, but also allow the potential for
local talent to be nurtured. We’ve set-up
a really good relationship with Newcastle
College and work closely with their
Energy Academy. We provide staff to
go along and speak to the students and
help them with their apprenticeships.
I’m delighted to say that we’ve taken
on two apprentices from the college in
recent months. We also work with Tyne
North Training and will see a couple of
their apprentices arrive very shortly. It’s
all part of our vision to help local young
people get a foot on the ladder and who
can help us take Barrier-Ex forward.”
Another example of how Barrier-Ex is
giving back to the community is that
they are firmly invested in supporting
a number of local charities and causes
through the profits they make from their
business activities.
And having recently been awarded a
£300k government grant to develop
the next generation of Hazardous Area
luminaires it would seem Innovation is in
good hands with Barrier Ex on the banks
of the Tyne.

www.barrier-ex.co.uk
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IT’S TIME FOR
THE RISE OF THE
WORKING MUM
Bryony Gibson, managing
director of Bryony Gibson
Consulting, talks about how
an inclusive approach toward
working mums can unlock a
world of business benefits.

This month, I’m hoping you will take a moment
to consider whether, in your workplace, you
think it is possible for a new mum to progress
her career as quickly as a new father?
I was recently shocked to discover that four in ten
managers admitted they avoid employing women
of childbearing age.
In a survey for the Equality and Human Rights
Commission, 44% of employers also said they
believe women should work for an organisation for
at least one year before deciding to have children.
A similar number felt those who have had more
than one pregnancy while in the same job can be a
‘burden’ to their team.
As a woman who started her own business shortly
after the birth of my daughter, it comes as no
surprise to hear the UK lags behind when it comes
to equality and opportunity for working mums.
With nearly one in five being forced to switch
jobs because a flexible working request has been
refused, it’s apparent that some attitudes are
decades behind the times - not to mention the law
- and this outdated view is allowing thousands of
brilliant people to slip through the recruitment net.
Fear of change and a reluctance to offer flexible
working is holding business back, and it’s time to
bring this to an end.
The fact of the matter is that the UK’s flexible
working laws changed more than five years ago
so that every employee with over six months
service - parent or not - has the right to ask for
working hours and patterns that suit their lifestyle,
regardless of their current contract.
Of course, employers don’t have to grant people’s
wishes, but they do have a legal obligation to give
requests ‘reasonable’ consideration provided they
don’t generate an extra cost, affect quality and

Bryony Gibson

performance, or damage the business due to a
reduction in productivity.
Simply put, priorities change for people when they
have children and when they don’t. To get the
best out of anybody you need to understand their
motivations and work to support them.
For businesses with pregnant employees, there is a
choice to make between losing valuable expertise
and experience or embarking on a journey to
develop independent-minded staff that are
committed to your cause.
Many companies are switched on to the benefits of
maintaining a diverse workforce. They are willing to
make the leap from hours worked to impact made
being the true measure of success.
Flexible approaches include everything from parttime, annualised, compressed and staggered hours,
to job sharing and working from home.
By offering the opportunity to create a better worklife balance, companies can hold on to valuable
staff, reduce the level of absenteeism, increase

www.BryonyGibson.com
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commitment and productivity and become a more
desirable employer; giving you an even wider talent
pool to choose from.
I believe we all have a responsibility to help women
continue to excel in work, regardless of the way
their working hours are scheduled. Unfortunately,
many employees still believe taking advantage of
flexible working will have a negative impact on
their career and, until this becomes the norm, they
will shy away from it to protect future progression.
With skills shortages and an economy in danger
of stalling, now really is the time we should be
opening our eyes to the talent that is in front of
us. While mothers returning to work may not be
the recruitment solution you had in mind, they can
bring with them so many benefits at the only extra
cost of being a little bit flexible.
Yes, it may appear challenging to implement at
first, but with trust, clear communication and
accountability, and a good IT infrastructure, you
will reap the rewards of a better company culture
and an engaged and happy workforce.

Bryony
Gibson
Consulting
Jobs. Advice. Expertise.
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SMART WORKS CENTRE IS DRESSED TO IMPRESS
BY AKZONOBEL
Smart Works, a UK charity which supports women
into employment by providing suitable clothing
for job interviews and specialist interview training,
has become the latest charity to benefit from a
colour transformation courtesy of AkzoNobel.
The Newcastle centre has given its coaching room a
complete makeover thanks to a generous donation
from the Ashington-based paint manufacturer to
create a calming space for the charity’s volunteer
interview trainers to deliver sessions to clients.
Nathalie Bouleau Chabot, business development
lead at Smart Works Newcastle, said: “Many of the
women that we support are very nervous when
they first come to us. They might have been out
of work for some time due to a variety of different
circumstances, so it’s really important that we create
a tranquil and friendly atmosphere to help them
relax.
“Our coaching room was painted in a dark and
oppressive plum colour which drew the walls in and
made the space feel quite claustrophobic. The new
light blue colour has made such a huge difference the makeover has completely changed the look and
feel of the room and we have had lots of positive
feedback from clients who now really enjoy using the
space. We can’t thank AkzoNobel enough.”
Smart Works recently celebrated the one-year
anniversary of its centre opening in Newcastle. The
newest of all of the Smart Works outlets across the

Nathalie Bouleau Chabot,
Business Development Lead at
Smart Works Newcastle with
Alex Wardle, Process Engineer
at AkzoNobel Ashington.

country, the service has supported 375 women to
date, with 290 clients accessing the service in its first
year.
Alex Wardle, process engineer at AkzoNobel
Ashington, commented: “Since we opened the doors
to our new manufacturing facility in Ashington two
years ago, AkzoNobel has been on a mission to help
positively colour the lives of people living in the local
community. We truly believe in the transformative
power of colour which is why, wherever possible,
we are committed to making donations of paint

and volunteering time to community groups and
organisations like Smart Works.
“We were absolutely blown away by the work that
Nathalie and the team do at Smart Works Newcastle
and we’re delighted that our donation has helped to
make such a difference to their service.”
AkzoNobel is the world’s leading manufacturer of
decorative paints and coatings, with household
brands including Dulux, Dulux Trade, Cuprinol and
Hammerite.

For more information about AkzoNobel, visit www.akzonobel.com or for more information about Smart Works Newcastle,
visit www.smartworks.org.uk/newcastle-smart-works

challenge.think.change.

personal development.
business and executive coaching.
mentoring. counselling.
Contact Dr David Cliff of Gedanken now for a meaningful
discussion on the next part of your personal and business journey.
Gedanken Ltd, Evolve Centre, Cygnet Way, Rainton Bridge South Business Park, Houghton-le-Spring, DH4 5QY.
Office: 0191 3051122 Email: david@gedanken.co.uk www.gedanken.co.uk
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POWER TO THE PEOPLE
Giving money to charity is something most of us try do.
For the vast majority it’s usually a case of putting a few
loose coins into the box of a collector who’s standing
outside your local supermarket. But what happens to
your donation? If you are donating to a large national
or even multinational charity it can be quite tricky to
ascertain where it goes and who is benefitting.
That is where the Community Foundation succeeds. Money
which is donated to a local Community Foundation will
be used to help communities in those areas. There are 46
accredited Community Foundations covering much of the
UK, making a difference to people’s lives and a difference to
the places they serve, but the biggest and most successful
of all is the Community Foundation Tyne & Wear and
Northumberland, based in Newcastle.
Last year it awarded grants worth £7,688,811. It supported
943 organisations and 243 individuals with an average
grant size of £6482.98.
The man leading from the front for the last ten years is
Chief Executive Rob Williamson.
Rob has an incredible track record of helping people. It
started when he was a student at York University, helping
fellow students who were struggling with debt and housing
problems. When he graduated in 1992 he moved to work
in local charities helping homeless people. Later he went to
Newcastle City Council to work in the policy team before
joining the Northern Rock Foundation in 2003 as Director
of Policy and Communications.
July 2009 saw him move to the Community Foundation.
“I arrived at roughly the same time as when the effects of
the recession were being seriously felt,” said Rob. “It was
the peak of the financial crash and a lot of people were
finding the going tough. Like a lot of organisations, we
had to make changes and think about our priorities. In one
respect, ten years later, I’d like to think that we are a slick,
efficient and very cost effective organisation which can
give a maximum return on the donations we receive.”
For the past 16 years, Rob has been leading work in
philanthropy. It’s important to remember that, in general
terms, charitable giving tends to be short term, possibly
one-off donations, whereas philanthropy is usually longer
term and is often linked to a particular cause. It’s in the
latter case where the Community Foundation succeeds
because they will match your donation to a particular
cause…possibly a cause which the person, family, group
or business that is making the donation has a particular
interest in.
“When I joined in 2009, we had an endowment of around

£32m. It had plummeted from previous years. However in
the last 10 years, we’ve grown that to £82m. The long term
prospects look favourable. This is down to us having a great
team here but also down to the simple fact that in the
North East we are traditionally incredibly generous.
What we do as an organisation is help communities ride
some of the waves of the shocks in the country. We’ve seen
how austerity affects communities. If someone told me ten
years ago that we would need foodbanks to help people,
I wouldn’t have believed them. We have to be prepared
for the future which is why we build an endowment for
the future, not just the here and now. Another example
is that communities could previously rely upon their
local authority to lend a hand, but that doesn’t happen
nowadays for the simple reason that the authorities do not
have any spare cash. We have to step in to help.”
One of Rob’s main challenges is not only to attract
philanthropy from individuals and businesses who want
to help, but to also raise awareness. One of their latest
campaigns surrounds holiday hunger amongst children.
This applies to children who normally rely on free school
meals during term time. However, once school holidays
arrive, those children can go hungry and fall behind. The
provision of funding allows the setting-up of holiday clubs
and play groups which not only ensure these children are
given a nutritious meal, it also gives them something to
talk about when they return to school.
It’s really useful to go onto the www.communityfoundation.
org.uk website because you will see examples of where
grants go and the impact donors money can make. . For
example, £4,000 will ensure that twelve children can
attend one of those school holiday play schemes.
“The North East is incredibly generous,“ added Rob. “The
only reason our foundation has been around for over 30
years is that people, families, businesses etc have supported
us in terms of giving and devoting their time as trustees
and volunteers. This region has a lot of entrepreneurial
activities and a lot of established families who have always
given back. We have a strong sense of community, a feeling
of belonging, and we try to support the place where we
live and work.”
If you are interested in the work of the Community
Foundation, join them at #PoweredByPhilanthropy
2019, their three day event celebrating and debating
philanthropy's role in diversity and inclusion taking place
5-7th November. www.communityfoundation.org.uk/
poweredbyphilanthropy2019/

For more information or to talk about how you can get involved go to the website or call the Community Foundation team on 0191 222 0945.
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CXY AROUND
THE WORLD
After meeting John Hays of
Hays Travel, it’s not a surprise
that the company is doing so
well - he totally gets Customer
Experience and where it all
starts with culture, leadership
and your people.

We sat in the canteen of the new, very swanky
offices in Sunderland, drinking tea that John
had made for us, and started to learn the
secrets behind the success of this gentleman’s
business.
On asking John his views he explained that he
totally believes in Customer Experience, people
and personalisation - all underpinned by an
outstanding customer service! This is why he is
doing the complete opposite to everyone else. As
high street presence in the travel industry is fast
declining, Hays Travel is currently going for growth
and successfully operating out of 180 outlets. This
leads us to truly believe that the experience has
to be consistent across all channels, including the
built retail environment.
The real cornerstone to the success of this
organisation is the people and the training they
provide. “Happy staff, happy customers” John
quoted, and he is absolutely right. However, “it’s
not enough” you have to fully embrace the digital
world, as John clearly demonstrated through a
Facebook live update when the company hit it’s
£1billion milestone. It is a digital presence that
creates the desire and drives people to Hays
Travel.
John understandably is extremely proud of the
recent accolade of being the UK’s Apprentice
Employer of the Year, explaining that many of

John Hays

today’s senior team started out as an apprentice
- with one of this team being held up as a role
model for apprenticeships by the then Prime
Minister!
Always recruiting from within, working for Hays
Travel isn’t just a job. It’s a career, a passion and
a commitment. It is a place to learn and perform
and be developed through positive reinforcement
and to be part of an industry leading team. You’re
encouraged to be constructively critical of one
another, including John, to say what you see and
www.getcxy.com
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to continually be able to review and support each
other’s performance. John quotes ‘none of us are
as clever as all of us’ - it’s all about team work
an open and relaxed culture, a passion for people
and customers. It all starts from within, Customer
Experience really is the heart of your business and
for Hays Travel it is the DNA.
CXY exists to help businesses and global industry
leaders deliver AMAZING customer experiences
by understanding the human core of a digital
world.
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WE’RE OPEN...AT LAST – LET YOUR ANIMALS KNOW!
Although we feel like we need a holiday to recover,
we have to say, we can’t help feeling a little bit
proud of what we’ve done to what once was a
dingy pub in Winlaton and is now a state-of-theart veterinary practice; Sore Paws.
It might have taken us one year to complete, skint us of every penny we’ve
ever had, exhausted us, as we’ve had to do much of it ourselves, to save on
the cash-flow, fought like cat and dog (pun intended!) – but we got there –
We actually opened our second branch last month.
We had a great open-day weekend to celebrate, where we welcomed our
friends, neighbours and of course, their pets. To say we were welcomed with
open-arms would be an understatement. I (Sarah) am actually from Winlaton,
I grew up there, but left as my career as a vet took off, I moved to where the
work was - and although we have a very successful practice in Newton Aycliffe,
my heart has always remained in Winlaton.
Well, as I said, we’re open now and we have a vast list of services that we can
offer to your furry, and not-so-furry pets. We offer Practice Plans to spread
the cost of your preventive pet care as well as pensioner discounts, monthly
specials and tailored packages to ensure that your pet is completely looked
after, all-year-round.
We’ve also got many opening offers, until the end of October, so if you fancy
popping through to see us, we’d love to make some introductions to our lovely
team - you can take advantage of the incentives that we have at the same time,
oh, and feel free to bring your pets, after all, without them, you’re probably not
going to need us!
See you soon – Aaron & Sarah
Sore Paws Veterinary Practice – Commercial Street, Blaydon-on-Tyne, Winlaton, NE21 5QX. www.sorepawsveterinaryclinic.co.uk

JEWELLERY COMPANY SET TO FLY AS NEW
OPPORTUNITY ARISES
Jewellery Sparkles, the first of the Park Lane
franchises that was launched in the UK just last year,
is set to expand dramatically in the North East and
Yorkshire following a number of exciting changes
including a change in ownership and a new alliance.

Packages – for premium clients in a premium venue,
where they can spend a day or half a day receiving
accessory styling advice, whilst having beauty
treatments and receiving confidence coaching, all
delivered by experts. Vouchers are available for this
experience making ideal Birthday or Christmas gifts.

Owned solely by and under the experienced guidance
of Sarah Heron since July this year, the company is
offering exciting job opportunities, as it has created a
number of new roles available for fashion directors and
stylists across the North.

Sarah’s latest inclusion to the retail activity is the
Sparklebox subscription, an exciting concept that
benefits the company and the purchaser alike.
Sarah, who is based in Nunthorpe and is looking to
collaborate with others in the fashion and beauty
arenas is hungry for success, concluded: “The new
alliance with House of Colour is exceptionally
exciting. As is the launch of Sparklebox. This is a
monthly subscription which offers VIP customers an
opportunity to receive a piece of jewellery (worth up
to £50) for HALF price each month – great for gift
buying or an affordable monthly treat which will be
beautifully wrapped. I am keen to grow further links
with retailers, influencers and am happy to support
events in the right industries.”

Jewellery Sparkles is also poised to grow through a
new liaison that sees the fashion jewellery linking with
the House of Colour, whose stylists provide the best
style and colour analysis for both men and women of
all ages.
Sarah, who has had an illustrious career in marketing,
professional fundraising and previously used to be a
teacher, said: “Jewellery Sparkles has been reshaped
and I am looking forward to the challenge now of being
the sole director. Along with that I have committed a
sizable investment to ensure that we grow, attract new
talent and lead the way in the North.
“When we launched just last year in 2018, we were at
the time the first and only UK Park Lane franchise and
there is only one other in the UK so far, which means
our scope for growth is massive. We are keen to create
at least 50 jobs in the North East and in Yorkshire in
the coming months and to see the brand, which boasts
exceptional quality, become a household name.”

workplace and at-event sales, Sarah is shaping the
services delivered by Jewellery Sparkles so they
appeal to the direct public, the purchaser; and to the
corporate world where she now holds accessory styling
workshops, helping people upcycle and update their
wardrobe, choose accessories that compliment and
find a new confidence in their appearance.

As well as online sales, parties at home or in the

The team also deliver VIP ‘Make me Sparkle’ Pamper

Helen Venables, MD of House of Colour said “We’re
really excited about this new strategic alliance (with
Park Lane Jewellery), we think it will work really well
for House of Colour Consultants. The jewellery can be
used to demonstrate scale, to use as a sample kit or to
offer to clients to purchase. The jewellery is beautiful
and always on trend. There really is something for
everyone. The constant, rolling 2&4 offer is very
attractive, giving lots of flexibility.”

For more information on the latest stunning collection and how to join Sarah’s ever growing team visit www.jewellerysparklesltd.co.uk
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Terry Fitzpatrick

ARC ADOPTION;
HELPING CHILDREN; HELPING FAMILIES
When Terry Fitzpatrick launched ARC Adoption North East in November 2013, he
brought with him nearly 40 years of experience of working in children’s social care.

Few people in the whole of the UK will have that level of
experience let alone here in the North East where Terry’s
agency, ARC Adoption North East, is now based working from
offices at the Business and Innovation Centre in Sunderland.

measure against a set of strict government guidelines which must
be adhered to...plainly ARC Adoption is excelling itself and also
proves why anyone who is interested in adoption can trust the
agency and rely on them to provide the best level of service.

Terry managed a local authority adoption service for over 24
years. The local authority gained a reputation for being one
of the leading lights for adoption and fostering in the UK and
was regularly recognised with outstanding results in various
inspections carried out by government agencies. He was invited
to attend conferences and seminars where his experience is used
to instruct other authorities and charitable organisations.

ARC Adoption has a buddy system where families can contact
each other to discuss the various stages of the adoption process,
any challenges, concerns, and the joys of parenting. Let’s face it,
most families have similar issues as children grow.

Eventually though, Terry was given the opportunity by the
Department for Education to establish a voluntary adoption
agency. So along with ARC Adoption’s assistant director, Lorraine
Jefferson, he decided to set up not for profit adoption agency ARC
Adoption North East. The agency began with eight members of
staff and the team has since grown to 22. Such is their level of
success local authorities throughout the UK access ARC Adoption’s
services to assist them in placing children with families.
“I’m proud to say that we have a wonderful success rate in finding
families for children,” said Terry. “It’s so important to make sure
that not only do we place the right child with the right family
but that we also fit the right family to the child. This is especially
important when we try to find a family for siblings. There is a
shortage of families who are willing to take two or more children.
It’s also difficult to find families for children who are over the
age of four, have a disability or perhaps an ethnic background
to consider. However, since the launch of ARC Adoption, we have
successfully found families for 160 children, something of which I
am immensely proud.”
One thing you realise straight away is that ARC Adoption don’t
just find a family for a child and then move on. Just like in any
family there will be ‘bumps in the road’. Families can benefit from
accessing ARC Adoption’s therapeutic adoption support team,
which includes a qualified counsellor and psychologist who are
always available to assist and give advice and support.
ARC Adoption really is making a difference. In a recent Ofsted
report the agency was awarded an ‘Outstanding’ grade across the
board. Every single area of the organisation was praised. Ofsted

There is a shortage of adopters to meet the growing number of
children who are in need of a loving and nurturing family. It must
be remembered that adoption is not fostering. When a family
adopts a child or children, they become legally responsible for
them. The team at ARC Adoption work hard to find families for
the children that are currently waiting in the looked after system.
Their aim is to find around 40 new families every year who are
willing to adopt.
“In line with government guidelines we operate a two-stage
assessment”, added Terry. “The first stage can take around two
months and involves medical and background checks. We also
need to provide training to help families prepare for the future.
Once a decision has been made that a family is suitable for
adoption, they move to stage two, during which a home study
assessment takes place. Stage two usually takes around four to
five months. Once this process is complete and everyone is happy,
the family then meets the agency adoption panel who will make
a recommendation as to whether they are appropriate to adopt
a child. Overall, the entire adoption process can take about six
months.”
In July alone, ARC Adoption assessed eight families.
If you would like to find out more information about becoming a
parent via adoption and the outstanding support available to you
at ARC Adoption Go to www.arcadoptionne.org.uk and you’ll find
out everything you need to know. There’s also some background
on Terry and his team so, if you decide to call into their offices in
Sunderland, you’ll be able to recognise a familiar face.
There is also information for any other organisations or local
authorities interested in accessing ARC Adoption’s services.
The best idea is to speak to the team at ARC Adoption. They’ll
soon answer any queries and discuss the options available to you.

Give them a call on 0191 516 6466 or email info@arcadoptionne.org.uk
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HARWORTH CEMENTS GROWTH PLANS FOR LYNX
PRECAST AIDING £1.6M PURCHASE DEAL

L-R: Andy Teasdale and Paul Cutler, Directors of Lynx Precast with
Harworth Group Director (North East), Eddie Peat.

A successful working partnership between land regeneration and property development company, Harworth Group plc,
and commercial tenant, Lynx Precast, has led to a £1.6m purchase agreement enabling the concrete manufacturer to
buy existing premises as well as additional land for future expansion at Lynefield Park, Northumberland.

The ownership arrangement will see Harworth
Group hand part of the former Alcan site
at Lynemouth, Northumberland, over to
Lynx Precast as part of a 150 year leasehold
agreement in order for the company to realise
ambitious growth plans.
The deal, which includes approximately 150,000 sq
ft of existing manufacturing facilities on 14 acres
of land and the option to purchase a further seven
acres at the 320 acre site, has been shaped to
allow Lynx Precast to fast-track expansion to meet
heightened demand, make significant investment
in its long-term future and add ten new jobs to its
46-strong workforce over the next twelve months.
It has also helped to accelerate the introduction
of new production lines including bespoke,
reinforced concrete products to serve the transport,
infrastructure and rail network industries in addition
to the UK’s housebuilding and construction sectors.
This has led to additional investment in advanced
plant and machinery in the region of £650,000 to
increase manufacturing capability and serve larger,
nationwide clients.
Lynx Precast MD, Andy Teasdale, commented:
“This is an exciting phase of development for the
company and one which will allow us to make
significant investment in the business as well as
the local area too. We have 46 employees currently

at Lynemouth but this will increase over the next
year and beyond, helping us to grow steadily, free
us up to configure the land and buildings to suit
our requirements, enter into new markets and
serve larger clients up and down the country with
high quality, pre-stressed flooring and reinforced
concrete products.
“Our long-term future is at Lynefield Park as
the site provides everything we need in terms of
growth potential, easy access to main transport
links including the A1 and A19, and site security.
The relationship which I, and many of the
other occupiers here on-site have with Eddie
Peat (Harworth), has been pivotal to creating,
developing and realising this opportunity and
therefore I would like to thank him and Harworth
Group for their support.”
Harworth Group has, since acquiring the site
from Rio Tinto in 2015, invested more than
£2million into Lynefield Park, completing complex
demolition, excavation and ground engineering
works whilst providing fit-for-purpose commercial
space for industrial occupiers. It is seen as a key
strategic site for attracting inward investment
and possible large-scale manufacturing, energy or
industrial organisations to Northumberland.
The part sale of the site to Lynx Precast is an
example of how Harworth works closely with

occupiers to maximise their business potential as
well as help generate employment opportunities
for areas which have suffered job losses historically
from traditional industry closures. Other Harworth
sites include Waverley in South Yorkshire which
was once home to Orgreave Colliery. It now
includes a 1.5m sq ft Advanced Manufacturing Park
with occupiers including Rolls Royce and McLaren
Automotive alongside a planned 4,000 home
residential development where 850 homes have
been built in the past six years.
Eddie Peat, Director (North East) for Harworth
added: “We are delighted to have played a part in
Lynx Precast’s success and, more importantly, its
future by handing part of the site over and ensuring
that the company can grow without relocating
from its existing base. This will provide the team
with the freedom to adapt the land and buildings
to meet all necessary business requirements
moving forward.
“It is essential, that land and property owners,
especially in today’s uncertain economic climate,
work closely with their tenants to offer support
whichever way they can. This is therefore very
good news for Lynefield Park, the local area and the
wider community in terms of jobs and I wish Lynx
Precast all the best for the future.”

For commercial enquiries regarding Lynefield Park, please contact Nick Atkinson at HTA Real Estate on t: 0191 245 1234 or e: nick@htare.co.uk,
or Andrew Wright at Lambert Smith Hampton on t: 0191 338 8320 or e: awright@lsh.co.uk
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Invites you to attend free networking events
across Northumberland...

Informal Friday
Taking place on the third Friday of every month at

Barluga, Sanderson Arcade, Unit 3D,
Morpeth, NE61 1NS
8:00am to 10:00am

#LoveHexham
Taking place on the last Friday of every month at the

Beaumont Hotel, Beaumont Street,
Hexham, NE46 3LT
8:00am to 10:00am

To register please go to the
Business Northumberland website:
www.businessnorthumberland.co.uk
BusinessNLand

@BusinessNLand

@BusinessNorthumberland

BusinessNLand

COMMUNITY NEWS

LAUREN OPENS
APERTURE FOR CHANGE

ANOTHER AWARD FOR
FENHAM PRACTICE

A masters graduate with a criminology degree
has turned her focus from the criminal justice
system to photography after reassessing her
career path.

A local GP has been awarded a ‘Healthwatch
Star’ reflecting the care and attention given to
her patients.

FOOD DONATIONS
MAKE A REAL
DIFFERENCE

The Star certificate was presented to Dr Helen
Davies of the Fenham Hall Medical Group by
Healthwatch Newcastle, which champions the
rights of users of publicly funded health and social
care services in the city.

The real-life plight of North East families
struggling to put food on the table depicted in
the award-winning movie ‘I, Daniel Blake’ has
prompted a Rotary Club to do what they can to
make a difference.

The Star scheme enables patients to nominate
members of caring professions who they feel have
went above and beyond in their care. The scheme
is totally anonymous and the recipient receives a
certificate to display at their place of work.

Members of the Rotary Club of Teesside West based
in Eaglescliffe pooled their efforts together to
make their first donation of food to the Thornaby
Foodbank.

Lauren McWilliams, 25 from Killingworth, grew
up with a childhood passion to work within the
community to make a difference in society for
vulnerable people. She worked hard on getting her
dream job as a probation officer however, Lauren
began to have mental health challenges and
ultimately had to change her career path.
Lauren’s new business For You Photography
received start up support from the Business Factory
in North Shields supported by the European
Regional Development Fund.
Her love of working with the community has now
led her to deliver a photography workshop called
the #iwillproject. The project teaches young people
new skills so they can put them to good use in the
community to help charities and social enterprises,
with emphasis on mental health awareness.

Steph Eduesi, Chief Executive of Healthwatch
Newcastle, said: “This isn’t the first award for the
medical practice. Fenham Hall Medical Group
has had an amazing seven previous awards in
recognition of outstanding care for its patients.
They have adopted a number of initiatives that
have made a real difference to the care they
provide for so many people.”

The donation was handed over to the foodbank at
the Baptist Church on Thorntree Road, Thornaby, by
Rotary President Jim Holmes.
Jim said: “The Teesside West Rotarians are
passionate about helping in the community
and this year through our various events and
fundraising activities we aim to try to donate as
much food to the foodbank as possible. Times are
tough and whatever we can do to help, we will.”

PICK UP A TICKET FOR SIR BOBBY
Tickets for the eighth annual, celebrity Yuletide extravaganza
Christmas at the Cathedral are now on sale.
This year, the Christmas at the Cathedral concert will take place on
Thursday 19th December at St Nicholas Cathedral in Newcastle and,
for the fourth year, funds will be raised for the Sir Bobby Robson
Foundation to help find more effective ways to detect and treat
cancer.
Jonathan Wallis from Barnard Castle is once again organising the
show which will see a host of celebrity stars perform songs, readings
and comedy sketches all with a Christmas theme.
Jonathan said: “The calibre of artists and entertainers is second to
none and although we already have a number of celebrities lined
up, we never say who is coming until they walk out onto the stage.”
Ex Lindisfarne drummer Ray Laidlaw will once again produce the
show.

Empowering digital business.
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DO SOMETHING DIFFERENT THIS CHRISTMAS
Trying to plan a Christmas night out that’s guaranteed to keep everyone entertained is tough, that’s
why you should book yours at The CTRL Pad, Newcastle’s very own premier video gaming lounge.
The CTRL Pad, based inside The Gate Newcastle, is
the spot for you and your work team this Christmas.
It’s the perfect chance for all personalities to get
together and reminisce over retro gaming classics
or enjoy the latest gaming releases.
We know it can be a difficult task trying to plan
a work Christmas night out, so many people to
accommodate, different preferences and a tight
budget, that’s why we’re making this easy for you. At
The CTRL Pad, everyone can join in, all ages, genders
and gaming abilities. It’s the perfect way to have
some light hearted competitive fun and get everyone
together and involved.
Even if you aren’t the biggest fan of gaming, don’t
worry. You certainly won’t be left out with The CTRL
Pad’s collection of “everyone’s favourite” board
games. Creating an amazing atmosphere for everyone
involved, which is just what the office needs. The
CTRL Pad will take away those daily stresses and
let you and the people you work with have some
“down time” together and get in the mood for your
Christmas break.
Above all else, The CTRL Pad is budget friendly and
offers a range of party packages for you to choose
from to suit your needs and the style of Christmas
party you desire. Forget doing the regular Christmas
night out, entertain everyone this festive period and
get the team having some fun together at The CTRL
Pad.
To book, please visit www.thectrlpad.com or call us on 0191 250 5264.

Are you maximising your organisation’s
greatest competitive advantage?
Would you value professional, high
quality and responsive HR support
in your organisation?
At Holgate HR, we believe that your people are your
competitive advantage. We have worked with a number
of the region’s most successful businesses over the last
10 years providing tailored services to meet our clients'
exact needs - so if you would like to discuss any HR
related matter facing your organisation, why not get in
touch to arrange a free consultation?

0191 236 1459 | support@holgatehr.co.uk | www.holgatehr.co.uk
Performance Management | Employee Engagement | Pay & Reward | Employee Relations | Investors In People | HR Software
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Ammar Mirza CBE

TO B OR NOT TO B
Now that is a question that feels as if it was first asked in the 1600’s, and I appreciate the original
version was, but not the one relating to the Brexit Referendum that took place just three years ago!
Who would have thought that William
Shakespeare’s Hamlet could have so aptly
described the inexplicable place we, within the
UK, find ourselves with Brexit doing the Hokey
Kokey.
You’re probably thinking has Ammar gone mad,
what is he talking about? At times I think that
myself. But in all honestly it isn’t the uncertainty
that is killing our nation, it is the indecisiveness. Yes,
I admit that uncertainty has a big part to play, but
if we knew either way as to what was happening
we could start planning and preparing for Brexit.
Many moons ago in the heyday of IBM AS400
computing, I had a boss as I first started off in
IT, who found it very hard to make decisions. A
bit odd, upon reflection, particularly for someone
leading a team, but that’s just the way he was. The
indecision not only stopped projects from starting
but then equally impacted on them finishing which
in a technical environment was the worst scenario
there could be.

I remember being sent to Safeway for lunch – yes
that’s how long ago it was – and then being told to
call him from there and run through the sandwich
offer. It would take five minutes to get to the shop,
30 minutes for him to choose the sandwich and
then five minutes to get back. In turn I was only
left with five minutes to have my lunch, as we only
got 45 minutes at the time.
Roll forward nearly three decades and on occasions
I offer the wife the choice of takeaway, which then
leads to a massive debate, lots of indecision, me
getting Hangry and then ending up with a rubbish
choice of food as we all try to make compromises
to please one another and end up pleasing no-one!
What’s the point of these examples of indecisions?
Frozen.
Well we look to leaders to lead and appoint them
to make the decisions based on their experience
and expertise. When there is no reference material
then we expect them to know and do the right

thing. But when no one is leading then everyone
and everything stops, there is no progress. Trying to
please all of the people all of the time ends up with
no one being happy.
Brexit is a complex and curious state of affairs. Not
something I admit to know the detail of or can
fathom out. Having spoken to numerous people
about this carry-on, as it appears, and regardless of
how people voted, people just want it all to come
to an end and for us all to move on.
Will it ever end, who knows, one thing is for sure,
regardless of what happens on the 31st October
we will all still be here getting on with our lives.
And now should we order Chinese or Indian for
supper...?
PS Congratulations to all of the finalists and
Female AWEsome Leaders for the ABC Annual
Dinner and Awards Ceremony taking place on
the 3rd October. Visit www.abconnexions.org for
more info.

Ammar Mirza CBE is the founder and chairman of Asian Business Connexions, Board member of North East LEP and holds various other
positions across the private, public and third sectors.
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STICK YOUR NECK OUT
Michael Grahamslaw reviews...

This month Michael Grahamslaw has been reading a gritty novel from local
Sunderland man John Baharie. Here he reviews Stick Your Neck Out, which
is currently available in e format and will be soon available in paperback.
Michael said: “Stick Your Neck Out promises to be full of political satire that
focuses on when and how you know to do the right thing. With what is
happening in our own government and parliament, it seemed an apt read
for the current day. I was looking forward to getting to grips with it on my
kindle.

but the subject of terrorism is one that resonates on a current day level.
“Well written, easy to read, and a bit of a page turner. Suitable for anyone to
read with an interest in police, crime, satire, politics and people. A grown up
book.
“It did leave me with one burning question though…where can I get me a tartan
trilby?”

“The cover describes a Prime Minister, Michael Hammond, who in the near
future governs the Muslim section of the population rather differently than
currently. The story focuses on the actions of one ordinary man from Sunderland,
Paul Robinson, who I warmed to and identified with. He reminded me of a few
friends all balled into one and is a character I’d like to think I have a few things
in common with.
“Bob is a character and a half, bringing humour into a book that explores
different levels of right and wrong, the law versus being true, and relationships
on the human level of just knowing what should be. He is incredibly believable
and I truly hope there is a follow on book so we hear more about this warm and
instantly likeable character.
“The theme of Eno the nee-oh and his hat keeps the book moving at a cracking
pace and I was delighted that with knowing both Sunderland and South Shields
well, I found myself visualising the page turning chapters in my minds eye very
easily. The chase is realistic, and if it was a film, I imagine it’d be an edge of
seat moment. The weaving and over lapping of characters is well formatted
and plausible.
“I laughed, I felt tense and hopeful, I certainly read it quickly. Its commentary
on today’s world is clear, although I don’t get the feeling that is the purpose of
the book. It doesn’t preach, it doesn’t judge, it purely examines what it is to be
brave and why who we support is a choice we have.
“The references to advance technology lend the book a slightly futuristic feel,
For more information on John Baharie, and how to buy the book, please visit www.stickyourneckout.co.uk
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t: 0191 375 9100
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WHY YOU
SHOULDN’T
TREAT ALL
CUSTOMERS
EQUALLY
One of the greatest challenges
of a scaling business is gaining
traction, particularly in the area
of sales.

One of the fastest ways to lose traction is a
disparity between what the board identify as
‘The Plan for Growth’, and what the team do on
a day to day basis.
	What does an ideal opportunity or existing
customer look like?
	In what order should your team prioritise their
‘sales’ workload?
(NOTE: most people are trained to prioritise
workload in date order, ie. Action the thing that’s
been on their to do list the longest – instead train
them to focus on profitable activities first)
	Does everyone in your business know who your
most profitable customers are?
	Is your Sales Engine structured in such a way
to allow you to deploy your resources in a way
that delivers the most profitable return?
Most aren’t – even if your Sales Engine is.
And the way out of this quagmire is to introduce
Avatars into your sales team. Avatars help both
with the design of your sales team structure,
allowing you to focus your sales growth effort into
the most profitable activities, as well as support
your sales team in the prioritisation of their day to
day sales tasks – especially if sales activity is not
their only job function, which is common in most
growing companies.
Let me be clear. I’m ‘in sales’, as opposed to ‘in
marketing’, so why would someone in the sales
department care about who the company is trying
to target?
I specifically use the word Avatar here, to
differentiate from my colleagues in Marketing who
have usually done a great job in identifying the
target market, particularly in Consumer Product
businesses, but I suggest you go further.

Nicola Cook. CEO of Company Shortcuts.

Your outcome is to give everyone in your business
a clear understanding of WHAT THEY SHOULD BE
SPENDING THEIR TIME ON and to structure your
resources accordingly.
Too many people waste time and precious
resources with clients that make them no money,
or spend hours talking to and attempting to sell
to those inbound enquiries – simply because they
called us, not because they’re an ideal fit with your
target avatars.
Start by grouping Avatars together at the business
level (we’ll deal with the buyers within those
businesses later)

customers face to face.
You may still need some of that activity in your
sales mix, but I would suggest that unless there
is a significant ROI in those type of customer
relationships, you can utilise technology to manage
your clients relationships and bring on board new
customers in a more cost effective way.
The company I mentioned previously, now has a
smaller team but one that is much more efficient.
We have turned the sales focus on its head, making
it much more customer centric, and fitting to how
the customer wants to engage with us.

Similar pain points, and therefore product fit
Sectors
	Business characteristics (ie. Business size - be
that measured by turnover, profit, number
of employees, stage of growth or any other
characteristic that puts them in a similar
category)
Geography or territory

We’ve identified a ‘Momentum’ account criteria that
requires a much more structured and partnership
approach, whilst streamlining processes to allow
everyday clients to interact digitally and over the
phone. This is supported by proactive sales activity
driven by ‘triggers’ in the buyer’s behaviour, so if
their sales metrics were to fall, it would be picked
up and would trigger a proactive sales intervention.
But all of this has freed up resources for proactive
new business selling with a sector specialism focus.

I’ve recently helped a company completely
remodel their sales team based on Avatars.
Previously they’d split their sales team by territory,
which is a common method for the allocation of
sales resources, but hails back to the days of having
armies of sales people driving the country visiting

Once you’ve identified your Avatars, you will need
to know who your Buyer’s are within those Avatars.
Who are they? What level of authority do they
have? What are their pain points and definitions of
success, but I recommend you start with Avatars
before drilling into Personas.

Can you group them together based on;

Get on the list to be notified of the next opening of Company Shortcuts Online Sales Academy www.companyshortcuts.com/neinsight
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Michelle Rainbow

SOWING THE SEEDS OF AMBITION
FROM AN EARLY AGE
Michelle Rainbow, Skills Director at the North East Local Enterprise Partnership (LEP), explains how the
region is leading a national pilot around careers guidance for primary pupils – and why it’s so important.

As our primary pupils returned to school in
September, many of them will have been excited
to share the highlights of their holidays.
From outings with family and games played with
friends, to encounters with new people and places
- these experiences, however big or small, will have
made an impact.
When we experience something new, different or
inspiring, it stays with us. It can change the way we
approach things, it can change our view of what
might be possible, it can motivate us to take action.
The experiences and encounters that our children
have from an early age can have a real impact on
how they see themselves, the world around them,
and their place within it.
And this also applies to how they see their future
potential, with research showing that children as
young as five are already making judgements about
what jobs they think they can and cannot do.
Many schools already recognise this and are
delivering some great, age-appropriate activities to
introduce children to ideas about work.
The Department for Education (DfE) recognises
that this is going on - and is keen to learn more
about what works well.

Here in the North East, we’re leading the way on
this agenda. A pilot project involving 70 selected
North East primary schools, which began in
September, will explore what a high-quality careers
programme, appropriate for primary age pupils,
should look like.

It’s also about levelling the field and making sure
that all primary pupils have the same opportunities,
which is particularly important for pupils whose life
experiences are based around a family unit where
adults are out of work.

The North East Ambition Careers Benchmarks:
Primary Pilot is being led by the North East LEP,
supported by the European Social Fund and EY
Foundation.

And it’s also about challenging traditional
stereotypes so our children understand the
wide range of opportunities that are open to
them, regardless of gender, background or family
circumstances.

The pilot has taken the government’s Good Careers
Guidance Benchmarks originally developed for
secondary schools and adapted them for primaries.
Over two academic years, the 70 pilot schools
will test how they can implement and achieve the
benchmarks.

We were delighted when around 200 primary
schools from our region registered their interest
to be part of the pilot, as it demonstrates that our
schools really recognise just how important workrelated experiences are for their pupils.

We’ll be examining what works, where extra
support might be needed and what impact the
pilot has at a pupil and whole-school level.
It’s really important to be clear that this is not about
asking an eight-year-old to decide on their career
path. It’s about exploring how we offer young pupils
consistently high-quality work-related experiences,
opportunities and conversations that will spark
curiosity, self-belief and positive self-perception
from the earliest possible age.

We hope that through this pilot, and with the
support of our schools and parents, all primary
school children will get to benefit from ageappropriate careers guidance and experiences that
inspire them and help them to feel confident about
their futures.
The North East LEP, working with the EY Foundation,
is delivering the Career Benchmarks: Primary Pilot.
The pilot is funded by the European Social Fund,
the EY Foundation and the Local Growth Fund.

Find out more about the North East Ambition Careers Benchmarks: Primary Pilot at northeastambition.co.uk
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Rob McInally
Director of Marketing & Communications

NORTH P&I CLUB’S ROLE IN MODERN LIFE
Based in Newcastle since 1860, mutual marine liability insurer North P&I is fast approaching
a milestone achievement next year – its 160th anniversary.

However, for many in the city and the region,
North may be one of the biggest local businesses
they’ve never come across.
Many of us may have occasionally strolled past
North’s head office on Newcastle’s Quayside and
wondered what goes on in that building? Well, the
next time you brush your teeth with your preferred
brand of toothpaste or put on your shoes each
morning before you leave home, it’s highly unlikely
that these items would be available to us without
the specialist marine insurance provided by North.
North’s Director of Marketing & Communications,
Rob McInally, offers further insight on this
prominent but potentially unknown business.
As one of the world’s largest specialist marine
insurers, the services provided by North enable the
shipowners and managers insured with us to trade
with confidence, transporting the goods we use
every day from around the world. Our insurance
protects shipowners and managers against a broad
range of third-party liabilities such as pollution,
collisions, wreck removal, cargo damage, personal
injury and more. On top of this, we also provide
insurance for legal advice, costs and expenses
relating to disputes that would not be covered
by other forms of insurance. Being a mutual

organisation means that we are owned by our
shipowner members and within the global shipping
industry, we are often referred to as a Club, as
historically shipowners clubbed together to share
their risk.
Today more than 90% of total world trade is
transported by ship. There are more than 50,000
ships in the global fleet, and every day nearly 20
million containers criss-cross the world delivering
everything we need to make modern life possible.
More or less everything we eat and wear is
transported by ship - it is global shipping that
makes global shopping possible.
Over the years, the maritime industry has seen
many changes, and these have been reflected
in how we deliver our services around the world.
However, our core purpose today is much the same
as it was when the business was first formed.
As part of continually adapting to these industry
changes, we introduced our new brand identity and
launched an industry-leading digital platform in
late September. Our members and policy holders
can now easily access a range of digital resources
and guidance from our in-house experts on a
variety of maritime topics, including technical
and operational issues as well as training and
www.nepia.com
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development programmes.
Today, North employs just over 280 people in
Newcastle, with a further 100 people in regional
offices and subsidiaries across Asia, Australasia,
Europe and North America. Through our
membership of the International Group of P&I
Clubs, of which our Chief Executive Paul Jennings is
Chairman, we also invest in and shape the future of
the maritime industry, working with governments
and legislators to provide solutions to some of the
biggest challenges faced by shipowners. Our new
brand and digital resources position us well to help
resolve these global challenges.
The North East of England has a rich maritime
history, and North has been part of that history,
right from the creation of the first indemnity
association through to establishing a pioneering
loss prevention department, and more recently
providing specialist legal services in-house. With
our eyes set securely on the future, and deeply
rooted to the North East, we’re working with a
range of local suppliers and business partners here
in the region to help deliver our global service. We
remain committed to supporting and working with
local North East businesses in a post-Brexit world.

Helping you
to see
the possibilities

When the business climate is changeable, you still want to
seize opportunities with confidence. With our dedicated
relationship managers and specialist working capital tools, we
can help you free up your cash flow to do just that.
To ﬁnd out how we are supporting businesses here
in North East, contact:
Graham Lowes
Area Director, Newcastle & Northumberland
07525 767923
Graham.Lowes@Lloydsbanking.com
lloydsbank.com/workingcapital

By the side of business

Calls may be monitored or recorded. Please note that any data sent via e-mail is not secure and could be read by others. Authorised by the Prudential Regulation Authority and
regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority and the Prudential Regulation Authority under Registration Number 119278.
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NO BOUNDARY BETWEEN BUSINESS AND CRICKET
Paul Shields, Associate Partner, who heads up the MHA Tait Walker Durham office and Whitburn cricket
captain, shares his top cricket tactics and how to use them to succeed in business as well as the pitch.

Picking the right team
Making sure you surround yourself with the right skills and always have
your best team out is my top tactic when it comes to business and
the cricket field. Any leader is only as good as the team they surround
themselves with. Understanding the key players, the best supporters and
the balance of your team is really important. In cricket, when deciding who
makes the starting line up, you need to assess the types of players you
need, what skills they have, their personalities and how they work together
to be winners. This is the same as building an effective team at work - who
can you really rely on to help you to achieve your goals?
Understanding the different types of characters at work is also not to be
overlooked. Some are very self-sufficient and need little management,
whereas others may need more encouragement, motivation and
mentoring. Understanding the people in a team takes time and seeing
how they react to different circumstances and with different people plays
a big part in deciding what roles or projects they are best suited to.
Evaluating if the right team was in place
I don’t think you ever know whether you have the right team until the
end of a match, or in business, a project. I think you can quickly work out
whether you have a strong team, but you are always looking to add to
this, whether that’s to make the current team stronger with training and
coaching or bringing others into the team to complement what you have
or even to replace weaker members. Building this trust in the individuals is
tough, especially when it comes to delegating to your team mates.
Delegation is probably the hardest skill to master; as the leader of any
team you are judged on the outcome of that group. In cricket you are
judged by the number of games you win (or lose). The tendency is to try
and do everything yourself and then the failure or success can be measured
directly against you. I see this happen all of the time, but this leaves lots of
skilled team mates under-utilised and disengaged.
Understanding individual strengths, personalities and the jobs people
enjoy makes delegation much easier and with a much better outcome.
When captaining, I regularly seek advice from my vice-captain and other
senior members of the team throughout the game. They often have a
different and better approach. As a captain you are responsible for so many
things, so you must prioritise. What about a team members’ happiness? Do
they feel valued and do they feel they were given the right opportunities?
Sometimes as a leader you need to remember to focus on those high-level
aspects that keep your team engaged. It’s just as important as making
sure tasks are completed and the key to making sure clients get the best
service.
Planning the perfect match
Planning in business should be a lot more detailed than planning for an
amateur cricket match and certainly more structured. However, there are
lots of similarities. For us it’s all about planning pre-season to get everyone
fit, welcome our new team members, help them to settle in and work on
improving everyone’s skills. Post-match it’s all about review, how could we
improve, who is letting the team down, who needs to improve their fitness
levels for the next match or who needs an attitude adjustment to be more
of a team player.
Business planning is a much more structured approach but lots of the

above apply. Are your team fit, healthy and raring to go? Is everyone
trained to the best standard, have you helped new recruits to bed in
ready for a big project and who will be their mentor? Do you take time to
understand if any of the team have any issues or concerns?
Whether the goal is winning a cricket match or growing your business
profits by 10%, planning to be your best and committing to continuously
improve is essential. This even includes making sure individuals understand
their roles and are accountable.
How to deal with the unexpected
Captaining a cricket team has definitely taught me a lot about how quickly
things can change and how to react in the right way. Things can change
very quickly in the middle of a game. You could go into a match with a
foolproof plan on how you are going to approach the game and then either
an injury crops up, the team aren’t working well together or something out
of your control changes everything – like the weather!
At these times you need to come up with an alternative plan and
sometimes very quickly turn things around (it’s better if you already had
your plan B thought out). This can often require swallowing your pride and
changing something that you felt strongly about or stepping in to help
get things back on track. I would say my top tip here is to always stay
calm. The way you react always impacts the mood of the team, how they
react and their ability to deal with something off course. Encourage your
team to be calm, think quickly but logically and work together to find the
solution. Being flexible is essential when it comes to planning and you
have to be able to admit when things are going well and find a way to
change things up.
Why communication is key
Being able to communicate well is the most essential skill for all leaders,
in sport and business. Bringing your team along with you to ensure they
understand and buy into the goals and the plan, and making sure they feel
like this is their goal and their project, will drive much better results than
coming up with your plan and telling people they need to follow it.
When things are going well, tell everyone how and why and make sure
to celebrate! When things aren’t going well, communicate the issues and
work together to find solutions. I often watch Eoghan Morgan (England
ODI and One Day Captain) during a match and he is rarely flustered, even
when the team is struggling and it’s very impressive how he keeps his cool.
This is an area I am always working on, especially in cricket. Find a way to
properly evaluate the things that don’t go well and find a constructive way
forward as a team.
Keeping the momentum going
I think the best advice I have ever had is to enjoy when things are going
well and celebrate, but don’t over celebrate. A lot of hard work goes into
winning or achieving goals so enjoy them when they work, but keep it
relative and work towards the next goal and continuous improvement for
you and the team. Winning or achieving goals becomes addictive and you
have to be mindful of becoming overly-confident or complacent. Keep
your team engaged with new tasks and goals and remind them that there
is always room for improvement. Giving people new responsibilities and
allowing them to see the opportunity improvement is really important,
and makes the achievements even more rewarding.

Paul Shields is the partner of MHA Tait Walker’s Durham office. For more information on MHA Tait Walker, visit: www.taitwalker.co.uk
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NORTH EAST SOLICITORS OPENS SECOND OFFICE
A leading North East law firm is consolidating its rapid expansion with the opening of a second office
in Newcastle.
Award-winning EMG Solicitors, with its head office based at Abbeywoods Business Park, Durham, has taken
over the former Carphone Warehouse store at Gosforth High Street for its first base in the city.
Initially launched with a handful of staff, the company moved to Abbeywoods Business Park in 2016 to
accommodate growth in the range of legal services it offers and the expanding number of team members.
Now it has more than 40 solicitors and support staff covering various work including trusts and probate,
residential and commercial conveyancing and family law.
The Newcastle office will be headed up by Samantha Edward, a director who has been with EMG since 2016
and who was singled out as one of the Legal 500 recommended lawyers in 2017. Samantha specialises in
wills, powers of attorney, estate and trust administration, inheritance tax planning and asset protection.
The expansion is the latest in a long line of successes for the firm, which has recently been shortlisted in The
Law Society Excellence Awards in the Medium Size Law Firm of the Year category.

LAW FIRM REVEALS MAJOR ROLE ON HISTORIC
MULTI-MILLION-POUND DEVELOPMENT SCHEME
Building on a relationship spanning several
years, Durham City’s leading law firm Swinburne
Maddison LLP has recently announced that the
multi-million pound development of Lambton
Estate, near Bournmoor, Chester-le-Street, is
finally underway.
Described as one of County Durham’s ‘hidden gems’
which had fallen into decline, the development of
part of the Lambton Estate will see the renovation
of the Grade II listed Lambton Castle, architect
Ignatius Bonomi’s Lamb Bridge and castle stables
and the construction of many new homes
together with associated commercial and retail
development.

This is the first phase to be developed so Swinburne
Maddison believes it is extremely important
that the homes reflect the development team’s
ambitious aspirations for the site, demonstrating
both the heritage of the estate and the highest
levels of quality and aesthetic appeal.

Over the last few years, Swinburne Maddison
Partner Simon Robinson has played a major role
in assembling the site for sale, acting on behalf of
client Theakston Estate Company Ltd.
The construction work is now underway with
development partner Miller Homes, who will
build 106 three, four and five-bedroom bespoke
homes along with one, two and three-bedroom
apartments.

TOC PROPERTY BACKED
LENDING TRUST PLC
CONTINUES TO MOVE
FORWARD
TOC Property Backed Lending Trust PLC has
continued to grow its portfolio of property
backed loans as part of its strategy to support
property investment and development projects
across the UK. Its core focus remains the North
East of England.
Announcing interim results for the six months
ending 31 May 2019, the London listed investment
company, managed by Newcastle based wealth
management firm Tier One Capital Ltd, has grown
both revenue per share and total assets. The
company achieved six-month income of £1.001m,
an increase on £0.923m, with the loan book also
growing by £0.989m over the equivalent 2018
period.
Ian McElroy, Chief Executive of Tier One Capital
Ltd, said: “The company continues to provide high
quality, experienced property developers with
an alternative and robust source of funding. The
strong focus on supporting developments in the
North East demonstrates confidence in the region.”
Brendan O’Grady, Fund Manager at Tier One
Capital Ltd, added: “Significant pipeline progression
within the period also saw two new deals that will
support both the build-out of new housing stock
and the creation of construction sector jobs, both
of which remain important to the development of
the North East economy.”

“To eat well in England, you should
have breakfast three times a day.”
Somerset Maughan
Breakfast served all day, every day!

23-25 Clayton Road Jesmond Newcastle upon Tyne 0191 212 1123
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Marriage can be harder
to leave than the EU.
We’re here to make it easier.
Divorce is not an easy time for anyone but we will work with you to create the best
outcome, dealing with your individual circumstances with compassion and respect
as well as professionalism, ensuring you a complete and well-rounded service.

Specialist divorce and family lawyers
01661 82 45 82

enquiries@majorfamilylaw.co.uk

www.majorfamilylaw.co.uk

12 West Road, Ponteland NE20 9SU
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FEATHERING
NEW NESTS FOR
FLEDGLINGS
Exam results have been released
and new students know where
they will be heading for university.
Following the relief of results
day, the next big headache for
parents is often the search for
accommodation, whether for firsttimers or returning students.

Faced with high rental costs, shortages and
sometimes poor-quality student digs in many
cities, increasing numbers of parents are
investigating the option of buying property
instead of renting, but the different options can
make it a minefield.
For parents who can afford it, there is an attraction
in buying for children, whether outright by releasing
capital, or by using property or income as collateral
to back up a mortgage. But a property purchase
for student children involves a series of decisions
that will be dependent upon your own individual
circumstances and life planning, so it’s important
to weigh up the options carefully. You need to work
out what will best suit you and your offspring.
A key decision is ‘who will be the buyer?’ – which
has a big impact on asset protection, future tax
implications and the cost of purchase when it
comes to stamp duty.
Ownership options include:
outright parental gift in the name of the child
jointly purchased in name of parent and child
held in trust for the child
owned by the parent
parent-backed purchase by the child
Taxes that need to be considered include:
Income tax – if any of the property is let out,
rental income will be included in any income
tax calculation, with some reliefs available for
occupying landlords.
Stamp Duty Land Tax (SDLT) – where the
purchase price is above a certain amount, SDLT is
payable. This may be at different rates dependent
on property ownership status. A first-time buyer
may pay a lower rate but where a buyer already
owns property, a higher rate is usually payable.
Capital Gains Tax (CGT) – where a property
is not occupied as the primary residence of the
owner, any gain made when selling is likely to be
subject to CGT.

Alice Clewes

Inheritance tax (IHT) – payable on the value
of assets owned at the time of death, with gifts
made in the previous seven years included in any
calculation. Where gifts are made into a trust and
this exceeds the IHT nil rate band (above which IHT
becomes payable) this may trigger an immediate
and subsequent IHT liability.
Where the child is the legal owner, they are likely to
benefit from first time buyer’s relief on stamp duty
and be able to claim rent-a-room relief against
any rental income. Any income tax on rental
income would be their liability. There may be an
IHT tax advantage for the parent, as long as they
survive the gift by seven years, taking the gift out
of the equation for inheritance tax purposes. The
downside for a parent is having no legal control over
what happens with the property, and the asset may
be vulnerable if any claim were made as a result of
the child’s debt or relationships. Some lenders have
a student-specific mortgage product which enables
students to buy property in their own names and
for parents to simply act as guarantor for the loan.
Where the parent is the legal owner, this may
enable them to retain control of the asset, but if
they already own property, it may give rise to higher

rates of stamp duty as an additional charge is made
on second and further property purchases. The
property would remain part of the parent’s asset
base for CGT and IHT purposes, forming part of
their estate on death and with no principal private
residence relief (PPRR) for CGT on any subsequent
sale. Any rent received by the parent would form
part of their taxable income and there would be
no occupier rent-a-room relief. If a mortgage were
needed, the property may be treated on a buyto-let basis with associated rental income criteria
needing to be met.
Buying through a trust could bring greater asset
protection for the parent’s capital while also being
set up in such a way as to enable the purchase to
benefit from SDLT and income tax reliefs, although
the pros and cons will vary, depending on how the
trust has been set up. This can also determine what
flexibility there is in enabling a subsequent sale
of the property and return of funds when studies
are complete. Trusts may be beneficial also in
IHT planning, but while there may be a long term
benefit this approach may give rise to immediate
and subsequent IHT charges which must be taken
into account.

Hay & Kilner have one of the leading Private Client Teams in the North East. For further information on the above subject, or for any personal
legal matter, please contact Alice Clewes on 0191 2328345. www.hay-kilner.co.uk
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CERTAINTY IN UNCERTAIN TIMES?
Potential impacts of Brexit on Intellectual Property

Helena Peat

No doubt about it, these are confusing times and you may still be wondering what will happen to
your Patents or Trade Marks if there is a no deal Brexit on 31st October. For example, after all the
votes and all the debates, has the position changed since no deal was last faced in March?

In short, the answer is no, although there
is more certainty in that the legalisation
implementing what will happen to affected IP
has now been finalised.
Patents
Patents remain unaffected by any Brexit
uncertainty. The UK’s exit from the EU will not
affect the current European patent system, which
is governed by the European Patent Convention
rather than the EU. As such, whatever the
outcome of Brexit, UK individuals and businesses
will continue to be able to apply to the European
Patent Office for patent protection and European
patents will continue to apply to the UK. Existing
European patents that have been pursued in the
UK will also be unaffected.
Trade Marks
For Trade Marks the situation is different, so we
thought it would be useful to focus on some
certainty in these uncertain times.
What we can say for certain is that the following
will come into effect, deal or no deal:1 - Owners of existing EU Trade Mark
registrations and Community Design
Registrations will be issued automatically and

without charge by the UK Government, a
comparable UK registration, mirroring the same
details and dates;
2 - Owners of existing EU Trade Mark
applications and Community Design applications
will have a nine month period following Brexit
(31 July 2020) to request a comparable UK
application mirroring the same details as their
EU applications, but will have to pay official fees;
3 - Comparable UK registrations due for
renewal in the six month window after Brexit
will still need to be renewed in the UK, even if
the EU renewal was undertaken.

need a separate UK and EU registration after
Brexit for both your trademarks and designs.

What actions should you take?

And what if there is a deal?

If you are launching a new product in the UK,
there is some benefit to filing a separate UK trade
mark application now, even if you file an EU TM
application, as such an EU TM application filed
now will not be registered by 31 October 2019.
While a comparable application can be requested
later, with the UK TM registration procedure
being so quick, owners could potentially have a
UK TM registered by November (again with the
payment of the official fees). Design registration
is a much faster process, being a deposit system,
and therefore is less of an issue. You will of course

The current proposed transition phase will
commence, with the status quo remaining until
31 December 2020, and thereafter the above
taking effect.

.eu Domain names and Counterfeits
If you have registered a .eu domain name, check
you/your business can still hold on to it after
Brexit. It requires to be held by an EU individual or
entity with an address in an EU member state. It
has been agreed that a two month period to alter
details will be allowed. Also, if counterfeits are
an issue, and an EU wide customs application for
action watch is in place, this will be affected and
you should discuss options with your advisors.

Helena Peat is a Trade Mark Attorney in
Murgitroyd’s Newcastle Office. Murgitroyd
has offices in the UK, France, Ireland, Finland,
Germany, Italy and Switzerland, with established
attorneys in place for many years, and can offer
direct representation in 14 member states,
providing certainty in uncertain times.

For more information on Brexit - visit murgitroyd.com/brexit or email brexit@murgitroyd.com
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SD Legal Services Ltd provide a full range of quality
process serving, investigation and Enforcement services
all over the North East of England and throughout the
UK via a network of trusted agents.
Contact Simon Darby on:
M: 07832 238441
E: sdlegalservices@btinternet.com
Suite 67
58 Low Friar Street
Newcastle Upon Tyne
Ne1 5UD

PO Box 67
Guisborough
Cleveland
Ts14 7WY

DX :
60005 Guisborough

SD

LEGAL SERVICES
THE COMPLETE PROFESSIONAL SERVICE
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EVERYTHING
YOU NEED TO
KNOW ABOUT
EMPLOYMENT
SETTLEMENT
AGREEMENTS
Your employer has mentioned
the words ‘settlement
agreement’. What does it mean?
What do I need to know?
Settlement agreements are contracts which
stop employees bringing claims against their
employers. They are known by many different
names like “termination agreement” and
“compromise agreement” but they all amount
to the same thing.
What are settlement agreements for?
A settlement agreement is essentially a way
for you and your employer to ‘bring your
employment to and end on agreed terms. Under
the terms, you will agree to give up your right
to bring any claims against your employer and/
or settle an ongoing claim you may be entitled
to bringing in a court or employment tribunal.
Both you or your employer are able to suggest a
settlement agreement.
I’ve been offered a settlement agreement –
do I have to accept it?
No. But you must consider your individual
circumstances and whether your employer might
be able to terminate your employment anyway
if you turn the offer down. If you turn down
the offer, you might not get a better one. If you
feel you’ve been treated badly, you may still be
entitled to bring a claim. Remember, the terms
of a settlement can be negotiated and must be
agreed by both parties. Your solicitor will be able
to advise you about what would be reasonable in
your circumstances and can help you negotiate
terms you are happy with.
What is in it for me?
Every case will be different. The benefit to the
employee can be anything from a cash settlement
payment to a good reference.
Do I need independent legal advice before
I sign a settlement agreement?
Settlement agreements are not legally effective
unless the employee has received independent
legal advice about it. Employers usually agree to
pay a fixed amount between £250 and £500 (plus

Lindsey Christie

VAT) towards your legal fees. At Sweeney Miller
we will always agree a suitable fixed fee with you
for advising you on your compromise agreement.
When might I be offered or ask for a
settlement agreement?
Here are some examples of situations where a
compromise agreement might be used:
Your employer has evidence that you have
committed gross misconduct or is unhappy
with your performance. You may be offered a
settlement agreement as an alternative to going
through the usual disciplinary procedure, in return
for you going quietly. Your employer might offer
to provide you with a basic reference, allowing
you to find a new job without the stress of
going through a disciplinary process and risking a
summary dismissal on your employment record.

You have brought an unfair dismissal claim
against your former employer. You have a good
case and the employer wants to avoid the matter
going to the employment tribunal. A settlement
agreement can be used to settle the claim for an
amount agreed between the parties.
Your post is being made redundant and your
employer wants to use a settlement agreement
to avoid having to go through a consultation
process. You might be offered extra redundancy
pay or pay in lieu of working your notice in return
for signing the agreement.

For a no obligation chat, contact us on 0345 900 5401 or email enquiries@sweeneymiller.co.uk
Sweeney Miller Law is a trading name of Sweeney Miller LLP authorised and regulated by the Solicitors Regulation Authority under SRA number 569467. Sweeney Miller LLP is a limited liability
partnership registered in England & Wales No OC 374687. VAT No 790057916 A list of members is available at the registered office.
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www.sintons.co.uk

setting the standard
for legal excellence
How can we help you?

LAW FIRM OF THE YEAR
Northern Law Awards 2019

For award winning, expert advice please contact us
0191 226 7878

law@sintons.co.uk

Personal & Family | Business | Healthcare
Sintons LLP is authorised and regulated by the Solicitors Regulation Authority.

LEVER LAW
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Lever Law opens in Durham...
Lever Law is the newest law firm to open in
Durham City Centre looking to offer their
expertise to local residents. The firm was
set up to offer legal advice in a friendly
supportive environment to help clients
understand the legal issues they face.
Lever Law has been introduced by Dale Lever who
understood there was a need within Durham for a
firm that had more of a personal approach. ‘We
understand that it is often difficult for clients to choose
a solicitor as most law firms offer a similar level of
service. We pride ourselves on going the extra mile.
We offer our clients a higher level of service than
they would usually expect by providing a personal
approach in a friendly environment.’
Lever Law provides services covering a wide
spectrum of specialised legal matters. Such services
include; Commercial and Residential Conveyancing,
Elderly client care, Company, Sport, Media and
Entertainment law.
The firm is located just off Durham’s river banks and
is a short walk from the City Centre and train station.
The firm has designated free parking bays for clients,
wheelchair access and bike storage.

Lever Law Solicitors, Carter House, Pelaw Leazes Lane, Durham City, DH1 1TB. T : 0191 909 7990 F : 0191 909 7992 E : info@leverlaw.co.uk
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BREAKING UP IS HARD TO DO
Need to terminate a contract that’s not delivering? It’s a tricky situation, but James Pierce - dispute
resolution lawyer at Muckle LLP, has some helpful advice.

Your organisation has agreed a contract with a
supplier for services. At some point down the
line, you become unhappy with your supplier’s
performance. You’ve had enough and terminate
the contract. Two weeks later an unwelcome
letter from your supplier’s solicitor lands on your
desk. Oh dear.
The key point to remember is that terminating a
contract can backfire if done without solid legal
grounds. Terminating without a right to do so is
itself a breach of contract and may entitle your
supplier to damages.
Therefore, it’s crucial to properly analyse the legal
position before deciding to terminate a contract,
and here are some key points to consider.
Do you need to rely on a breach?
Irrespective of the alleged breach, your contract
might separately allow you to terminate in
circumstances which don’t amount to a breach.
For example (i) after a specified amount of time;
(ii) where the other party undergoes a change
of control; (iii) where the other party’s financial
position changes. In some cases there may even
be an “implied” right to terminate upon reasonable
notice. Such rights may or may not be available.
The basic position
Assuming you do need to rely on a breach,
remember that whilst every breach is in theory
capable of giving rise to a damages claim, not every
breach entitles you to terminate.
There are common law rules for deciding whether a

party can terminate for breach. However these may
be modified/excluded by any express termination
provisions in the contract.
The common law right to terminate
The common law gives a right to terminate for
what is sometimes called a “repudiatory” breach.
Whether such a right is available will depend on
the type of term that has been breached. There are
three types:
1
 . Conditions: if a term is a condition then
a breach of it will always trigger a right to
terminate.
2
 . Warranties: if a term is a warranty then
breach will never trigger a right to terminate.
3
 . Intermediate terms: if a term is neither a
condition or a warranty then its breach may or
may not trigger a termination right, depending
on the seriousness of the breach. To do so, it’s
often said that the breach must have deprived
you of “substantially the whole benefit” agreed
under the contract. That can be a high hurdle.
To complicate matters, the fact that a contract
describes a term as a “condition” is not necessarily
decisive. In classifying a term the law looks beyond
the label the parties have used.
It’s worth noting that you may also be able to
terminate if a supplier refuses to perform their
future obligations, even though the time for
performance has not yet arrived.
Termination provisions
The contract may exclude/modify the common law

right to terminate for repudiatory breach, but clear
wording is usually required.
Alternatively, it may give you rights to terminate
where the breach is not necessarily a “repudiatory”
breach. For example, contracts sometimes give
you a right to terminate for “material” breach.
“Material” clearly indicates something significant,
but it is often hard to say whether a particular
breach was material, especially if this word is not
defined.
Practical points
Some contracts require you to give the other party
the chance to remedy its breach. You are also
often required to serve notice of termination in a
particular way. Check the contract.
In any case, if you have grounds for termination,
you will want to communicate your decision to the
other party clearly (usually setting out the grounds
on which you rely).
Even if you have a right to terminate following a
breach, that right may be lost if not exercised within
a reasonable time. In most cases, that does not
require a decision to be made immediately but if
you leave it too long, or give the other party reason
to believe that you will not be terminating, then
you may be found by a court to have “affirmed” the
contract, i.e. chosen to keep it alive.
It can be difficult for a business on the receiving
end of a potential breach of contract to work out
whether it can terminate and, if in any doubt, it’s
always best to take legal advice first.

For more information or for a free consultation, please call James Pierce on 0191 211 7999 or email james.pierce@muckle-llp.com
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They’re your ideas.
Don’t let someone else take the credit.
For a chat or free consultation on protecting your brand, your trade
secrets and the way you do business, please get in touch.

Call 0191 211 7777 or email advice@muckle-llp.com

muckle-llp.com
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GBLF would like to invite you to join
them for their FREE Employment
Law Update Seminar.
Date:

Wednesday 9 October 2019

Venue: RTC Offices, Loftus House, Colima Avenue, Sunderland, SR5 3XB
Time:

8.30am: Registration and breakfast. 11.30am: Finish

RSVP:

wendy.peffers@gblf.co.uk

The seminar will cover the following:
•

Itemised pay slips update

•

Statement of particulars update

•

Parental Bereavement leave update

•

Case Law – Religious Discrimination

•

Case Law – Race Discrimination

•

Case Law – Covert Recording

•

Case Law – Monitoring Employees

•

Case Law – Disability Discrimination

•

Case Law – Pregnancy Discrimination

•

Cases on Appeal (Royal Mail Group Ltd v Jhuti / Flowers and ors v
East of England Ambulance Trust (CA) / Kostal UK Ltd v Dunkley
and ors (CA)

•

Statutory Payments

We have offices in Newcastle and Chester le Street
T: 0191 388 1778 • E: info@gblf.co.uk • W: www.gblf.co.uk

Real People. Really great lawyers.

MINCOFFS.CO.UK

Straight talking,
hard working and forward thinking.
Since 1948.

PROPERTY NEWS

REGIONAL SHIP REPAIR FIRM PURCHASES FORMER ROYAL CLARENCE YARD
South Shields headquartered UK Docks has acquired the former site of the
Royal Clarence Yard, Gosport, from the Ministry of Defence as part of their
current expansion plans.
The Tyneside firm, founded in 1995 by Managing Director Harry Wilson, already
operates at Gosport and around the country in Cornwall, Teesside and Tyneside.
The new Gosport site will further boost its service offering throughout the UK.

A redevelopment plan for the site is being worked up and, with substantial
investment, it will ultimately be developed into a Marine Service Centre.
Mincoffs Solicitors’ Commercial Property team advised on the acquisition of
the site. Mincoffs Partner Malcolm Wood said: “It has been a pleasure to advise
a dynamic, family run firm such as UK Docks. It is great to see a regional firm
establishing itself as a significant player in the maritime services industry.”

INVEST NEWCASTLE LAUNCHES PLANS FOR A RETURN TO MIPIM 2020
Invest Newcastle has launched plans for a return to MIPIM,
the world’s largest international property conference.
MIPIM takes place over 4 days gathering some of the most
influential players from all sectors of the international property
industry. More than 26,000 delegates from 100 countries attend.
Newcastle use MIPIM to promote the region’s strengths as one
of the UK’s fastest growing places in which to invest, develop
or locate. This will be the fifth year Invest Newcastle have led a
high-level delegation, with several partners already committed
to joining them in 2020 including Gateshead Council, Bradley
Hall and Avison Young.
In 2020, Invest Newcastle are introducing the theme of wellness
and urban sustainability, which will play a significant role in
the design of the stand and events programme, gathering
thought leaders and experts to talk about the challenges and
opportunities of building a truly sustainable city.

ONE MILBURNGATE SETS NEW BENCHMARK
FOR OFFICE SPACE IN DURHAM CITY
The developers of one of the North East’s largest mixed-use developments have officially
launched their first speculative office building, One Milburngate, to meet the growing demand
for high-specification offices in the city.
Situated at the heart of Durham, the Milburngate development will deliver much-needed office
space to the city to attract new investment and support the creation of more than 400 jobs.
Ready for occupation in the first quarter of 2021, One Milburngate will offer 53,701sq ft of
Grade A office space available in flexible floor plates.
The offices form part of a living, working and leisure destination on the banks of the River Wear
which will feature a mix of premium leisure operators including boutique cinema Everyman
Cinemas and steak restaurant Miller & Carter.
Knight Frank and Cushman & Wakefield are acting on behalf of the developers to let the
available office space.

Website - www.arkleandsons.co.uk
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IN CONVERSATION
WITH...

DAVID ROBSON

Branch Manager, The Doree Bonner International Group - Newcastle

Did you always envisage a career in the removals and
storage industry?
No, not at all. My original plan was for a career in Law, however after
leaving school I started working for my uncle who had a moving
business and so like a lot of people in the removals industry, I came
in through the family route. I started by working on the vans, then
gradually increasing my experience and responsibilities until I
became the deputy manager.
Ten years ago, I was given the opportunity to run the Newcastle
branch of The Doree Bonner International Group, this has been a
fantastic opportunity which has given me the chance to develop
both my knowledge of the industry and work with a very forward
thinking company and some great people.
What other services do you offer/focus of DB Business?
The focus of our Business is removals and storage of household,
personal and office effects.
However, our removals service covers local, national, European and
international. We also have an office and commercial department
dedicated to moving businesses.
In addition to moving domestic customers we work for several
large companies across the north east in industries ranging from
utility companies, universities and educational establishments.
Over the years, we have carried out many large and complicated
moves, for example ten years ago, we were the company that was
trusted to remove all the books alphabetically from the Newcastle
City Library in 2006, store them for three years and redeliver them
again in alphabetical order, to the new location New Bridge Street
in 2009 – a very skilled and precise relocation.
What is the companies USP?
The companies unique selling point has to be its customer service,
which we believe is why people move with us time and time again
and we get so many recommendations. It was only 5 years ago that
the senior management underpinned this customer caring culture
and introduced what we call our Customer Values initiative. This
initiative has four essential but simple values that ALL our staff can
relate to whether office based or operative working directly in our
customer’s homes.
Our simple service philosophy is captured here as The Four Simple
Values will define our service in the eyes of our customer.
Having a lot of happy, contented loyal customers translates to
more business, business that pays our salaries and provides job
security for all our staff.
1. Always look smart

What are the biggest challenges you regularly encounter?
There are two great challenges we face in our Industry.
A. Convincing customer that “you get what you pay for”. We
are always trying to assure new customers that we offer a “value
for money service” and cheapest is very definitely not always the
best. You are trusting a removal company with your treasured,
sometimes irreplaceable possessions so why not use a trusted,
professional removal company with trained experienced staff. A
company that offers correct insurance to cover your effects whilst
in transit in the unlikely event that something gets accidentally
damaged. A company that has all the correct accreditations for the
industry it belongs to and is a member of BAR (British association
of Removers who also have an overseas scheme). We are also
members of FIDI the only worldwide organisation for international
moving who have 600 members across 100 countries. All members
have to achieve FAIM which is the quality standard set by FIDI.
B. Legislation from Europe across our whole industry, whether
it be working time directives, low emissions, Health and Safety,
minimum wage, the living wage. There are many more, too many
to mention. Don’t get me wrong, we are a professional moving
company and abide by all laws, legislation and regulation. However,
all of this adds to our cost base and obviously we have to pass
this on to our Customer (See A above) The problems start, or our
biggest challenge is when some companies in our industry don’t!
What is the best piece of advice you have been given?
Turnover is vanity, profit and cash are king. We learned the hard
way in my uncle’s business!
Where do you see the business in five years’ time?
I would hope that within five years we may have moved to a larger
warehouse locally as we grow the business organically, and that
we further develop the Doree Bonner brand in the north east
and become a customers first choice when choosing a removals
company whether it be for national, european or international
moves, for commercial and business moving and of course storage.
Who are you heroes and mentors?
Kevin Keegan who bought a pride back to the city of Newcastle
that, I think, we were starting to lose and without a doubt kick
started the regeneration of the North East.
As to mentors, two people: Ken Tallentire, who I took over from as
branch manager; and our CEO - Geoff Watson. I owe them both a
great deal in terms of what I have learned, their wisdom, counsel
and friendship; in different ways, like second dads. Both great local
lads too.

2. Always be on time

How do you like to unwind?

3. Always take care

Spending quality time with my boys, Joshua and Luke, going to the
gym and reading, and of course supporting the “ toon”.

4. Always be honest

www.doreebonner.co.uk
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PROPERTY
PEOPLE...

ROSS PARKER
Managing Director, Seven Keys

Did you always envisage a career
in property?
No, not really. Although I’ve bought and sold
properties in the past, including the renovation
of repossessed houses, I actually have a strong
background in engineering and spent a lot of time
working off the West Coast of Africa. My family
have a history of working in the estate agency
practice and finance industry, so it made perfect
sense for us to set up on our own.
Tell me about your current role?
As the Director of Seven Keys I oversee the daily
running of the business. This includes everything
that goes along with an Estate Agency, such as
ensuring viewings, market appraisals, property
management and letting properties are all carried
out effectively and precisely, with the customers
best interests at the forefront of everything we do.

How has the property market changed since
you started your career?
Well the most recent change we’ve seen is the
introduction of the tenant fee ban. This means
greater movement in the rental sector, coupled
with a loss of revenue for a lot of agents. There’s
also been a large switch to online agents, as people
look to save money against the traditional high
street branch.
How would you advise people looking
to sell a property?
Ensure they’re using an agent who’s marketing the
property with maximum exposure. People search
online for property now, so you need to be placing
your property across all the leading property
portals, social media sites and property forums.
What are you currently working on?
We started the business dealing predominately
in the sales market. We’ve recently invested more
into our lettings department and are able to offer
a tenant find service for £99. We’re always looking
for landlords who are wanting a more personal
service and ultimately save money in the process.
Where do you see the business in
five years time?
Hopefully

nationwide.

Our

properties

www.sevenkeys.co.uk
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are

currently across the entire North East region, from
Newcastle, Gateshead, Durham, Sunderland and
Darlington. We know we’re living in a digital era,
and with that comes data and statistics; this allows
us to gain prior knowledge of what a property is
worth by understanding what a mortgage lender
will lend on it.
What are the best places to live in
the North East?
Wherever you’re happy! The North East is full of
amazing places for many different reasons. As long
as you’re happy there then I wouldn’t recommend
moving.
Tell us about your team?
We’re a family ran business and like to show people
we understand what it’s like to call a house a
home. I work alongside my brother and sister, Ryan
and Chelsey, and touch wood we haven’t had an
argument yet. We also have an excellent lettings
team, headed up by the wonderful Denise and
they’ve typically been letting properties in under
a week.
How do you like to relax?
You’re joking! I’ve got two daughters aged three
and five, so spare time comes in the form of a
bottle of wine and The Great British Bake Off...
Happy days!

PROPERTY OF THE MONTH

PLOT 5, MILL VIEW,
OFF RUNNYMEDE ROAD,
DARRAS HALL, PONTELAND
PRICE GUIDE: £1.85 MILLION
This very special property represents one of the finest and largest of detached houses in
this exclusive small cul de sac of luxury contemporary homes. Plot 5, Mill View will be
finished in beautiful random stonework and will extend to 4800 sq ft, excluding the triple
car garage which will add another 550 sq ft, and will have a variety of individual features
and finishes. The wings of the property will be joined with an atrium gallery with glass roof
lantern giving tremendous natural light and the impressive accommodation will include an
open plan living area set into the one and a half storey apexed first floor, a stunning kitchen
with choice of fittings and tiling, a formal lounge/sun room, five or six en suite bedrooms
and a first floor balcony with stunning views. The site surrounding the house is very private
and will provide a beautiful, mature landscaped garden of just under one acre with open
lawns, fabulous terraces and walkways and a sitting area on the banks of the river.

Contact rare! From Sanderson Young on 0191 2233500 ashleigh.sundin@sandersonyoung.co.uk www.sandersonyoung.co.uk
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View from Hadrian’s Tower.

SANDERSON YOUNG APPOINTED TO MARKET LUXURY
APARTMENTS AT LANDMARK HADRIAN’S TOWER
Leading North East independent property specialist Sanderson Young has been appointed as exclusive
estate agent on Hadrian’s Tower – set to be the tallest building in Newcastle.

Sanderson Young will be marketing almost 50
high quality apartments in this iconic 26-storey
landmark tower in the centre of the city.
The 83 metre Hadrian’s Tower comprises 161
stylish apartments, many with spectacular twinaspect views and which all enjoy the added
benefits of 24-hour on-site concierge service and
an exclusive Laurent Perrier 360 champagne bar
and restaurant on the top floors.

L-R: Ryan Adams (High
Street Residential), Amy
Brice (Sanderson Young),
Stuart Niven (High Street
Residential)

The Tower, being developed by High Street Group,
is set to become a striking beacon on Newcastle’s
skyline and a leading benchmark for luxury living
in the city centre once complete in August 2020.
Stuart Niven, UK sales director at High Street
Residential said: “We are delighted to partner up
with such a well-respected business as Sanderson
Young. Their support has been invaluable across
many of our developments and we look forward to
working closely on the remaining units at Hadrian’s
Tower.”
Duncan Young, chairman at Sanderson Young, said:
“We’re absolutely delighted to have been appointed

with national and international investors with
more than 100 apartments already sold to this
investment community.
Sanderson Young has established a senior team to
market this prestigious development. Amy Brice,
regional valuer and chartered surveyor, explained:
“I can’t think there has been anything like this in
Newcastle city centre before, even in the North
East. Hadrian’s Tower is raising the bar for luxury
city living.
“There are so many unique features to Hadrian’s
Tower – from its sheer scale and design to the café,
break-out rooms, 24-hour concierge and rooftop
bar along with other services and features that will
give it such a strong identity and presence.

exclusive estate agent for one of Newcastle’s most
unique developments for a decade. Hadrian’s Tower
is a genuine one-of-a-kind in Newcastle, offering
spectacular views and vantage points, luxury living
in a great city centre location.”
Hadrian’s Tower has already been a massive hit

“Most apartments offer great views across the
city and the higher you go you get views of the
coastline, down into County Durham and across
the Tyne Valley.”
There are a mix of two- and three-bedroom
apartments, including two penthouses on the 25th
floor. Apartment prices start from £250,000.

Further details can be obtained by calling Amy, Harry Young or Ashleigh Sundin on 0191 223 3500.
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Hadrian’s Tower
City Centre
Newcastle upon Tyne

HADRIAN’S TOWER,
SET BACK FROM
RUTHERFORD STREET
IN THE HEART OF
NEWCASTLE, IS SET TO
BECOME THE MOST
SOUGHT AFTER
RESIDENTIAL
ADDRESS IN THE CITY.

The prestigious development provides

26 STOREYS OF PRIME LUXURIOUS LIVING.
Hadrian’s Tower has been an iconic new landmark to the city,
courtesy of local property experts, The High Street Group.
The world class accommodation will encompass 162 predominantly
one and two bedroomed apartments, as well as a café,
laundrette, open plan meeting space and an exclusive Laurent
Perrier champagne sky lounge and restaurant.

With on-site concierge, cleaning
services, maintenance, resident
support, Wi-Fi and high-speed
broadband, this fabulous
residence will be the envy of
all in Newcastle.

For more information on this iconic scheme, please contact Ashleigh Sundin or Amy Brice
on 0191 2233500 or via rare@sandersonyoung.co.uk | www. sandersonyoung.co.uk

THE REGIONAL

NEW HOMES EXPERTS
SMITH’S DOCK, NORTH SHIELDS
Coastal living meets contemporary design right at the river’s edge. These modern
spacious one, two and three bedroom apartments by Urban Splash make the
most of incredible panoramic views across the River Tyne! A modern coastal
neighbourhood just a stone’s skim from the city centre.

PRICES FROM £125,000 | T: 0191 2130033

WATERSHAUGH GATE, WARKWORTH
This exclusive development by Lindisfarne Homes offers 8 luxury detached
contemporary homes in the sought after coastal village of Warkworth. Finished
to a high spec, with impressive living space, these stylish 3 and 4 bedroom
properties offer views and garden plots of 0.17-0.40 acres.

PRICES FROM £495,000 | T: 01665 600170

WYLAM GRANGE, WYLAM
Wylam Grange is a magnificent conversion development of 15 luxury apartments,
nestled in its own private grounds of 1.1 acres towards the edge of this sought
after village. This handsome building offers 2, 3 and 4 bedroom apartments, all
unique in design and presented to a high specification.

PRICES FROM £195,000 | T: 01661 823951

WEST FARM STEADING, EARSDON, WHITLEY BAY
West Farm Steading is an extraordinary boutique development designed for
contemporary living with a rural twist. These six private, bespoke homes are
devised from cutting edge architecture and exquisite design, exuding a sense of
luxury with their sleek styling and handcrafted features.

PRICES FROM £665,000 | T: 0191 2233500

ASHFORD GROVE, MITFORD, NR MORPETH
An exclusive development of 8 individually designed, stone-built country homes
in a very special location, with plot sizes up to 1.4 acres. Each detached property
will be created to the highest specification with 4 - 6 bedrooms and open living
areas accessing large gardens through bifold doors.

PRICES FROM £899,500 | T: 0191 2233500

ROSEATE VIEW, AMBLE
Roseate View lies in an idyllic location on the Northumberland coastline, in the
delightful harbour town of Amble. Made up of seven townhouses and six
bungalows, the properties on this development benefit from contemporary living
in an historic town.

PRICES FROM £299,950 | T: 01665 600170

THE STABLES, STANNINGTON
The Stables is a unique collection of five bespoke residential properties from
JD Homes. The 3/4 bedroom detached homes, located on Station Road in
Stannington, consist of three house types – The Ascot, The Epsom and The
Cheltenham; all featuring high specification fixtures and fittings throughout.

PRICES FROM £325,000 | T: 0191 2130033

Sanderson Young are proud to showcase their current portfolio of over £60 Million worth of regional developments which are providing a wealth
of opportunities for a range of purchasers, from city centre apartments and coastal holiday homes through to luxury country residences.
We are also advising on flagship schemes with total expected value of over £150 Million. If you are a developer we would be delighted to assist
with any confidential enquiries at any stage. Contact us via contact@sandersonyoung.co.uk or on 0191 2233500.

HEMINGWAY COURT, PONTELAND
A contemporary collection of 25 one and two bedroom apartments in the heart of
this picturesque Northumberland town. Carefully designed to seamlessly fit into
its idyllic surroundings, the development is perfect for those looking to get onto
the property ladder or young professionals.

PRICES FROM £227,950 | T: 01661 823951

TULIP MEWS, HEDDON ON THE WALL
Tulip Mews is an exclusive, niche development of five 4 bedroom family homes
in the heart of Heddon Village. Each property benefits from a fabulous open plan
kitchen, bi fold doors to a private garden, an en suite to the master bedroom and
a south facing rear aspect.

PRICES FROM £395,000 | T: 01661 823951

BELSAY BRIDGE, BELSAY
An exceptional development of 9 three and four bedroom homes in Belsay
Village, consisting of a variety of attached, semi detached and detached
properties, all with garages. The properties are highly energy efficient, stone built
properties with luxury specification. Completion anticipated for Spring 2020!

PRICES FROM £325,000 | T: 01661 823951

THE OLD REGISTRY, MORPETH
The Old Registry is a luxury development of contemporary apartments and
bungalows in the heart of the sought after Northumbrian market town of
Morpeth. The 4 bungalows mix with 12 spacious 1 and 2 bedroom apartments in a
fully restored Grade II listed building. Completion scheduled for October 2019.

PRICES FROM £175,000 | T: 0191 2130033

HADRIAN’S TOWER, NEWCASTLE CITY CENTRE
Hadrian’s Tower, set back from Rutherford Street in the heart of Newcastle, is set
to become the most sought after residential address in the city. The prestigious
development provides 26 storeys of prime luxurious living with the world class
accommodation encompassing 162 one and two bedroom apartments.

PRICES FROM £250,000 | T: 0191 2233500

WHITEFIELD FARM, RED ROW
An exclusive development of four 4 bedroom, luxury detached properties in a
charming rural setting, just a short distance from Druridge Bay Country Park. Each
property will be finished to a high specification offering spacious contemporary
accommodation with landscaped gardens and views towards Druridge Bay.

PRICES FROM £540,000 | T: 01665 600170

COASTHOUSES, BEADNELL
Four exceptional detached homes with coastal views.

T: 01665 600170
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Lewis Chambers

FIRST TIME ‘LEAP-FROG’ BUYERS TAKE OVER
PROPERTY PURCHASES
It is no surprise that the number of first-time buyers has consistently increased in recent years,
with an upward trajectory of approximately 85 per cent since 2010.

It is predicted that this group of purchasers will
make up the largest type of buyers in 2019 and
total up to 36 per cent of property purchases
throughout the year.
Thanks to great mortgage deals, low rates and
competition in the marketplace – it is now more
accessible than ever for first time buyers to make
the dream of owning their first home a reality.
The types of property first time buyers are choosing
have vastly changed. Those looking for their first
home are taking a long term view and no longer
looking at a short-term fix to make a first step onto
the property ladder. The previously popular step of
purchasing a flat is no more – as 80 per cent of
first-time buyers are looking for houses.
The average first-time buyer is looking for a three
bedroom home – presumably as part of a long
term plan to expand their families. This option has
become realistic thanks to the variety of longer
term mortgages and incentives to help buyers onto
the property ladder – especially those for newbuild properties.
New-build projects across the region have been
popping up in many different shapes and sizes,
providing the ideal homes for everyone, from
young professionals to families and those looking

for a luxury lifestyle. The price range for these
properties varies and each client is provided a
bespoke service, however, regardless of the cost of
the property, the buyers circumstances or position,
it is always important to seek specialist new-build
mortgage advice.
When purchasing a new-build, several elements
of the process are different to the traditional
procedure. Fees, including upfront reservation fees
and costs, deposits, timescales, builder incentives,
and how long your mortgage is valid for before
completion can all impact the process. We aim to
ensure the process is as simple for you as possible,
taking away the stress and managing the process
on your behalf.
Although clients vary, new-build developments
are particularly popular with first-time buyers.
Commonly, being a first-time buyer is a daunting
experience and there are also several incentives
available, each of which come with their own terms
and conditions.
The Government’s big campaign to help boost the
housing market came with the introduction of the
The Government Help To Buy: Equity Loan scheme
which allows first time buyers with a lower deposit
to step onto the property ladder - providing a loan

of up to 20 per cent to add to their own 5 per cent
deposit. By creating this 25 per cent combined
deposit, the buyer can now receive a 75 per cent
loan to value mortgage from a lender.
Lenders are more likely to approve your mortgage
application with a larger deposit, opening more
options to find the best deal for you – as well as
better interest rates. The scheme can only be used
against new build properties.
Other options to help get first time buyers onto
the ladder include shared ownership, which means
that people can own between 25 and 75 per cent
of their property, paying a subsidised rent on
the remainder. Terms and conditions apply, and
homeowners must fall within the lower salary
category.
The Government also offers a Help to Buy ISA,
which allows each first-time buyer (not household)
the opportunity to receive a bonus of up to £6,000.
Savers can deposit up to £1,200 into a savings
account and continue to save up to £200 per
month. The minimum total savings are £1,600 – for
which you will receive £400 from the government,
and a maximum of £12,000 – which will earn you
£3,000 grant for the government.

If you are looking for your first home, looking to move or remortgage please contact our specialist mortgage team 0191 260 2000 or
email mortgages@bradleyhall.co.uk
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NEWS FROM THE BIC

OFFICE INTERIORS
ENTREPRENEUR IS PART
OF THE FURNITURE AT
THE BIC

Karen Hughes with some of
her KT Heart Art designs.

HEARTFELT ART HOPES
TO SPREAD LOVE TO
THE MASSES
An artist who found comfort in art following
the unexpected death of her sister, has set up
a business she hopes will help others cope with
grief and loss.
Karen Hughes, lost her sister and best friend Claire
suddenly last year due to cerebral vasculitis.
At the heart of the grieving process, has been
Karen’s art, which both her sister and father pushed
her to pursue just a couple of years ago.
“I’ve been interested in art for as long as I can
remember, but always hid my passion for it as I was
never very confident in my ability,” Karen said.
“But when Claire and I regained contact with my
father back in 2013, they kept pushing me to
produce more work and more or less forced me to
set up a Facebook page to showcase it.”
Karen continued painting and selling the occasional

piece of work in her spare time; however, her world
came crashing down with the sudden illness and
tragic passing of Claire.
“It was so sudden, nobody saw it coming,” Karen
added. “One minute she was suffering from severe
headaches and sickness, the next the doctors told
us she had cerebral vasculitis and didn’t have long
left. It was horrible.”
Naturally, Karen struggled to come to terms with
the death of her sister and tried all ways to cope
with the grief, before discovering comfort in her art.
Through her work, Karen began producing paintings
and home decorations to celebrate the life of her
sister and was amazed at the response, not only
from those close to the family, but from her
followers online. This led to her launching KT Heart
Art.
She adds: “As art had been key to helping me grieve
the loss of my sister, I decided to incorporate the
message ‘Love is greater than loss’ into all of my
work. This helped me develop a consistent style
and to launch KT Heart Art.”

BREAKFREE COUNSELLING CELEBRATES MILESTONE
WITH NEW PREMISES
A pair of entrepreneurial counsellors are
celebrating their first year in business by
expanding their premises.
Tracy Woodhouse and Helen Lumley set up
their service Breakfree Counselling, based at the
BIC, after graduating together from Sunderland
University.

Helen agreed: “We had an ethos we wanted to
create. We wanted a business that would meet
our needs both within and outside work whilst
still delivering a personal service for our clients.
We both have families so needed flexibility and to
create something that worked for us.”

The two women made the decision to go into
business together after creating a fictitious agency
called Breakfree Counselling during one of their
university projects. With Tracy’s interest in cognitive
behavioural therapy (CBT) and mindfulness and
Helen’s experience with psychoanalysis the
businesswomen complement each other’s way of
working and decided to work for themselves rather
than a larger organisation.

Michael White had the idea for his business Posture
Team in 2014 after recognising a gap in the market
for ergonomic furniture and workspace fit-outs
that improve health and wellbeing as well as
productivity.
He started the company from his kitchen table on
a shoestring budget and business quickly took off
after he started to work from the BIC’s co-working
facility Open Space, where he received practical
support and made valuable new contacts.
Five years later, Posture Team has moved into its
own office and showroom, turns over business
worth £350,000 a year and handles orders ranging
from budget furniture for business start-ups
to full workspace fit-outs for big name brands,
including games company Ubisoft, crane company
Mammoet and the NHS.
Michael said: “It’s amazing to now have our own
purpose-designed space here, just yards from where
this journey began and within the community that
has supported me from the beginning. I started
with nothing more than a homemade website and
lots of ideas but good things immediately started
to happen as soon as I started working in Open
Space.
“The environment was really constructive and I’d
recommend it to anyone starting out or working on
their own. I met so many new people, including my
new Head of Marketing Richard Sice, and everyone
is keen to help each other. Information just flows
between people; ideas are sparked and problems
are solved.”

“Although the NHS do a great job waiting lists are
long meaning their help is sometimes limited with
people only receiving a set amount of sessions
before being moved on,” said Tracy.
“We want to be there for people whenever they
need us and not be dictated to and be pressured
about numbers, reports and statistics.”

An entrepreneur who started his office interiors
business with support from the BIC has himself
become part of the furniture after moving into
his own dedicated workspace.

Tracy Woodhouse and
Helen Lumley

The firm specialises in understanding the needs of
its customers and the day-to-day routines of their
staff before recommending how they can improve
the environment to create a healthy business with
a happy workforce.

www.ne-bic.co.uk
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OUTSTANDING RESULT FOR BRADLEY HALL’S
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES TEAM
The Professional Services team at Bradley Hall Chartered Surveyors and Estate Agents is
celebrating its expansion and success following the award of an official ‘Outstanding’ rating
from the Royal Institution of Chartered Surveyors.
Angus, who is from Alnwick, said: “Bradley Hall
has gone through an impressive growth period
which has positioned the ﬁrm as a leader in its
ﬁeld. The role really attracted me as there is so
much opportunity to progress alongside further
planned expansion, which has been even more
evident since recently joining the team.”

The news comes as chartered surveyor Angus
Todd joins the team to support the ﬁrm’s
strategy to strengthen operations and grow
its client base across the region. Angus, who
is also a registered valuer, will be based across
the company’s network of offces, carrying out
specialist valuations for banks, professionals
and development purposes.
Head of professional services and director at
Bradley Hall, Richard Raﬁque, said: “Angus is a
fantastic addition to the team and has already
settled in incredibly well, impressing existing
and new clients. His knowledge of the industry
is outstanding, and his experience made him the
ideal candidate for this role.
“The Professional Services department at Bradley
Hall is thriving during a period of signiﬁcant
growth for the ﬁrm overall. Our range of services
position us as one of the leading, full-service
agencies in the region.
“The recognition we received by RICS was a great
reﬂection of the hard work and dedication which
the entire team put in every day. Our capabilities
and client base are consistently growing and we
look forward to continuing to expand our team
while offering a high quality service.

His experience and knowledge of Alnwick and its
surrounding areas will also see Angus develop the
ﬁrm’s commercial presence in the area. Bradley
Hall recently relocated its Alnwick office to larger,
more prominent premises following high demand
for its services in the area.

“Our report also included comments regarding
every aspect of the valuation process, and we
were delighted that the scope of inspection and
investigation demonstrated the case ﬁles were
consistently of the highest standard.”

Angus continued: “Alnwick is obviously known
as one of the most popular market towns in
the region, but it is also home to an abundance
of commercial property opportunities. Its
popularity with tourists, bustling high street and
regeneration programme are all fantastic reasons
to live, work and socialise in the area.

The offcial RICS report outlined that multiple
compliance standards were met to a high level,
and robust systems are in place to ensure
adequate supervision at Director level for all
valuation cases.

“Bradley Hall is already well established and had
a sterling reputation in the community, especially
for its residential operations, and I look forward to
supporting the growth of its commercial presence
across Alnwick and wider Northumberland.”

Angus Todd

For more information please visit www.bradleyhall.co.uk
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THE OLD REGISTRY
94 Newgate Street and Northumberland Gardens, Morpeth

Unique and bespoke development
Prices starting from £175,000
Four bungalows
Twelve apartments
Close to town centre
Sympathetically restored to keep the rich depth of features of this historic
property whilst at the same time creating twelve beautiful, spacious modern
apartments to live in. The Old Registry is home to nine individually styled
two-bedroom homes, including a superb duplex apartment, together with three
one-bedroom apartments – with options for all tastes.
All apartments boast generous measurements, thick walls and many incorporate
high ceilings, together with other interesting architectural features. Views from
the apartments are either over Newgate Street or the Garden areas – often both.
Four bungalows have been created to blend with both the Grade II listed building
and the surrounding properties in this historic area of Morpeth.
Access to the site by car is through the private entrance off the leafy
Cottingwood Lane into Northumberland Gardens. By foot, residents will be able
to gain fobbed access from Newgate Street through the unique arched and
crenelated Tudor gateway.
The Old Registry site has been designed with a significant amount of interaction
with both neighbouring properties and the wider community ensuring that the

For more information please call Bradley Hall Morpeth on
01670 518 518
morpeth@bradleyhall.co.uk

look, feel and ambience is ‘just right’ from day one. Parking is provided for all
properties on site, which is a little unusual for this part of Town, with sufficient
provision for visitors when required.
Nestled on the banks of the River Wansbeck and just over a mile from the A1,
Morpeth, the county town of Northumberland, is a much sought-after place to
live. This bustling market town has lots to offer to residents and visitors alike
with its rich tapestry of heritage and attractive surroundings. The Old Registry is
a mixed development of contemporary town centre bungalows combined with
roomy, characterful apartments in a fully restored and refitted Grade II listed
building located at the heart of the town centre and yet retaining a peaceful
‘off-street’ location.
We have retained the flexibility, in the earlier stages of the development, to
adjust floor plans and upgrade kitchens and bathrooms to suit the individual
buyer. Please do not hesitate to engage with our development team to discuss
available options.
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FROM NEW KID ON THE BLOCK TO THE LARGEST
PROPERTY CONSULTANCY IN THE NORTH EAST

Knight Frank Newcastle’s Property Asset Management team.

Cast your mind back 25 years to Newcastle in October 1994. The roar from St James’ Park under
King Kev’s reign was unequivocally deafening and that season saw them sign Philippe Albert,
Marc Hottinger, Paul Kitson and Keith Gillespie.
You were Definitely Maybe hearing Oasis on the
radio and Whigfield was stuck in your head singing
about the air getting hot (like you baby) on a
Saturday Night. And your own Saturday nights
were spent feeling bilious riding the revolving
dancefloor on the Boat, after too many Woo Woos
in OffShore44.
Your business lunches were at Metropolitan’s (now
Bar Luga) or 21 Queen Street on the not-quite-yetup-and-coming Quayside. And Paris Texas was your
go-to restaurant before a City Hall gig.
After years of industrial decline, the region was
struggling to surface from the doldrums when Knight
Frank launched its North East operation in 1994.
Property-wise, much of the Newcastle Gateshead
quaysides were still littered with derelict sheds and
the Development Corporations that were to become
pivotal in the regeneration of Tyneside, Wearside and
Teesside, were yet to gather serious momentum.
The office and industrial property markets were
somewhat depressed but there was hope on the
horizon, with the Conservative government of the
day poised to inject cash in the form of Enterprise
Zones.
It was against this backdrop, that two surveyors
working at the now-defunct Storey Sons and Parker
– Mark Swallow and Tim Evans – decided to boldly, in
a challenging market, persuade global player Knight
Frank to invest in the North East with a new office.

recruitment strategy - that the firm credits with
its success - and bringing to bear the national and
international experience of the wider Knight Frank
family, the team expanded and triumphed in winning
work from the vast majority of the North East’s
property players.
Today, Knight Frank Newcastle employs 76 people
and has been involved in pretty much every
significant property development that has helped
pump life, hope, and jobs, into the region over the
past two and half decades. From the Quayside, to
Quorum, to the Team Valley, to Doxford, to Wynyard.
One of the founders, Tim Evans, who retired in 2015,
looks back: “In the beginning, our main competitors
in the region – the likes of Story Sons & Parker,
DTZ, Lamb & Edge, Sanderson Townend & Gilbert,
Chestertons and Naylors - were firms that, in some
cases, had a history of over 100 years which was
quite daunting if you thought about it for too long.
But in a very short time we found ourselves being
able to compete on an equal footing.
“In the early days, we won two huge office
instructions - Akeler’s Doxford International and
Amec’s Newcastle Quayside East – two very
successful schemes and the Quayside development
– despite a lot of scepticism at the time - was the
catalyst for the wider regeneration of the entire
waterfront. Which, of course now, is recognised as
one of the finest waterfront developments in Europe.

Along with a PA, Mark and Tim set-up shop in a
tiny office on Sunderland’s Doxford International
Business Park and within a few months had moved
to a bigger space at 33 Grey Street in Newcastle.
They sub-let the majority of the new 2,500 sq. ft.
office but the bold ambition was there to grow their
presence and use it all for themselves one day.

“We have maintained our prime position by headhunting from competitors and never compromising
on getting hold of the very best people. We’ve been
known to wait over two years to persuade and recruit
the right individuals, rather than bring in lesser skills.”

By

The very affable Peter Bowden took his place in the

executing

its

only-the-very-best-people

By 2007, just 13 years since it opened its doors, the
office made its first £1m profit.

www.knightfrank.co.uk
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team in 2012. He came from DTZ and brought his
entire property asset management (PAM) team with
him. He’s now Office Head and leading the region’s
largest PAM squad which manages an impressive
20 million sq. ft. of commercial space. When you
compare that to twenty-five years ago when there
was only 90,000 sq. ft. on the books, it shows just
how victorious that aspect of the business has
become.
In 2017, the office hailed its best-ever year of trading
– with turnover up 27% on the previous year. And,
remarkably, this feat was achieved in the looming
shadow of Brexit.
There are now 12 Partners leading nine service lines
– PAM, Building Consultancy, Business Rates, Lease
Advisory, Industrial Agency, Office Agency, Valuations,
Residential Consultancy and Capital Markets.
Peter shares his thoughts on why he thinks the
business is so successful: “I genuinely believe we have
the best people in the North East in terms of expert
knowledge and experience. We’re very proactive in
the market and pride ourselves on knowing things
first.
“I think one of our biggest strengths is, not only
delivering the deals, record rents and yields, but
looking after our clients very well. We are humble,
approachable, welcoming and give them a personal
service.
“We’re also privately owned and debt-free which
ensures we’re a secure partner.
“I think our best legacy to date is we’ve made a
significant contribution to inward investment for
the region over the years by using the Knight Frank
network to introduce developers and institutional
funds that had never previously invested in the city
or, in some cases, even thought about it.”

Bringing you the best
serviced apartments:
Locally. Nationally.
Globally.

Week2Week Serviced Apartments Limited, Ouseburn
Gateway, 163 City Road, Newcastle upon Tyne, NE1 2BE
www.week2weekservicedapartments.com

I N C E N T I V E S AVA I L A B L E
O N A L L A PA R T M E N T R E S E R VAT I O N S

MOVE INTO YOUR
DREAM APARTMENT
THIS SUMMER
He mi ngw ay cou r t
2 5 O N E A N D T WO B E D R O O M A PA R T M E N T S - R E A DY T O M OV E I N TO
H E M I N G W AY C O U R T

•

THORNHILL ROAD

•

PONTELAND

★ Secure entry system
★ Lift access to all floors
★ Private allocated parking
★ Centre of thriving
Ponteland
★ Close to local amenities
★ Newcastle airport just a
9 minutes’ drive
★ Perfect for young
professionals or those
looking to downsize

H O U S E TO S E L L?
RECEIVE EXPERT
ADVICE FROM OUR
SELLING AGENT
S A N D E R S O N YO U N G

Help
to Buy
Backed by
HM Government

M A K E S U R E YO U D O N ’ T M I S S O U T
F O R M O R E I N F O R M AT I O N - P L E A S E C A L L :

01670 528 403
W W W. A S C E N T - H O M E S . C O . U K

BIG BRAND SALE
At Tecaz we love to give the opportunity for you to see and
touch a range of bathrooms or kitchens before you decide
to purchase. Our showrooms feature over 200 bathrooms,
100 showers and 50 kitchen displays, you're sure to find
what you are looking for.
With our Biggest Sale of the year now on save up to 50%
off RRP on Arcade, Burlington, Britton & Clearwater.
FREE computer planning and design are available, for
larger projects, we offer installation support. We are
confident you'll achieve your dream space.
FREE granite or Silestone worktops available on selected
kitchen ranges.
Norham Road, North Shields, NE29 7TN • Tel : 0191 257 6511
Portrack Lane, Stockton-on-Tees, TS18 2HG • Tel: 01642 670 100
Tecaz Echo House, Pennywell Ind Est, SR4 9EN • Tel : 0191 534 7733
Opening hours:
• Monday - Friday : 9am - 6pm •
• Saturday : 9am - 5pm •
•Sunday 10am - 4pm •
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Damiano Rea, Director, Heaton Property

BUY-TO-LET WITH SANPELLEGRINO LIMONATA
I am Englishman of Italian heritage with a Bulgarian wife, so I consider myself European. Our children are
British–Bulgarian, which may be an issue if Bulgaria declares war on Britain. Or if my parents declare war
on anybody; that would be a mistake and I have told them so.
For the most part, my Italian genes tell me I
am a glass-half-full guy. Lavazza, good Chianti
or Sanpellegrino Limonata for choice. Strolling
‘la passeggiata’ with friends. Fine food. A
somewhat dysfunctional Government and the
natural ability to nail it with ace tailoring and
well-chosen accessories.
But looking back over this column in the past year
I find, I tend to come across as a carping whiner,
forever bleating on about ill thought out legislation
hitting the rental sector. And this does not sit well
with my sunny disposition. So, allow me to set the
record straight?
Yes, over the past few years there has been some
well-meaning but ill thought out legislation
imposed upon the rental sector. Some has been
mitigated, some has passed into law. But we are
where we are and, I would suggest ‘well meaning’
should be the key.
There is now legislation to determine minimum
bedroom size. Homes fit for Human Habitation.

Minimum Energy Efficiency Standards mean the
poorest in the land, often on usury key meters, are
not spending money for their heat to vanish into
the walls, windows or roof. This is something we
can all support.
This legislation is simply what we in the private
rental sector should do. To protect our clients’
investment and to ensure our tenants have a decent
place to live. Many of our landlords are ahead of
the game. Undertaking refurbishments which
allow them a reasonable return on investment and
happy, long term tenants.
For other landlords, the glass is less than half full.
We are told that in 2016, on a property income of
£9,000 their net income was £3,240 after tax and
mortgage interest relief. In 2020, having lost some
of these perks, it is predicted at £2,520. This is a
drop of 22% net. That is still a decent return. As
a glass-is-half full guy, anything above 8% means
break out the Sanpellegrino Limonata.
The rental sector in the North East is changing fast.
www.heatonproperty.com
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The grotty student flats of yore are gone. Replaced
by purpose-built blocks of student accommodation.
The market is competitive so incomers to the
market need to innovate. Free Wi-Fi and Aparthotel
accommodation is a given. A gym? Sauna? Roof
terrace with loungers? No problem! These blocks
are run by business people who have researched
the market.
That is the lesson for some buy-to-let landlords.
No, there are two lessons. One. You are running
a business, not an investment portfolio. Two. Your
tenants are customers, not a resource. When
landlords give tenants what they want, and tenants
are happy in their property, the legislation will take
care of itself.
I usually end my piece with a quote from one of my
Italian ancestors. Like Cicero. But I shall leave the
last word to Simon and Garfunkel from their 1970
album Bridge Over Troubled Water. “I’m just trying
to keep my customers satisfied, satisfied”.

70 LUXURY APARTMENTS FROM £159,000

REACH NEW
HEIGHTS
IN GOSFORTH
DES
INCLU TED
CA
ALLO ING
PARK

MOVE IN SPRING 2020
70 luxury 1, 2 and 3 bed apartments over twelve floors of
contemporary living including 6 luxury duplex apartments
with exclusive views across the city.
Come and visit our 4 stunning show apartments.
Opening times are 10am-5pm Thursday – Monday.
So come and reach new heights in Gosforth.

70 LUXURY APARTMENTS FROM £159,000

CALL 0191

545 1005
regentsplaza.co.uk
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ST JAMES’ SQUARE BACK BESPOKE
BUNGALOW DEVELOPMENTS
Commercial law firm St James’ Square has assisted new build
development company, Altoria Development, with their latest
portfolio of bespoke bungalows.

Furrow Grove, located in Stannington Station,
Northumberland, is an exclusive development
comprising of detached luxury bungalows, all of which
are newly built to a high specification throughout.
The project started in 2016 with eight detached bungalows
with each designed to suit the client’s preferred style
of living, including the likes of cathedral windows and
vaulted ceilings.
Due to high demand for the initial eight bungalows,
planning permission was granted in February 2018 for
a further six detached bungalows to be added to the
development.
Martin Wilson, Partner and Head of Real Estate
– Commercial Property, has worked with Altoria
Development throughout the duration of the project, with
solicitor Conor Wells joining him on the second phase.

“It was no surprise how rapidly the bungalows in the first
phase sold due to their individual unique designs. The
success quickly led to the second phase of development
and we’re pleased to have recently completed on the sale
of the final bungalow.”
Alan and Victoria Fleming established Altoria Development
in 2014 and specialise in bespoke fully adaptable new
build bungalows.
Alan commented: “The team at St James’ Square are
experts in their field, and we wouldn’t look any further
for quality legal advice. Not only have the team managed
all of the plot sales, they offered excellent guidance when
complexities with the development arose.”
The next project for Altoria is a development of four
detached bungalows in Blyth.

Setting up the estate involved the team working with
Northern Powergrid and Northumbrian Water to divert
electricity lines and sewers, as well as frequent liaison with
adjoining landowners and the local authority to achieve
adoption of the main estate road.

Victoria added: “We’re so pleased to be working closely
again with Martin and the team on our next project in
the Chase Farm area of Blyth. The exclusive two-bedroom
bungalows will be released for sale later this year.”

Martin said: “It’s been a delight to work with the team
at Altoria Development, advising them throughout the
process of buying, developing and selling these fourteen
exclusive bungalows.

St James’ Square provides cost effective and high-quality
legal advice for businesses and individuals. The firm
represents an array of successful regional and national
housing developers.

www.sjs-law.co.uk
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AWARD-WINNING NORTH-EAST PR AGENCY
BOLSTERS LEADERSHIP TEAM
Newcastle-based PR agency W North has recently announced the arrival of a new account director,
with Jodie Balmer becoming the latest addition to its growing team.
With a decade of experience in marketing and communications across the globe, Jodie brings a wide range
of expertise to the team and will be instrumental in helping with the growth plans for the award-winning
PR and communications agency.
Having previously worked within the regional communications and digital industries, Jodie also brings
global-level agency experience, having had roles at CHE Proximity and Red Havas in Australia.
Jodie said: “W has such a good reputation, not only within the UK but internationally so it’s a huge privilege
to have joined the team. I’m really excited to get my feet properly under the table here and get working
with the fantastically talented team.”

NEW CLIENT WINS
SPUR GROWTH
FOR SUNDERLAND
MARKETEERS
A marketing agency has moved to new, larger
premises to accommodate its expanding team
after receiving support from Sunderland City
Council.
dodio, a full-service agency, was founded by couple
Chris and Senga Kean in 2015, building on their
combined experience of senior marketing roles in
retail, transport & infrastructure and enterprise.
Since then, the company has grown exponentially,
moving to new, larger premises three times in as
many years and increasing its headcount from two
to five.
Starting out offering predominantly stand-alone
web design projects to small businesses, dodio
has also increased its service offering as a result of
this continued growth, delivering everything from
marketing strategy to video.
The company has also secured contracts with the
NHS, a number of local authorities and regional
education trusts.
dodio now has ambitious plans to increase its
headcount by a further three over the next 12
months.

Listen to the
Northern Insight
Business Show
on Radio
Northumberland
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NEW TEESSIDE AIRPORT
WEBSITE TAKES FLIGHT
A new website for the recently rebranded
Teesside International Airport has recently been
launched by Darlington digital agency Hush
Digital.
The custom-built website was designed by the
leading agency in record time and to the delight of
new operators Tees Valley Combined Authority and
Stobart Aviation.
Hush Digital is a boutique digital agency which
offers a full digital service range, from website
design to digital marketing.
Business development director, Rosie Whelpton,
said: “We have created a completely bespoke design
tailored to the airport's exact requirements, where
visitors can discover key areas for parking and other
airport facilities, view live flight information, check
out destinations, see what's available at the airport
and how to find it. The site has a super slick and
simple navigation structure to allow visitors to
quickly and easily find what they need, and it's
completely responsive to function fluidly across a
range of devices.”

KAROL MARKETING
STRENGTHENS TEAM WITH
CONSUMER APPOINTMENT
Newcastle-based PR and marketing consultancy
Karol Marketing has strengthened its team with
the appointment of Rhian Johnson. In her new
role, Rhian will work across the business on a
number of consumer and B2B accounts to deliver
bespoke PR strategies for the agency’s broad
range of clients.
Combining a BA Honours degree in English
Literature from Northumbria University, with over
seven years’ experience in product-focused roles,
Rhian is a proficient product communicator with
extensive knowledge of the fashion and textiles
sector including working on projects such as the
employee celebrations for Barbour’s 125-year
anniversary and new store opening events for
Topshop-Topman.
Stefan Lepkowski, Managing Director of Karol
Marketing, said: “We are thrilled to welcome Rhian
to the Karol team at this time of exciting growth
for the business. Having just secured a range of new
contracts, 2019 is shaping up to be another great
year here at Karol.”

NORTHERN

INSIGHT
www.radionorthumberland.com

Create something your
audience will love
At Offstone, we love producing high quality publications for our regional and
national clients. Contact us to start the journey to publishing your own magazine,
brochure or book - and get your customers feeling the love.

PUBLISHING | DESIGN | MARKETING | PR

Telephone: 01661 844 115 www.offstonepublishing.co.uk info@offstonepublishing.co.uk
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As we approach our all-important Christmas period, how can we promote
our High Street toy shop in the face of fierce online competition?

The future of the country’s shopping habits and
the ‘Bricks vs Clicks’ debate is something that
should concern both consumers and retailers
as, whilst online shopping may be convenient,
most of us would miss the physical presence of
shops in our town centres, suburbs and villages
whilst even the vast and convenient out-of-town
centres are also coming under threat from the
growth of online retail.
But, having a physical shop does offer retailers
opportunities to differentiate their offer in terms
of experience, expert advice, human contact
and relationships rather that solely on the
price comparison and convenience that online
alternatives offer. Nowhere is this more true than
for shops selling toys and games, but you’re going
to have to cast your mind back more than a few
years to find a scaleable model from which you can
learn.
I wasn’t bothered about the demise of Toys R Us,
apart from the loss of jobs this caused, as the
American chain had managed something I never
thought possible – they’d made buying toys boring!
Vast soulless sheds populated by poorly paid,
uninterested staff and puzzled children and adults
looking up vast racks of tatty boxes. Now compare
this to the toy emporium that was Boydells Toys
of Newcastle and Durham in the 60’s and 70’s or
Fenwicks’ Christmas Toy Department where toys
were beautifully displayed and the staff knew their
products.

Of course, Boydells ceased trading many years ago
and many years before the Internet, driven out of
business by competition from department stores
and other large retail outlets, but their lessons can
hopefully be applied today to give physical shops a
fighting chance.
You will need a digital presence whether this
is an e-commerce site or simply a profile and
catalogue of your store – link them and use each
one’s strength to promote the other. You need to
differentiate your shop against the host of online
traders which will include manufacturers and give
people a reason to visit your store – expert advice,
exclusive events, limited items only available in
store - use online coupons to promote the shop
and promote yourselves on social media as toy and
games experts.
You also have to realise that no-one actually needs
what you’re selling, these are luxury items so
concentrate on how you sell what you sell – the
attraction of a model train or branded building
blocks in a box depends on the artwork of the
boxes, but working on a layout or fully constructed
and you’re selling the dream. Motivate and enthuse
your staff with manufacturers’ and retail training so
that they can pass on their enthusiasm and product
expertise to potential customers. Realise you’ll
never be able to hold the stock online retailers and
manufactures can, but you can suggest alternatives
and ensure rapid deliveries of ordered goods.
You need to create your own brand rather than

rely on your manufacturers’ brands – think about
branded clothes for your staff – it may only be T
shirts but it’s showing you and they are proud of
the shop. Similarly with your packaging – make
it branded and memorable – how many people
purchase from Harrods not only for the products
but also to display the packaging? Does your
signage reflect the quality of your service and
products?
Your shop window is a fantastic asset - your
invitation to passers by - and a well-designed
window display encourages impulse sales and
piques a customer’s curiosity. It might even tug at
their heartstrings like Fenwicks at Christmas?
Create a community by keeping in touch with your
customers. This can be online via a Facebook Group
or utilising other social media or by well designed
and printed newsletters. Include coupons and
competitions or details of special offers and loyalty
cards. Can you partner with other local retailers
and become involved in local events by offering
prizes and sponsorship or maybe even taking a stall
to take your shop and selected goods to events.
Host new product launch events – remember,
it’s not just children who are keen on toys and
games and adults’ spending power is inevitably
greater! The Americans, inevitably, call this
Shoppertainment where the retail experience is
mixed with an event or even a class or show – it’s
whatever your customers like, because keeping
them coming in and spending, keeps you solvent.

Do you need some assistance with your marketing, PR or design? Do you need to review your strategy or do you want to know how
we can help your business? Talk to us. Email your questions anonymously to us today hello@silverbulletmarketing.co.uk or Tweet us
(not so anonymously) @SilverBulletPR
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IS YOUR BRAND
FIGHTING FIT?
@HarveyAndHugo

www.harveyandhugo.com

@HarveyAndHugoPR
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HOW DOES
YOUR SWEETIE
JAR LOOK?
By Veronica Swindale, managing
director of nesma

Veronica does a monthly
interview with key members of
the nesma network to discuss
their marketing challenges or
insights into the industry.

This month she caught up with Nigel Hedley at
GoCareer about the rapidly changing face of the
marketing industry and the roles within it.

The marketing profession is going through exciting
times:
Less than half the number of job adverts in the
first half of 2019 compared with the same time in
2018.
The emergence of digital marketing skills as a
new category.
A significant cooling down in some digital
marketing sectors.
Think of the job title as the sweetie jar and the skills
as the sweets. We all have one or more job titles
and a set of skills. However, which flavour sweets
are in demand, and which are going out of ‘flavour’?  
What evidence do you have that this is
the case?
The GoCareer Insights platform uses natural
language processing and artificial intelligence to
scan over 17 million CVs and millions of job adverts,
across sectors, every day and can support decision
making in the public and private sectors.
So, what is that showing us?
Looking at a snapshot of the skills on marketers’ CVs
in Q3 2019 for the whole of the UK, it’s no surprise
to see digital, social media and online making up a
significant proportion of the skills out there.
However, we found significant differences between
London and the UK regions - the London market
swamps the UK regions in terms of both job adverts
and marketing professionals.
There is another crucial difference. We searched job
adverts for the top 30 marketing job title clusters
in London and the South East but found only four
of these marketing job clusters in the North East of
England and five in Scotland. There was a similar

picture in CV data with the North West faring
a little better with nine clusters, and the West
Midlands with eight.

Nigel Hedley

Can you describe the shift we are witnessing
at the moment from traditional marketing
roles to digital technology roles?

Back to the sweets. What’s in demand and
what’s not?
We looked at around 5,000 marketing job adverts
which mentioned digital and compared their
market share of job adverts in the first half of 2019
at the same time in 2018.
Emerging:
Statistical analysis skills such as SSIS, SSRS, and
SSAS jumped 15-fold (0.4% of total 2019 market
compared with 0.026% in 2018).
Software development as a skill for marketers
jumped tenfold (0.026% in 2018 to 0.28% of the
total market in 2019).
Employee engagement.
On the up:
Facebook marketing
Artificial Intelligence
Software consulting
On a level:
Amazon Web Services
Online travel
Service management
Online advertising
On the decline:
Twitter
Photoshop
Salesforce
AP
Marketing Automation

The big story here is the emergence of the statistical
analysis tools in job adverts for marketers.
So, what can people already working or wanting
to work in marketing do to keep themselves
employable for the future?
There is an opportunity here; if you’re a marketer in
the North East then look at the skills swing above
– you don’t have to be in Soho to have the most
marketable sweets in your sweetie jar and we are
seeing great examples of this across the North East
marketing landscape.
Make sure your qualifications are not only up to
date but ensure you are also able to embrace
the digital technology aspects of emerging roles
and don’t limit your job search to marketing or
communications.  

If you have time to have a cuppa with Veronica, please get in touch! www.nesma.co.uk

Whether it’s working on your current skill set or exploring a new area of expertise, nesma has
all your marketing, communication and digital know-how covered.
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T: 07734 222 254
E: hello@nesma.co.uk
W: nesma.co.uk

Marketing and communications
skills for everyone.
nesma is a Study Centre offering professional qualifications in marketing,
communications and digital marketing alongside individual and team
development programmes.

Seven qualifications designed to give
you the knowledge, confidence and
resilience to thrive in public relations
including the new CIPR Specialist
Diploma in Digital Communications.

Seven professional marketing/digital
marketing qualifications plus a variety
of CIM Training courses to help you stand
out in the market including the Masters
Degree Level 7 Marketing Leadership
Programme.

Two industry validated digital
marketing qualifications to boost
your career prospects and to equip
you with the latest skills.

‘This course has definitely
helped with my content creation
and made me think more
strategically about my approach
to communications’

‘I can’t recommend studying
at nesma enough – it was a great
experience from start to finish
and I’ve seen a noticeable
difference in my work’

‘5 days over 5 weeks was intense
but really thorough, informative
and practical, making it really
useful for my everyday work’

Rebecca Hutchinson, Caseworker
in a Carlise MP’s Constituency
Office

Chris Wharton, Marketing and
Digital Communications Assistant
– Go North East

Hannah Lambert, Digital
Marketing Executive

If you are interested in studying with us and want to find
out more about start dates and term times, please get in touch
to find out more.
Talk to us about what you want to achieve.
T: 07734 222 254 E: hello@nesma.co.uk

WWW.NESMA.CO.UK
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Christian Cerisola

GOVERNMENT FALLS FOWL OF POOR COMEDY AT A
TIME WHEN NOBODY FEELS LIKE LAUGHING
Ask for chicken for lunch at 10 Downing Street at the moment and my guess is you’d be met with a stare that’d
curdle your buttermilk. Twice in the space of a few weeks over the summer, the Government fell fowl (sorry) of
launching depressingly poor communications efforts relating to the nation’s tastiest bird.
Back at the start of September, the Conservative
communications machine decided to leap on
the back of The Sun’s front page depiction of
Jeremy Corbyn as a chicken for going against the
Government’s call to fight out the differences
over Brexit in a snap election.
After that front page splash, which harked back
to the days when humiliating personal attacks
– usually against beleaguered England football
managers – were considered fair tabloid game,
the Conservatives issued their own take with
‘JFC’ depicted in a chicken outfit under the ‘witty’
comment from Conservative HQ: “Hey KFC, we’ve
found an even bigger chicken than you.”
I use the term witty advisedly. Because, frankly,
it was a rubbish joke. It doesn’t even make sense.
KFC isn’t a chicken, let alone a big one. It just sells
the stuff. And when trying to be cutting and clever,
you need to also be accurate. This was none of the
above.

Comedy and clever wordplay can often be a smart
go-to to make a message memorable. But at W,
we generally go against the saying that any idea
is a good idea. This was a bad idea and desperately
needed to be called out as such. Clearly someone
high up thought it was hilarious, so it was railroaded
through.
Of course, social media had a field day and
frustratingly and embarrassingly for the
Conservative communications team, they didn’t
get the response they may have hoped. Rather
than their competition taking the bait, ‘this is just
rubbish’ was the predominant response.

chicken shops like Morley’s, Chicken Cottage and
Dixy.
Racist, cynical and badly-targeted were some of
the more kind criticisms of a campaign that really
deserved to be placed on better tracks than the one
it was set on from the off. It’s intentions were good
and, trying to find some positives from it, a barrage
of better ideas started to permeate the #KnifeFree
hashtag online from those at an age who feel most
exposed to the threat of knife crime.
It pays to listen to your audience sometimes.

And it wasn’t the first time they got themselves
into a bit of a flap with chickens over the summer.
Just a couple of weeks before that, the Home
Office launched their well-intentioned #KnifeFree
campaign, by displaying the call to put down your
knives, of all places, inside chicken boxes at leading

As our colleagues at W Communications put it on
Twitter: “If this was presented as an idea, even as
a whim, in a creative session at W we would know
that we had failed ourselves, and shamefully so.”
It lacked any sort of guile, nuance or cleverness.
Regardless of your politics, even the most hardened
of Conservative supporters must’ve looked at that
and winced at how wide of the mark it was.
I’ve sat through a thousand creative sessions where
someone has an idea that just isn’t the right fit.
Christian Cerisola is head of W North, part of W Communications www.wcommunications.co.uk @WCommNorth
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FORUM CRUISES TO SEE BEST PRACTICE
Businesses experience “Safari” visit to see Port of Tyne’s facilities
visits of cruise ships to the region.
The “safari” was arranged by the Business Forum
to showcase the facilities on offer and to examine
opportunities available to North Tyneside
businesses within the tourism sector.
The forum members were given a talk by Port
of Tyne’s Commercial Manager, Port Services,
Andy Foster who explained how important to
the region’s economy cruise passengers are.
They then visited the passenger terminal with its
facilities and then went onto the dockside to see
a visiting cruise call.

Amy Farrell (left front) with Port of Tyne’s
Andy Foster and the visiting Forum members

It was all plain sailing for local businesses as the
Port of Tyne opened its doors for a tour of its
cruise and ferry operations.
Around 20 members of the North Tyneside

Business Forum visited the Port’s International
Passenger Terminal at North Shields which has
facilities to handle up to 2,000 people on both the
regular North Sea ferry service and the increasing

Amy Farrell representing the Business Forum
said: “The operation at the Port of Tyne is very
impressive. So much planning and organisation
goes into the visit of ships to the river and what
we saw was so interesting, you can really see the
benefit of being next to the Tyne for both our
local businesses and the wider region too.
“We are keen at the Business Forum to facilitate
more visits to businesses in North Tyneside as this
gives participants a real inside view of the quality
of the work being done on our doorsteps. I’m
always impressed at how our local firms lead the
way as beacons of good practice and innovation.”

Businesses who would like to know more about the business forum can contact business.forum@northtyneside.gov.uk
www.northtynesidebusinessforum.org.uk T: 0191 643 6000

Is your business on the media’s RADAR?

Imagine being the go to person
when the media needs an expert.
Well, now you can with Highlights
PR’s new RADAR exclusive
membership.

RADAR

RADAR is a 12-month members
subscription with a low monthly
payment with many PR benefits.

So, what are these benefits? Well, apart from being on a list
of experts sent to the media on a regular basis, we also
include the following:
* A dedicated private RADAR Facebook page.
* Up to 2 hours per year crisis PR management advice.
* A guaranteed business interview on Radio
Northumberland’s Business and Lifestyle show.
* RADAR client feature in the Highlights PR newsletter
(3500 circulation plus social media)
*Exclusive RADAR club special offers on PR, media
training, social activities and more.

Keith@highlightspr.co.uk
07814 397951
www.highlightspr.co.uk

What could this mean for you? Well, let’s look at some examples of how
RADAR has worked for my clients.

We’ve had a lot of BBC radio interviews including sales guru Victoria
Fleming giving tips on how to beat the salesmen at their own game,
James Palmer from New Thinking giving advice on how to
cope with the pressures of Christmas and the UK’s
best blacksmith Stephen Lunn appearing on BBC
TV’s Country File after a RADAR meeting with a BBC
Newcastle interviewer. Imperial Claims also featured
in the May edition of Northern Insight Magazine.
These are just a fraction of our successes and
if you would like to be part of this exclusive
group, please contact me for more details.

Keith@highlightspr.co.uk
07814 397951
www.highlightspr.co.uk

RADAR
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DIRECT MAIL AND
THE UTILITY SECTOR

1, 3 & 4 - Wilks, M 2019. 2019
predictions: utilities. www.capgemini.
com/2019/01/2019-predictions-utilities/#.
Accessed 05/09/19.
2 & 5 - Sumic, Z, Foust, N, Cohen, E,
L & Harrison, K 2018. Top 10 Trends
in 2018 Driving the Utility Industry
Toward a Decarbonized, Distributed,
Digital and Democratized Future. www.
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Like many industries at the moment, the utility sector is experiencing
a number of developments. While these changes can create challenges,
equally, they can also open up opportunities.

One of the main challenges/opportunities is modernizing
the way they work by utilising ‘cutting-edge tech, such as
IoT and blockchain, which are gaining progressive adoption
globally’1. Consumer adoption of energy technology is
also changing customers’ relationships with their energy
suppliers. Customers are moving from being passive payers of
monthly bills to being more proactive and engaged in energy
consumption and production2. The main players within the
market are being forced to catch up in order to ‘keep up with
new digital-first competitors’3. ‘According to the latest report
from Ofgem, the Big Six energy suppliers now account for
just 77 per cent of the market’4. The smaller, more innovative
players in the market are gaining market share by giving
customers what they want; a personalised, good quality and
reliable experience.
2019 is expected to be the year that utility companies embrace
data analytics. Many companies have valuable data in their
databases which could be used to create profiles that include
data about customers’ energy technologies and a range of other
pursuits5. Using data correctly could help retain customers by
improving customer service, experience and loyalty. However, a
lack of skills and knowledge has caused the industry to be viewed
as a slow adopter and fall behind the curve, while many other
industries including retail and finance have already capitalised on
this opportunity.
Merger and acquisition activity was strong in 2018, with the first
quarter seeing the strongest activity in over a decade. However,
the merger of SSE and Npower was cancelled in December 2018
as a result of ‘challenging conditions’. The Guardian reported that
the government’s price cap and increasing competition were the
reasons the two energy firms failed to reach a deal6, with M&A
activity slowing since.
With this increased competition, utility companies are finding
that they are needing to refocus their marketing strategy so
that they are able to retain customers, rather than acquiring
large numbers who quickly move on after a year or so. British
Gas are one of the companies adopting this strategy, with a drive
towards personalised marketing. ‘The challenge in the utilities
space is how do you differentiate from the other supplier as in
recent years it’s become a race to the bottom on cost...I think
over the next 18 months to two years you should expect the bulk
of our [marketing] investment to go behind the message of smart
homes and connected lifestyles’7, states Miriam Jordan Keane,

Head of Marketing at British Gas. In addition, British Gas are
launching a loyalty scheme for the foundations of their business,
gas and electricity tariffs.
Consumer needs and attitudes towards renewable energy is
changing. Consumers want to manage their own energy usage
patterns (which can be done through apps that allow consumers
to look at their energy spend). E.ON is keen to stick to its new
brand promise to “create a better tomorrow” by developing new
technologies such as electric vehicle charging or becoming part
of the ‘connected home’8. In addition, many businesses want to
control their energy efficiency, with many making pledges and
creating targets to improve their environmental impact.
Regulatory change has also impacted the sector. On the 19th
July 2018, the Parliament approved a law capping energy tariffs
across the Great Britain (GB) energy market. The law will require
Ofgem, the energy regulator, to provide a cap for standard
variable and default tariffs offered by suppliers for household
energy consumers across gas and electricity products. It will
take effect in the winter of 2018 and is expected to last until
2020, impacting some 12 million people in Great Britain. Ofgem
is currently undertaking analysis on the level of the cap and is
expected to report its policy position on 23rd August 2018. It
should help save customers up to £100 annually, but will hit the
profit margins of the big six, hard9.
So, how can direct marketing benefit your marketing strategy?
Well, based on the research above, it’s clear that utility companies
are seeking a retention strategy that builds trust and loyalty,
personalised communications that utilise data effectively, and a
chance to stand out from competition in a positive way.
By aligning your online and offline strategy, it creates a consistent,
credible message for your customers. Plus, did you know that
direct mail is one of the most trusted channels of communication?
71% are more likely to trust the advertising mail they receive as
opposed to other channels10. In addition, ‘87% of consumer’s rate
messages delivered by mail as believable, compared to 48% for
email’11. Mail is also kept in the home for a substantial amount
of time, therefore has more exposure than online methods of
advertising. On average, mail is kept in a household for 17 days
for advertising mail, 38 days for door drops and 45 days for bills
and statements!12 Finally, at MetroMail we have our very own
Data Services department. Therefore, we can help you make the
most of your data, improve your ROI and plug the potential skills
gap you may currently be facing.

Contact us today to find out more, and to receive your free direct mail strategy. www.metromail.co.uk
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CURTIS GABRIEL’S ESSENTIAL GUIDE TO SOCIAL ADS
North East Social, Digital & Design agency Curtis Gabriel share their essential tips to achieve your
goals with personalised social media ad campaigns.

In a pay-to-play game, social media advertising
is a must for brands…but why exactly is it so
important?
For starters, organic reach is on a downward
trajectory across most of the major networks. The
days of simply posting on social and expecting all
of your followers to see everything are over.
Actually, that mindset has been gone for a few years
now. It’s all about how you target your audience,
build customer journeys and attract people to your
website to make a purchase. Paid social media
strategies help with achieving exactly that.
The real challenge, however, is understanding the
ins and outs of social media advertising, how to get
started, how much to spend and how each network
operates. That’s a lot of tasks for even the most
experienced brands on social media.
Getting started
If you’re just getting started, it’s important to
understand the basics of social media advertising.
Every business operates differently, so having a
strategy tailored to your goals is essential.
Understand your audience
Identifying your target audience will influence
your choice of social channels, content and tone
of voice. With a specific audience in mind, you can
tailor your social content to suit them and grab
their attention in a competitive marketplace.

Identify your objective
Social ads work best when you're focused on what
you want to achieve. Objectives help to clarify your
goals for campaigns or even individual ads.
To choose the right ad objective, think to yourself
- "what's the most important outcome I want
from this ad?". It could be sales on your website,
downloads of your app or increased brand
awareness.
Carefully select your platforms
Your target audience and objective will have a real
influence on the platforms and placements you
choose to run your ads. For certain campaigns,
such as those with a B2B focus, Linkedin may be
a more suitable platform for your campaign over
Facebook, Instagram or Messenger.
Choose the right ad type
Whether you choose to use video, images or words
– or a combination of those elements – there are
social ad formats for every campaign. Ad types for
Facebook, Instagram, Messenger and Linkedin put
your goals front and centre, and they can look great
on every device.
Produce quality creative content
Social users simply love visual content, which
explains why they are always on their smartphones
scrolling down various timelines and feeds.
It is important to consider which styles of content

that you have engaged with on social media
yourself. What made you stop and engage? Bespoke
creative content, including sleek photography and
videos, are a great way to capture user attention
and ensure any call-to-actions included on a post
are followed.
Your copy is key
Just like choosing creative content for your
ads, writing ad copy is both an art and a science.
Firstly, keep it short and sweet and decide on
the one thing you want people to learn from
your ad. Secondly, tie your copy to your creative
content and personalise the content to your target
audience.
Focus on ROI
You can run ads on Facebook, Instagram and
Linkedin on any budget. Like with anything in life,
the more you put in, the more you’ll get out – and
that goes for campaign budgets, too. Set a daily
or total budget for your ad and set the duration
of the campaign, remembering to focus on your
commercial objectives and ROI.
Continually refresh and test your campaigns
Finally, it is essential to monitor and track the
success of your social ad campaigns to ensure you
are achieving your initial objectives. Utilising tools
like Facebook Pixel data can allow you to track
results from your ad campaigns and demonstrate
clear ROI.

For more information on social ads visit www.curtisgabriel.com or call 0191 340 3600.
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MENTAL
HEALTH: THE
TOPIC WE LOVE
TO TALK ABOUT
BUT HATE TO
DEAL WITH
Mental wellbeing is a topic
that more and more people are
talking about as pressures in the
workplace grow.

Here Redefining Comms founder Jenni Field
and Astute.Work managing director Sarah
Waddington set out their tips to keep your office
a happy and healthy place to be.
Organisational productivity requires team
members who are motivated to deliver the overall
vision. While there are many things you can do to
make the workplace a nice place to be, successful
businesses keep a strong focus on their processes
and culture. Here’s some ways to help your talent
maintain positive mental health and wellbeing.
Recruit according to a competency framework
so you know every team member’s skillset. Don’t
expect employees to move into a role outside
this without training as that immediately creates
tension and sets them up to fail.
Be clear on the company vision and what each
individual’s part is in achieving this but equally
understand what motivates your team members
and deliver it. Equity theory exists for a reason –
don’t let employees feel they are putting in more
than they are getting back. They’ll deliver for so
long…but then leave disillusioned.
Safe spaces where staff can air concerns are
good but act on what you hear. Talking shops are
ten a penny, employees respect leaders who are
assertive on talent matters and show they care.
Similarly, make sure anyone managing a team
is an experienced leader and check 360 feedback.
Poor immediate bosses are a sure-fire source of
churn. Not everyone is brave enough or able to call
bad behaviour out.
Know your business and bring in resource quickly

when you need it. There are plenty of freelancers,
agencies and consultants who can help. If you know
that you will have a massive event on, or there is
a busy period coming up, plan for it. Treat this as
an investment and not a cost. Overload someone
for too long and you’ll be paying their salary while
they’re off with a sick note or a recruitment fee for
their replacement.
Rotate who is on call: too often this falls to
one person. If you’re in a team make sure that it’s
shared between you all with weeks on and off and
if you are a team of one, hire an agency to help
share the load. This doesn’t have to be expensive
and it is unacceptable for senior leaders to expect
one person to be on call 24/7 because of the risk
that creates for the organisation.
Use technology to help in emergency situations
– for example by setting up a crisis line so teams
don’t have to be on call 24/7 and a system is in

place to alert relevant people automatically. A crisis
should be rare so it shouldn’t happen often but
planning out the process and using technology to
help take the pressure off makes all the difference.
Use your out of office and stick to it. We have
to be disciplined at this - if you’re out of office says
to call you if it’s urgent, that’s what people will do.
Put your email down and enjoy your holiday, you
earned it.
Set yourself time limits - focus on one thing and
then move on. We cannot multi-task, it’s a myth,
but if we focus on a client project or emails for a
set time, workloads are easier to manage and you’ll
be much more efficient.
Nothing says more about an organisation than an
unhappy workforce. Managing your team well will
help them deliver on time to a higher standard and
increase loyalty and buy in. It might be common
sense but it’s also better business.

Contact Sarah Waddington - sarah@astute.work 07702162704 www.astute.work
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HOW DO I
GROW MY
FOLLOWING?
This is something I get asked
regularly. Your social media pages
won’t grow unless you are actively
updating your pages with engaging
content on a regular basis, are
engaging with other pages by
commenting, liking or sharing
and having a content plan so your
pages look fresh, relevant and
aesthetically pleasing.

Many believe that by just posting they are
updating their community, when in fact by
uploading content that isn’t quite on brand
could have a negative impact.
First things first, you need to take time to plan your
social media calendar in advance, or you could end
up struggling or rushing to find content to share.
Sharing quality content across your social channels
is key to engage your audience and attract new
followers.
Figure out what content appeals
to your audience
Before you start searching for interesting news
snippets, images, memes or in fact you are creating
your content to share on your socials, you need
to figure out what your audience actually likes. A
fantastic way to do that is to look at past social
media posts to see which were most successful by
engagement and impressions. Use Twitter Analytics
or Facebook Insights to see how successful each
post has been and you can gauge from there which
works and what doesn’t. If you build on this then
you should have a high engagement rate for future
posts, if you don’t then it’s time to shake things up.
How often?
Decide on how often you need to post to each
social network and profile. Posting once per week
isn’t really going to cut it. It has to be consistent.
Always keep your audience in mind and ensure
you’re not bombarding them with posts that are
irrelevant or inappropriate.
Did you know you should be posting on Facebook
3-10 times per week, Twitter at least 5 times a day
and LinkedIn 2-5 times per week? Make sure it’s
the right content and post at a time when your

April Bowden

audience is online. Don’t feel you have to be on
social platforms either. Less is more, or so they
say! Go where your audience is and don’t try and
flog a dead horse. If you’re in retail, then posting
on Facebook, Instagram and Pinterest will be more
beneficial for you. If you’re in law then Twitter or
Linkedin might be best for you. Social media is like
a teenager - it’s still young and it’s still learning so
it’s all about trial and error.
Create a content calendar
Ah yes, the content calendar! When I mention this
to client, panic usual sets in. What on earth is that?
A content calendar is basically a calendar of the
month ahead with all your planned content on
which you plan to share during that time. It’s as
simple as that! Is it product launches, awareness
days, information posts, news within the business
you wish to promote and share? Whatever it is,
What’s your thoughts? Tweet me: @play_thefield
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keep it consistent, interesting and relevant and
stick to it. If you’re selling a product or promoting a
service, try not to be too sales heavy. Socials aren’t
for sales!
After each month, measure how affective the posts
have been and analyse to see which has performed
the best and perhaps increase that type of post in
your next month.
Once you have an idea of what kind of content your
audience engages with and how often you need to
post, it’s time to find links and content to share.
Fill in your calendar with links to relevant content
and your own posts. These posts will ensure you’re
providing your audience with smart, useful content
and give them a reason to follow you, engage with
you and ultimately buy from you.
If you require any further advice, why not contact
me for a social media one to one?

Packing lots of B2B PR experience.
If you work in construction, property,
tech, engineering, renewables or
industrials...

Why not join us on our journey?

Tel:0191 233 1300
PR & MARKETING

mhwpr.co.uk

TECHNOLOGY NEWS

WATERSTONS SET TO LAUNCH NEW
INTERNATIONAL OFFICE

PEOPLE SCIENCE HELPS
BUSINESS SUCCEED
There’s a data revolution happening in human
resources and Hive’s People Scientists are leading
the way, helping multi-national businesses such
as Amazon use real-time employee feedback to
create better employee experiences.

Business and IT consultancy Waterstons is set for
international expansion with a new Australian
office in Sydney and a 24/7 support service for
global clients from March 2020.
Waterstons, headquartered in Durham, has a
multinational client base across a range of sectors.
It provides technology-based solutions, helping
businesses improve performance and sharpen their
competitive edge.
The launch of the new international base in Australia
not only signifies Waterstons’ commitment to its

clients, but also a pledge to nurture future talent
in partnership with universities in Sydney with the
consultancy hoping to hire a number of graduates.
Waterstons in Australia will be headed up by
Charlie Hales who is currently head of the northern
region in the UK. She brings with her 15 years of
experience and an excellent global network.
Charlie said: “We already have a presence in
Australia and are now excited to build on these
strong partnerships and connect with new
businesses.”

Ryan Tahmassebi, Director of People Science at
innovative Newcastle-based HR technology firm
Hive, reveals all. He said: “Amazon reached out to
a number of organisations who were experts in the
field of People Science. During an initial conference
call, Amazon explained what they were looking for.
Hive’s approach to employee engagement really
appealed to them. I worked with them to tailor our
advice to their organisation.”
Expanding at pace and forging a reputation for
putting People Science on the HR map, Ryan
continued: “We’re helping organisations get the
most out of the data that relates to their employees.
It’s helping them understand how to collect - and
collate - people data and consequently help with
performance metrics.”

EIGHTY NEW JOBS FOR NORTH EAST’S
FINTECH SUCCESS STORY
Newcastle Strategic Solutions, the UK’s leading savings management platform,
has announced 80 new jobs for the North East as the first phase of a ‘tech talent’
investment drive that will see significant and continuing recruitment in 2020.
The North Tyneside-based online savings technology and services provider is looking
to fill 80 additional new roles, adding to its existing 600-strong colleague team,
based at Cobalt Park and Newcastle City Centre.
Predominantly tech focused, the new roles will support complex projects, including
launching new banks and developing innovative services for existing clients.
They also include opportunities in the customer services, client services, business
transformation and financial crime teams.
Managing Director Phil Grand said: “This is a major moment in our history and
development. We’re at a significant point where we need more talented people to
join our amazing team.”

0191 442 8300
contact@itps.co.uk
www.itps.co.uk
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Are you safe
from the ICO fines?
The large fines that the Information Commissioner’s Office (ICO)
proposes to levy on British Airways (£183m) and Marriott
International (£99m) has prompted a surge in the number
of organisations accelerating their cyber security plans
and increasing budget allocation.
This action by the ICO shows that it has real teeth, and is a big wake up call
to organisations that are still not taking the new GDPR regulations seriously.

D O N ’ T B E C A U G H T O U T.
If you suffer a breach, the fines
could be reduced if you can show
you have made every effort
to comply with the regulations.

0191 442 8300
contact@itps.co.uk
www.itps.co.uk

Our cyber security experts are
helping organisations just like
yours to protect themselves.
Give us a call or come along
to one of our regular security
briefings to find out more.
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GDPR FINES SPARK CYBER SECURITY PLANS
Just over a year after GDPR came into force, the large fines that the Information Commissioner’s Office (ICO)
proposes to levy on British Airways (£183m) and Marriott International (£99m) has prompted a surge in the
number of organisations accelerating their cyber security plans and increasing budget allocation.

A recent survey of senior decision makers in the
financial sector revealed that over 30percent of
them said the fines are the key factor in the
decision to boost their cyber security defences.

entrusted with personal data you must look after
it. Those that don’t will face scrutiny from my
office to check they have taken appropriate steps
to protect fundamental privacy rights.”

The British Airways breach occurred when
website users were diverted to a rogue site, into
which they submitted personal details, including
credit card information. BA did not notify the ICO
until September that year, a fact that will not
have gone in its favour, and the organisation was
criticised for its poor security arrangements.

So what can business owners take away from
these high profile cases? The basis of GDPR is
that you must show that you process personal
data securely by means of ‘appropriate technical
and organisational measures’, and there are some
basic measures you should have in place.

In Marriott International’s case, the data breach
occurred at Starwood Hotels, a company it went
on to acquire two years after the incident, which
took place in 2014. Despite Marriott International
notifying the ICO as soon as the breach came
to light in 2018, the ICO insists that sufficiently
rigorous due diligence was not carried out, and
Marriott should have done more to secure its
systems.

Demonstrate compliance: The Governmentbacked Cyber Essentials and Cyber Essentials Plus
schemes are designed to help you implement
first stage controls in response to the risk from
common cyber threats such as hacking, phishing
and password guessing. While you will need
to take additional measures to combat more
advanced attacks, these certifications are a
good starting point to demonstrating GDPR
compliance.

Information Commissioner Elizabeth Denham
said: “People’s personal data is just that – personal.
When an organisation fails to protect it from loss,
damage or theft it is more than an inconvenience.
That’s why the law is clear – when you are

Act fast: any significant data breach must be
reported to the ICO, and you must be able to
show you took immediate steps to stop and
control it, assessed the risk to data owners, and
notified them.

Insurance: there are a growing number of
products on the market, and we work with
partners who provide tailored insurance packages,
including specialist advice, a 24/7 response, fines
and investigations cover. Some packages also
offer electronic data cover, which includes data
restoration following a breach.
Test and review: you should be constantly
testing, reviewing and including best practice in
your procedures. The ICO has a range of useful
information, including a paper giving detailed
guidance on common errors it has seen in its
casework.
While British Airways and Marriott International
plead their case for a reduced fine, this action by
the ICO shows it has real teeth, and is a big wake
up call to organisations that are still not taking
the new data protection laws seriously.
Don’t be caught out. If you suffer a breach, the
fines could be reduced if you can show you have
made every effort to comply with the regulations.
Our cyber security experts are helping
organisations just like yours to protect themselves.
Give us a call or come along to one of our regular
security briefings to find out more.

Contact us on 0191 442 8300 or contact@itps.co.uk for more details. www.itps.co.uk
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SCARY SOLUTIONS
The first ever day of school. Pristine uniforms and shiny black shoes. There’s a sense of excitement,
the feeling of possibility but it’s marred by a sense of dread, this is unfamiliar territory.
planning to implement change, the better. Even
within the solutions we implement, we are trying
to gain visibility into our business and its processes,
so that we can make informed business decisions
and adapt appropriately to any obstacles. When
deciding upon an appropriate business solution,
it is important to consider why you are looking
to change, what and where are the inefficiencies
in your organisation as it stands? Set clear goals
expressing what you wish to achieve from your
new solution. These steps will help ensure that the
change you are undertaking is beneficial. Change
for change’s sake will not benefit your organisation,
it is important to know your pain points, know your
goals and then utilise this knowledge to design a
solution that best services your needs. I can’t
promise this will remove the fear factor of change,
but it should certainly diminish it.

Parents and children alike have to fight the
sinking desire to keep things as they are, to stay
safe in what they know. We are creatures of
habit; we don’t like change. Change is scary.
This principle is prevalent within business and
justly so, our businesses are our blood, sweat
and livelihood and we want to be sure that we’re
not risking that unnecessarily. Still, we have to
understand that when we embrace change and let
go of our proverbial parent’s hand, we are propelled
into motion, allowing us to adapt and progress.
This is important as it stops our organisations from
becoming stagnant and outdated.
Maintaining competitiveness
With affordable business tools like Office 365,
it’s easier for smaller companies to establish
themselves in the marketplace. However, this can
mean that you’re going up against an increasing
number of providers and so it’s more important
than ever to maintain a competitive edge. If a
fear of change is holding you back from making
the business decisions needed to progress and
modernise, then you run the risk of being left
behind whilst everyone else is innovating around
you.
It’s not about forgetting the past
Change isn’t about abandoning the past and

You have to experience change

Justin Short

running headlong into this idea of an innovative,
modern future. In fact, the more we can understand
about our organisations and ourselves when we’re

It’s all well and good listening to someone telling
you what they can do for you but it’s never quite
going to translate as well as you’d like. To better
understand what a solution could do for you,
it’s helpful to see it in action and even try using
it and this is exactly what Synergi is offering you
the chance to do. Experience Synergi’s solution
offerings first-hand at our open day on October
16th.

To find out more contact us on 0191 4770365 or send us an email at openday@synergi.it

Explore the future of digital business.
Join Synergi at our upcoming Open Day!

Experience the
latest
in cloud
technology

Wednesday 16th October 2019
Synergi Head Office
Gateshead

Hear
from leading
industry
experts

0191 4770365

Experience
the new
Microsoft
Surface Hub in
action

Visit our
specialists for
advice and
demos

enquiries@synergi.it

www.synergi.it

@Synergi_IT
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GOING UNDERGROUND FOR GATESHEAD’S
ADVANTEX IN CONTRACT WIN

Plans to improve security and IT services for the historic Tyne pedestrian and cyclist tunnels have
been given the green light as part of an extensive refurbishment project.

The move will see Gateshead technology
specialist Advantex Network solutions provide a
new IP infrastructure in an undisclosed six-figure
contract, which will involve the installation of
water-resistant fibre optic emergency cabling
to span the 270m length of the Grade-II listed
structure.
The work, which is already underway, will see a new
network infrastructure implemented by Advantex
that will allow for the connectivity of IP security
systems, telephony and other IT services.
The technology is part of a package of
improvements being under taken by owners Joint
Transport Committee, which represents the North
East and North of Tyne combined authorities to
provide fast, reliable and cost-effective IP cameras,
access control and communications systems for
the tunnels, which are currently being refurbished.
New concrete floor paving slabs are also being
installed to provide a better surface for cyclists and
pedestrians.

The Advantex contract will also include onsite
and remote technical back up and annual health
checks for all network hardware and software.
This will allow the firm to upgrade the system to
accommodate any future user requirements.
Using IP technology will also enable surveillance
equipment to be specified and designed to improve
operational management, particularly around
tunnel safety and security.
Alastair Swan at Newcastle City Council said the
20,000 people a month who use the tunnel will
benefit from new levels of safety and security.
He added: “This is an important investment for us,
providing not only a technology-based deterrent
but also delivering assurances that our customers
will be in a safe and secure environment.
“Advantex’s proven experience in designing and
delivering technology solutions for demanding
operational conditions, together with cost effective
aftercare, also impressed.”
The tunnels’ contract is the latest success for
More at www.advantex.uk.com Tel. 0345 222 0666
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the £7m turnover firm, which currently employs
almost 60 people at its Follingsby Park-based head
office and recently marked 15 years since being
established.
Tony Easingwood, account manager at Advantex,
said: “We’re seeing continued demand for IP-based
solutions. These allow our clients to migrate from
out-dated systems to new digital security and
telecoms technologies that operate from remote
and secure sites.
“We are continuing to work with leading North
East businesses to help them improve their
operations through the provision of quality advice
and network infrastructure services.”
Advantex, established in 2002, achieved the
prestigious ISO9001/2000 industry quality mark
within its first year of trading and holds the
IOS9001/2015 mark as well as IIP. It is a Cisco
Premier, Microsoft, and Mitel Silver accredited
partner, providing a single source managed services
package, which combines to deliver flexibility,
added value and cost saving benefits.

Audi on demand
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THE STUFF OF
NIGHTMARES
By Kieran McLaughlin,
Headmaster at Durham School.

If you ever worry about feeling
sleepy when you need to stay
awake, you could do worse than
google “Boston Dynamics” and
settle down to watch some
of their videos – they are
genuinely terrifying.

If you have never come across them before, let me
explain. Boston Dynamics is a robotics company
which has spent the last few years developing
increasingly Terminator-like robots to perform
functions which seem almost specifically
designed to allow them to become our new
overlords. Actions such as getting up off the
floor after being knocked down, opening doors
and running at high speeds, though mercifully
not yet after their puny human creators, take
on a rather sinister turn when performed by a
robot which, without looking human, displays
sufficiently anthropomorphic behaviour to
provide an involuntary shudder.
Like it or not, robots and the cerebral equivalent,
artificial intelligence, will take on an increased role
in our lives. The rise of Siri and Alexa, as well as the
increase in the Internet of things in the home and
the gradual replacement by robots of humans in
mundane repetitive occupations are as certain as
night following day; to pretend otherwise is an
error of Canute-like proportion. But what about
the world of education? Will the classrooms of the
future be taught by robots?
There are plenty of futurologists out there who will
tell you that the future of education is just that.
Personalised learning - youngsters sat in front of
computers with videos, quizzes and tutorials which
respond to the individual needs of each student –
sounds marvellous. No need for teachers, who are
hard to recruit and come with human foibles and
frailties, when we have the infinite capacity of the
Internet, coupled with sophisticated software which
learns about the student the more they interact;
it is hugely seductive as a learning concept. And,
there are plenty of snake oil salesmen and women
out there who are only too keen to persuade you

Kieran McLaughlin

that their particular learning environment or virtual
classroom is exactly what you are looking for.
I have to say I am sceptical. For all of the advantages
this brave new world promises, it can’t evade some
simple home truths about children and schools. For
me, expecting a virtual classroom to sufficiently
educate a teenager, let alone a younger child, is
the technological equivalent of issuing them with
a textbook at the beginning of the year and telling
them to go away, read the textbook and answer all
the questions. It’s fine in theory, and fundamentally
there is nothing intrinsically different between
most online resources and a good textbook, but in
reality it won’t work.
At the heart of teaching is the relationship between
the pupil and the teacher. The teacher needs to
know the pupil, have an awareness of their abilities
and limitations and, crucially, be able to interact

with the pupil in a way that a machine simply can’t.
At the simplest level, kids need to be told what to do
and stopped when they veer off task, but it is more
than that too. In my subject, physics, the online
world can provide some excellent simulations and
videos, but it can’t cope with a pupil who says, “But
I just don’t understand.” Watching a video over and
over is the equivalent just shouting louder when
trying to order in a French restaurant: if they didn’t
get you the first time, saying it over and over again
isn’t going to work.
I’m not a luddite and the implications for education
in less economically developed countries where
teachers simply aren’t available could be genuinely
transformational. But, for us luckily enough to be in
a country which has a highly educated, professional
and genuinely caring body of teachers, I don’t
expect the robots to take over just yet.

For further information about Durham School, or to arrange a visit, call 0191 731 9270, email admissions@durhamschool.co.uk
or visit www.durhamschool.co.uk
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AUTUMN LEAVES ARE FALLING
By Simone Niblock, Headteacher, Durham High School for Girls

As a child, I used to read countless books set in the USA and often
noted US words that were different from British English ones, such
as ‘fall’ for autumn. I now know of course, that when the Pilgrim
Fathers landed on Plymouth Rock, they imported the language
of the early 17th century and that a number of words that have
fallen out of usage in the UK are still in existence in the USA: it
appears that ‘fall’ is from the Old English ‘feallan’, which means
to fall or die, with its obvious reference to the fall of the leaves.
According to astronomers, the season of autumn officially begins
on Monday 23rd September, so by the time you read this, we
will be firmly into the season of ‘mists and mellow fruitfulness’.
Incidentally, I cannot imagine Keats writing about an ode ‘To
Backend’, as autumn was once known in Northern English…
The Autumn Term in the cycle of a school year is always hectic.
Most schools have some sort of a Harvest Festival, where forgotten
packets of quinoa are donated to schools to distribute to good
causes. However, it is also a time of the harvesting of knowledge and
skills. Ask any educator and they will tell you that the Autumn Term
is not only the longest, but the hardest; this is when the bulk of the
school year’s academic work is done. As the leaves grow crisper and
browner, the brains of the pupils and students of the nation are being
stretched, challenged and honed.
For adults, the turn in the weather in the UK is the perfect time to
begin the Danish practice of Hygge. For those of you who have not
read The Little Book of Hygge by Meik Wiking, this is the Danish and
Norwegian word for ‘a mood of cosiness...with feelings of wellness
and contentment.’ Autumn is a wonderful time for new book releases,
so dig out the Uggs and envelop yourself in the Booker shortlistor the latest Jeffrey Archer- and enjoy the interlude before Noddy
Holder’s caterwauling heralds the season of consumer madness.

Simone Niblock

www.dhsfg.org.uk

DURHAM HIGH SCHOOL
OPEN MORNING
Independent Day School Girls aged 3-18
Durham High School offers a modern, relevant, exciting and challenging learning environment.
It’s our aim to support and guide your daughter to be the best that she can be.

WHOLE SCHOOL
OPEN MORNING
Saturday 16 November 2019
10:00am - 12:30pm

Tel: 0191 384 3226

www.dhsfg.org.uk

Durham High School for Girls, Farewell Hall, South Road, Durham, DH1 3TB
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I’m all girl and I feel good about myself. Studies show that an all-girl education
means I’m more likely to be confident and have high self-esteem.

AllGirl.

See for yourself at our Open Mornings.
Senior School & Sixth Form – Saturday 9th November
Nursery & Junior School – Saturday 19th October
Book your place today newcastlehigh.gdst.net
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SIXTH FORM
SUCCESS
By David Tickner, Headmaster at
Newcastle School for Boys

A particular success story of
Newcastle School for Boys since
its formation in 2005 has been
the creation, development and
growth of its sixth form.

In recent years, some of this success undoubtedly
can be attributed to the 2017 acquisition of our
new, dedicated sixth form centre on Moor Road
South, adjacent to the Senior School.
This academic year started with record sixth form
numbers - just under 90 students. We are close to
achieving our strategic target of a sixth form of 100
boys sooner than we expected. I often recall our
very first sixth form cohort of 2009 when we had
just 14 students.
The majority of our sixth-formers study three
A-levels and go on to enjoy traditional academic
courses at university but that route is not for
everyone. Our sixth form does not operate on the
basis that one size fits all. One of the keys to our
sixth form success has been to match our students
to the right courses to ensure a successful, fulfilling
and enjoyable sixth form experience.
In recent years, we have seen a great deal of success
for our students who have pursued Cambridge
Technicals (CTECs) and similar courses. These
courses have a greater focus on the application
of subject knowledge and are a little less examoriented than A-levels. But they also carry UCAS
points and have allowed a number of our boys to
be successful in accessing appropriate universities
and courses as well as degree apprenticeships.
Such courses have been part of our offer for several
years now. It amuses me that some prominent
independent schools who have come much later
to this particular party attract national headlines
and are then described as ‘ground-breaking’ in their
approaches.

David Tickner

At the start of each academic year, I always make
time to address the boys entering our sixth form. I
speak with them about independent study as the
key difference between being a GCSE student and
a sixth former.
I tell them that they may no longer say that they
have no homework or that they have done it all.
The true mark of the independent student is that
they know that there is always more to be done:
research, reading, consolidation. That is not to say
that sixth form study can’t be balanced with other
important learning and activities. It must be.
The longer that I do this job, the clearer it becomes
to me the approach required of sixth form students
to be successful. They are the ones that commit
to honest effort. I see it year after year. I also
highlight the important leadership and role model
responsibilities that sixth formers each carry for
the rest of the boys in the school I’m delighted that
this year we have launched, with our neighbours

and partners, Westfield School an exciting, new
sixth form curriculum.
The aim is to provide a distinctive, compelling and
relevant sixth form experience that prepares our
students exceptionally well for their lives beyond
school. Over time, local employers and higher
education providers will understand the qualities
and experiences they can expect in a student who
had attended our sixth form.
We seek to ensure that each student demonstrates
independent study that goes beyond the taught
curriculum. To ensure that they are challenged in
the development of their character and that they
have a range of relevant and genuine experiences
that help them find their passions and to prepare
them to be able to follow them.
I am extremely proud of the School’s sixth form
and that of the achievements of our boys and staff
achieve.

For those interested in learning more about the School, Newcastle School for Boys will be hosting its Junior School open day on Saturday
28th September and its Senior School open day on Saturday 5th October, both 10.00am to 12.00pm. All are welcome to attend.
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I’m all girl and the world is my oyster. Studies show that an all-girl education
means there are no limits to what I can achieve.

AllGirl.

See for yourself at our Open Mornings.
Nursery & Junior School – Saturday 19th October
Senior School & Sixth Form – Saturday 9th November
Book your place today newcastlehigh.gdst.net

CHARITY OF THE MONTH

NORTH OF ENGLAND CHILDREN’S CANCER RESEARCH

From left: Fundraising Manager Janet
Price, Author Bill Bryson, Chairman
Chris Peacock, Events Manager Abigail
Hewison at the 2017 Big Walk event.

Why was the charity founded?
The NECCR was formed in 1979 by a group of parents whose lives had been
changed forever by childhood cancer. At the time only 20% of children survived
and so the parents formed a lifelong group to raise money to combat the
terrible disease.
Over the past four decades, over £30 million has been raised by the public which
has helped to establish the North East as world-leaders in childhood cancer
research. Now, thanks to research carried out and continuous improvement
in therapy, that figure is reversed, with over 80% of children diagnosed with
cancer surviving the disease
Children’s Cancer Run fundraising initially started when Kings School in
Tynemouth decided to raise money for NECCR, as, at the time, pupil Chris
Peacock was suffering from cancer of the kidney. Chris inspired pupils and staff
to raise money in the first ‘sponsored’ run and following in his father’s footsteps
is now Chairman of the committee. This volunteer committee was set up to
manage the organisation of the run, and today, many of the original members
are still volunteering their services.

the first partner to donate £500,000 to this cause through a campaign called
the Future Fund.
Last year reached an impressive £7m total raised via Children’s Cancer Run,
taking us up to £30m raised overall for NECCR in last 40 years.
Finally, on a personal note, we were delighted to witness our Chairman Chris
Peacock celebrating being 40 years of being cancer-free last year.
What are you currently working on?
To celebrate our charity’s 40th anniversary in 2019 we’re holding a series of
special fundraising events. We’ve already held our first children’s bike ride along
the River Tyne in June which sold out early and was a huge success from the
feedback we’ve received.
The biggest event we have planned is a brand new Children’s Cancer Run
coming to Carlisle on Sunday 29th September. This North West run has been
brought about because of the support of a very special family and their friends.
Finally, we’re holding a black-tie 40th anniversary ball at the Biscuit Factory in
Newcastle this November to round off our year nicely.

What type of fundraising events do you have?
We’re most famous for our annual Children’s Cancer Run sponsored by Greggs
which is now one of the biggest single charity runs in Europe. From humble
beginnings 40 years ago the run now holds a special place in the heart of our
North East supporters. We had a record 9,000 runners take part this year at
Newcastle Racecourse, raising over £280,000 to fund lifesaving research into
childhood cancer.
Individuals also organise their own events to fundraise for the charity – anything
from a bake sale to climbing Mount Kilimanjaro!
What have been your proudest moments so far?
Back in 1979, survival rates for children with cancer were very low, with 80% of
children not surviving. Now, thanks to research carried out since and continuous
improvement in therapy, that figure is reversed, with 80% of children diagnosed
with cancer surviving the disease. We’re incredibly proud to be a part of this
journey. 1993 saw the opening of the Sir James Spence Institute of Child Health
in Newcastle which we contributed £1m to. This was followed by the opening
of the NECCR Research Laboratories in 2016, a world-class facility inside of the
Wolfson Centre for Childhood Cancer Research based in Newcastle. We were

What does the future hold?
Cancer is still the number one cause of non-accidental death in young children
in the UK. In terms of research, scientists are working on clinical trials to
develop new therapies to improve survival rates and treatment intensity for
patients with leukaemia. They are also researching ways to provide individual
treatment to children with an aggressive type of brain cancer to ensure the
final outcome is as positive as possible.
How do you get involved?
There are so many ways to support NECCR including taking part in one of
our events or organising your own. You could ask your workplace to nominate
us as their charity of the year or use your corporate volunteer days to come
and support us at an event. If you choose NECCR for your chosen charity to
support, we can offer amazing volunteer opportunities for your staff.
You could also think about what gift in-kind support your company might be
able to offer such as staff time, skills or by donating products or prizes for
raffles. Finally, you can join us at our 40th anniversary ball in November with
friends and other corporate supporters.

www.neccr.org.uk
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ARTS NEWS

BRIAN PUNCHES HOLES IN THE PAST TO BRING BACK GHOSTS

Long lost music tracks from an early 80’s pioneering synthesiser-based
band have emerged resurrecting memories of Newcastle’s post new wave
scene and highlighting a notorious den of iniquity in Scotland’s capital city.
Punching Holes were created in 1980 when singer Brian Bond left established
Gateshead band, Punishment of Luxury, to pursue a new musical career.
Teaming up with ex-Neon guitarist Tim Jones, ex-Big G Norman Emerson, Sid
Smith and Steve Cowgill, the band fused catchy melodies with interesting lyrics
about blind albinos, nuns, crocodile birds and life in a zoo.
Following a number of line-up changes, the band rapidly gained a good
following and regularly featured on TV and radio. Their one and only single, a

cover of Charles Trenet’s La Mer, was Noel Edmunds’ Radio One record of the
week and rose up the charts attaining a respectable number 27.
The band recorded a number of demo tracks in the now long gone Spectro Arts
Workshop in Bells Court Newcastle. Titles recorded include Mad Mother, Joke
Elaine, Spots on the Sun and The Ghost of Danube Street.
Now some 38 years later, the tapes have been found and a new 10-inch vinyl
will be released later in the autumn bringing back to life the electronic new
wave music of the early 80’s.
Although there are no plans for the band to reform, a video to accompany the
song The Ghost of Danube Street has been made to promote the vinyl release.

LOOK AHEAD WITH 20/20 VISION FOR SAMMY’S 20TH ANNIVERSARY
Sunday for Sammy, locally dubbed The Geordie Command
Performance, celebrates its 20th anniversary in February.
Organisers are now urging the great North East public not to miss
out with show producer Ray Laidlaw revealing that after every
show, he is approached by people who failed to get a ticket for
the live performances.
Ray said: “I’ve had people tell me that they were really upset
when they missed out on seeing their favourite TV or music star
appearing unannounced to the audience. This was particularly
true when Mark Knopfler made a guest appearance and I also
recall a similar situation following AC/DC’s Brian Johnson’s
amazing rendition of Nutbush City Limits. Then of course there
was Vera at our last show.
“But you’ve got to be there to enjoy the surprises and the high
quality of entertainment in the show. My advice is to get your
tickets as soon as possible. Christmas is coming up and the tickets
sell fast so don’t leave it until it’s too late.”
Tickets, costing £40, are available from the Utilita Arena and the
Theatre Royal.

Showcasing the
North Easts
finest art
Milkhope Centre, Seaton Burn, Newcastle upon Tyne, NE13 6DA
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Tel : 01670 789944

www.blagdongallery.co.uk

ARTS INSIGHT

NOTES FROM
A REDESDALE
ARTIST
By Mary Ann Rogers

Another visit to A&E in
August, after being bucked off
my rather ‘fresh’ horse, put a
halt to my plans to increase my
maximum open water crawl
distance to 3km.
Fortunately it was only a dislocated shoulder
this time, which, although intensely painful
until it was put back into position, shouldn’t
cause long term problems. I’ve spent the rest
of the summer swimming a rather odd form of
breast stroke, which largely used my right arm
plus legs!
The beautiful fresh colours and delicacy of the
early summer flowers once again became the
subject of several large paintings, bluebells,
Lakeland poppies, campion and dandelions grew
up the page from the bottom to the top. We have
used some of these paintings as the basis for
designs for stationery and a new range of bone
china we hope to have in time for Christmasspeaking of which..
Christmas begins, well, pretty much as soon as
the decorations for previous one come down.
Maybe that’s a slight exaggeration, but now that
we supply quite a lot of shops in country houses,
visitor centres and vineyards, as well as galleries
and florists, we are constantly coming up with
new stationery and gift ideas. It was just a couple
of years ago when we set up a photo shoot in
the nearby forestry, wrapped up in coats and hats,
with fake snow on a swelteringly hot August day!
Behind the studio, the neighbours herd of bullocks
graze between three fields, and frequently stand
about two metres from my window, intrigued
by what is going on in here. They are big and
beautiful and I’ve been painting them. One of the
paintings will be used as a Christmas card design
this year.
The most exciting time of year is just about upon
us, when the colours of the landscape and the
skies, combined with erratic autumn weather,
inspire the most dramatic paintings of the yearhopefully!

Mary Ann

Sheep

Cattle

Mary Ann & ‘open water swimming’
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TRAVEL INSIGHT

OUT & ABOUT - DUNDEE

A highly enjoyable visit to Dundee could be had
without straying more than 100 metres from the
newly rebuilt railway station. There is the Royal
Research Ship Discovery and the adjacent new
Victoria and Albert museum, and visiting both
would take up much of a day trip.
There are three direct trains a day from the North East to Dundee, operated by
LNER, which are trains running up the coast to Aberdeen. Additional journey
opportunities are available by changing to Scotrail services at Edinburgh
Waverley. The line crosses the silvery River Tay on a bridge rebuilt after the
first one collapsed in a storm in 1879, having been built substandard. A train
was crossing when the bridge gave way, leading to 75 fatalities. A further 14
men were killed in constructing the much sturdier replacement. No risks were
taken with the replacement bridge, which has stood and been maintained
since July 1887, but it had a major overhaul in 2003.
The V&A, an offshoot of the London gallery, recently opened in Dundee, a city of
jam, jute and journalism, although the jute industry which gave the city its wealth,
has died out completely. The new V&A has a special exhibition on video games
(charged for) but the rest of it is free and there are impressive Scottish Design
galleries and an exhibition about designing prosthetic hands. I particularly valued
the spaces in which you are invited to it down and browse through books and
magazines. The RRS Discovery was originally moored in London and moved to its
port of construction in 1986 after years gradually rotting on the Thames. Dundee
was where she was built in 1901, and she is now in a purpose- built dry dock where
the story is told of the Heroic Age of Antarctic Exploration featuring such names as
Robert Falcon Scott and Ernest Shackleton and zoologist Edward Wilson.
The twin attraction to the Discovery is the Verdant Works, which tells the story of
jute manufacture and has a fully operational 1801 Boulton and Watt beam engine.
At its height around 1900 there were 50,000 people working in 100 mills. Look
out for cartoon strip Oor Wullie statues around the city.
St. Paul’s Episcopal Cathedral (the Scottish Episcopal church is allied to the Church
of England), is a grand Gothic church opened in 1855. Designed by the eminent
Victorian architect Sir George Gilbert Scott, it is an oasis of peace in the city
centre and on the day of my visit was to host an American choir from Minneapolis
singing in the evening at a free concert. In the 1850s Dundee was growing fast
but had its share of poverty and squalor and Bishop Alexander Forbes had a vision
of a building which would provide a refuge and inspiration for Dundonians who
lived in the city’s crowded tenements. Inside is the memorial to James Chalmers, a
local stationery shop owner who invented the adhesive postage stamp. The organ
installed in 1865, is maintained by Harrison and Harrison of Durham.
This was not Sir George Gilbert Scott’s only work in the city as he designed
the museum and art gallery on the north side of the city centre known as The
McManus, which opened in 1869. Admission is free, and there is a regular
programme of talks and tours, as well as the regular art gallery. If you’re interested
in science, the Dundee Science Festival is on 6-21 October, based at the Dundee
Science Centre, located in a city packed with scientific and cultural interest.

alexnelson@dunelm.org.uk
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(Ticket Guru)

Let nationalrail.com, based at Bishop Auckland station,
help you use the most energy efficient mode of transport,
with new Azuma trains now running on the East Coast Main Line.
Plan and book your travel in the UK and Europe with
nationalrail.com, and get advice on your corporate rail travel
needs from alexnelson@dunelm.org.uk.
National Rail Bishop Auckland Ltd, DL14 7TL

Curiosity wants you
as a follower.
Coming in February
2020 Newcastle to
Munich and beyond.
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LEISURE INSIGHT

ONE FOR THE
FUTURE...
AIDEN WILSON
Judging by the state of English cricket recently (let’s not even talk
about the Ashes), it’s vital new test cricketers come along to rescue
the game, Aiden Wilson might be a bright spark for the future.
Eighteen years old, Aiden has become an integral part of the Tynemouth
CC as well as appearing for Northumberland and Northumberland
MCC. Playing as opening batsman, he is an all rounder too, a fine
spinner and superb in the field.
Chairman of Tynemouth Cricket Club, Grahame Hallam, says, “Aiden
started with us at the age of 12, he went on to represent both the
U13's and U15’s as Captain. At this stage, he is an U19 academy player,
representing our first team, on a number of occasions. He has also
represented Northumberland CC board at all ages and has grown into a
great all round athlete. Tynemouth are very proud of his achievements
and are sure they will continue.”
“I suppose I got into playing as a toddler,” says Aiden, “Although my
initial schools didn’t have a cricket set up, I really took to the game
when I went to King’s School in Tynemouth and that took me down the
path to better things. Although playing the game is important, I also
appreciate the strategic side of the match too and enjoy captaining a
side, particularly to victory.”
Aiden’s parents, Paul and Michelle, who own The Head Gardener and
Hair by MP in Cramlington, are particularly proud of their son and have
spent much time encouraging and helping Aiden, in his endeavours.

Aiden Wilson

At this stage in Aiden’s career, he is looking for sponsorship, any company with an interest in cricket to be associated with Aiden can contact
Gordon Taylor (agent) on 07754 991418 or email gordon@catoutofthebagpr.com

BLACKFRIARS VOTED TOP FOR
SUNDAY ROAST IN NEWCASTLE
Blackfriars has been voted the top restaurant in Newcastle for a Sunday roast
dinner according to a national survey of food critics.
The restaurant came out top in 'The 50 Best Sunday Roasts in the UK' list from
Big Seven Travel.
The judges said: “As soon as you walk in, you feel the atmosphere of the building
since it is located in a 13th-century former medieval friary. They offer a Sunday
banquet including a three-course meal with a roast as the main course. You can
choose from beef, chicken, fish or veg roast, so there really is something for
everybody.”
Andy Hook, Managing Director of Blackfriars, said: “We are delighted to be
acknowledged for our popular Sunday roast which is testament to the hard work
of our chefs who really go that extra mile with our offering.
“I think the reason we have been voted is that great care and attention is paid to
our Sunday lunch, which is prepared using a variety of cooking styles to create
a complementary infusion of flavours. At £21 for a three-course lunch this also
represents great value for money.”
www.blackfriarsrestaurant.co.uk
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Christmas & New year Events 2019

Horton Grange Country House Hotel provides
the perfect venue for your festive celebrations
Christmas Day Lunch

Festive Lunch

Enjoy Christmas Lunch at Horton Grange Country
House Hotel this year. You will be met with a
celebratory glass of Fizz & delicious Canapes,
followed by a sumptuous 4-course lunch, coffee &
mince pies.

Enjoy the festive decorations and warm
atmosphere of Horton Grange this Christmas with
some delicious food too! Available between 1st
December and 23rd December,
excluding Sundays.

£105 per adult
£49.50 Children aged under 10

2 Courses - £19.50
3 Courses - £23.50

Festive party Nights

New Year’s Eve

Delicious food & fabulous entertainment
make Horton Grange the perfect place to
dance the night away whether it be
with friends, family or colleagues! Available
Friday 6th,13th, 20th,
Saturday 7th & 14th.
£29.50 per person

Bring in the New Year at Horton Grange Country
House Hotel with a Fabulous Party. Enjoy a Glass
of Prosecco on arrival with canapes, a 5-course
dinner followed by Tea and Coffee. Charge
your glasses for the Midnight Bells, followed by
celebratory fireworks and a late Bar
& Disco until 1am.
£79.00 per person

Boxing Day Lunch

Jason Isaacs party Nights

Enjoy a relaxing day of fine food and leave the
cooking to us this Boxing Day. Unwind after the
festivities with a delicious 3-course Lunch this
26th December 2019.
£29.50 per person

Enjoy a wonderful 3 course meal with Prosecco
and Canapés on arrival with the
fabulous Jason Isaacs on
Thursday 5th, 12th & 19th December.
£39.50 per person

We are open every day for Festive Afternoon Tea
£19.95 per person
Please see website for full details.
Full Christmas Brochure is Also available upon request.
Horton Grange Country House Hotel, Berwick Hill Road, Ponteland, Newcastle upon Tyne NE13 6BU
T: (01661) 860686 E: info@hortongrange.co.uk W: www.hortongrange.co.uk
Facebook: Horton Grange Country House Hotel Twitter: @HortonGrange

Christmas Advert.indd 1
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LEISURE INSIGHT

A SACHINS CHRISTMAS
October already, where did the year go? Our favourite time of year is upon us and we’re excited
to show you what we have in store for you this Christmas season.
As we do every year, we like to heat
things up when the temperature
drops, think spicy Christmas flavours,
seasonal gins to get a little bit merry
and a very warming atmosphere.
That’s why we’re a fantastic destination
for your seasonal party or get together.
If you’ve been left to plan the office
Christmas meal, the annual family get
together or a festive catch up with
friends, we’re making this easy for you.
Sachins is the perfect destination, not
only is our food highly commended,
we’re located just behind Central Station
in the centre of Newcastle and we have
a fantastic (and extensive) gin selection.
Even if you’re catering for the fussy ones,
at Sachins, we’re sure that there’s an
option for everyone. Vegetarian, vegan,
gluten-free, dairy-free, whatever your
requirements, it’s no trouble for us.
With just eight weeks to go until party
season though, there’s no time to waste
when it comes to booking your Christmas
party destination.
Our tables are already starting to fill up for the festive period so make sure to head to our website at www.sachins.co.uk or
call us on 0191 261 9035 to book your table.

PEACE AND LOAF HAS A NEW LOOK
This autumn at Peace and Loaf, we’re showing off our stylish new interior, following our recent renovation.
It’s out with the old and in with the new this
season, starting with our interior makeover.
We’ve transformed from traditional and
quaint to contemporary and exclusive, just
like our menu. Think rich Farrow & Ball tones,
dark wood and leather fixtures, and a hint of
seasonal greenery.
Our talented team of chefs, including Chef
Patron David Coulson, who has featured on
BBC’s Masterchef: The Professionals and the
Great British Menu, have celebrated a year filled
with awards and accolades, including a mention
in the Michelin Guide, and a new look was just
what we needed to end the year with a bang.
With Christmas just around the corner, we’ve
been planning to show off our new look in style,
so our chefs have spent the last few months
curating and developing an exclusive Christmas
menu, stuffed with the finest local and seasonal
produce available in the North East. We’re
taking British tradition and adding a unique,
contemporary, David Coulson twist.
Our Christmas menu will be available
throughout the month of December with
new and exclusive dishes. Booking is essential
to avoid disappointment during this period,
so make sure you book your table as soon as
possible.
217 Jesmond Road, Jesmond, Newcastle NE2 1LA. 0191 281 5222. www.peaceandloaf.co.uk
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A visit to the Caledonian Hotel is wonderful at any time of the year, but when it
comes to the Festive Season, we know how to create the ‘Perfect Celebration’.
We have prepared a whole series of events to get you into the Christmas Spirit...

CHRISTMAS PARTY NIGHTS 2019

NEW YEARS EVE PARTY 2019

‘Grease is the Word’

‘The Name is Bond’

Come and join us for some summer loving,
a 2 course meal or buffet and live entertainment
as the Caledonian Hotel hosts a trip back in time
to a Christmas night in Ryedale High.

A fun filled evening with a FREE arrival drink,
a 4 course meal plus:

from only

tickets only

at the Caledonian Hotel

£30 per person
We also have Breakfast
or Afternoon Tea with Santa
& his Naughty Elves for
you and the kids.

Adults £9.95
Under 12’s £7.95
Under 2’s FREE
Family £32.50

at the Caledonian Hotel

Themed Live Entertainment | Photo Booth
Fun Casinos | Table Magician | Disco

£65 per person

For more information and details on all our Christmas
activities, available dates, or to book early and guarantee
your place you can call us on:

0191 281 7881

events@caledonian-hotel-newcastle.com
www.caledonian-hotel-newcastle.com

LEISURE INSIGHT

FETCH THE FACE PAINT, SEVENTIES MUSIC SHOW
HITS STOCKTON AND NEWCASTLE
It was the decade that fashion forgot – but dust off your lurex loons, the Seventies are back in town.
An ex-member of one of the North East’s biggest glam
rock bands is donning his flares and face paint once
again to hit the road with tribute band the Ultimate 70s.
Stockton’s Georgian Theatre will host the first date in
a year-long tour of Scotland, England and Wales, on 25
October while a special Christmas party night will take
place at Newcastle’s Riverside venue on 7 December.
Martin Metcalf, a former guitarist with legendary group
Geordie, is one of the 70s rockers and session musicians
who make up Ultimate 70s, whose brand of entertainment
has been a huge hit with festival goers in Britain and Europe.
Intent on re-creating the era they love, they promise fans
an authentic evening of Seventies classic hits delivered just
as you would have heard them back in their hey day.
As well as Martin on guitar, the band features the
powerhouse male vocals of Chris Peters, as well as a
drummer, saxophonist, bassist and keyboard player whose
credits include playing and supporting a host of legendary
musicians including Sting and INXS.
The Ultimate 70s Show is a totally live tribute to the rock
and pop idols of the 1970s, featuring the music of Slade,
T.Rex, The Sweet, David Bowie, Suzi Quatro, Alice Cooper,
Mott the Hoople and Queen to name but a few.
Tickets are on sale now from www.georgiantheatre.co.uk for Stockton and www.riversidencl.co.uk for Newcastle

Sue Todd Photography

MINT BRINGS FRESH APPROACH TO
BUSINESS SUPPORT
STYLISH WORKSPACE SHOWS
MUSCLE ON NORTH EAST
PROPERTY MARKET
A new breed of vibrant modern business village is taking shape in
Northumberland, offering North East firms the type of facilities only
usually found in the slick HQs of global organisations.
b.village Cramlington is the first in a network of business communities where
totally flexible, energy-efficient, low start-up cost workspace comes packaged
with onsite gym, recreation, catering and conference facilities.
And as more b.villages spring up, tenants will be able to hot desk and use
facilities at sister sites. A site for the next potential b.village has now been
acquired at Durham.

An ex-teacher who bounced back from near bankruptcy six years ago to grow a
highly successful digital training agency has launched a new venture aimed at
giving much-needed support to the North East business community.
Consett entrepreneur, Nicola Jayne Little swapped teaching children for training
small business owners and rapidly gained a reputation with her company Digital
Sparkles for being one of the best social media trainers and 1-2-1 mentors in the
business.
However, she felt that she had something extra to give and identified that once the
training on the established programmes ended, the delegates were left alone with
no accountability.
18 months ago, she launched The Savvy Solos Business Club for self-employed
people working on their own. Demand for membership of the club was high. In
just 18 months, Nicola recruited more than 100 members and ran packed monthly
sessions in Blyth, North Tyneside and Consett. Her turnover increased three-fold
and her personal success transferred onto her members with many benefiting from
increased sales from her targeted business training and networking sessions.

The aim is to create a custom-built community where businesses can integrate,
work and relax together. There will be 24 individual units of 1400 sq. ft each,
with an office on the upper floor and storage, warehouse, workshop, or studio
area on the ground floor. Communal areas will include a coffee lounge and cafe
area, a gym, conference and hot desking facilities.

Now, Nicola has merged her two companies, Digital Sparkles and the Savvy Solo
Business Club into one and launched the MINT Business Club.

For more information visit www.bvillage.co.uk

www.mintbusinessclub.co.uk
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“I called it MINT after our members. It is a word I say to them frequently in training;
they and their businesses are MINT! I aim to get all of our members businesses into
MINT condition with our fresh approach!”

LEISURE INSIGHT

THE ART OF DELEGATION
Entrepreneur Olivia Lockey is owner of Northumberland’s luxury wedding venue and glamping site,
Northside Farm in Horsley.
Having successfully built a rapidly growing
business from scratch with husband Ralph
since 2012 and juggling family life, she has
had to learn the art of delegation - and is
grateful she did.

in every inch of your business, you can’t put
your energy into scaling it and improving it.
You should be concentrating on the things that
only you can take care of and let others do the
things that you can let go of.

Before the summer, I attended my children’s
school sports day and they worked well with
their team and passed the baton on eagerly
to win and it got me thinking about my own
team and why it can sometimes be hard to let
go, especially if you started your business from
scratch relying only on yourself.

Additionally, with each individual working with
you, they all have fresh and innovative ideas
that you may not have even thought about
so isn’t it about time we started empowering
them to fly a little more? I believe the more
you can outsource to your team, the more
confident they will become which ultimately
leads to better performance.

But watching the kids passing the baton and all
giving 100% to reach their end goal made me
realise that letting go of the baton isn’t such a
bad thing if you all work together.
It has taken me a long time to realise that if
you don’t let go of the reins and let your team
shine, you will be prone to burn out and could
cause your business to stagnate. No one can
do everything themselves without something
in your life suffering.

Olivia Lockey

I last wrote about the work/life balance and
the only way this can happen with a growing
business is delegation. You wouldn’t have
employed your staff if you didn’t think they
had the ability to deliver. If you are caught up

Our wedding coordinators spend a lot of
time with our couples so they really have
the most information of how best to service
their requirements and wishes which they
clearly love doing. They don’t want to be
micro-managed which then frees me up to
concentrate on the business side of things.
If you don’t delegate, you’re not really leading….
you’re doing, and that serves no one.
So next time you’re feeling overwhelmed with
your to-do list, try to ask yourself with each
and every item whether it’s the best use of your
time that you do these tasks or if someone else
in the team could also do a good job.

www.northsidefarm.co.uk

BEADNELL TOWERS – A WINTER (RE) TREAT!

This winter, Beadnell Towers invites you to sit back and relax in their cosy,
new surroundings. Whether it’s to sip a local ale by the fireplace in the
Reading Room, take a soak in the duo of free-standing, copper bath tubs or
enjoy a warming meal in Towers Restaurant, Beadnell Towers is the ultimate
winter retreat.
Located just a five-minute walk away from the stunning Northumberland
coast, Beadnell Towers hotel and The Towers - Kitchen - Bar - Restaurant has

just undergone a £3 million renovation, transforming the historic, Grade II listed
building, into a stunning coastal, boutique hotel.
The transformed 18th century building is now home to 18 unique bedrooms,
including five dog friendly rooms, The Towers restaurant, Hotspur Bar and a
peaceful Reading Room, complete with fireplace.
With Christmas just around the corner, the cold temperatures creeping in and
the dark nights on their way, there’s no better time to get away and just enjoy
the moment.

For more information, or to book your stay at Beadnell Towers, head to www.beadnelltowers.co.uk or phone 01665 721211.
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Tyneside’s Winter Membership is back!

Be Quick!

Join November 2019 until
end of February 2020

SUR

1879

TYNESIDE

GOLF CLUB
tynesidegolfclub.co.uk

TYNESIDE GOLF CLUB

Offer limited to the first

50 memberships!

All year round playability on our
normal greens whenever possible.
Join October 2019 until
end of February 2020

AND

E

Don’t miss out!

R
FA

or

£150
£125

(excluding
play on
Saturday)

(excluding
play on
Saturday)

Affordable enough to run
as a second membership.
Enjoy playing more Winter golf!
To join, contact
General Manager, Peter Smith

peter.smith@tynesidegolfclub.co.uk
Westfield Lane, Ryton,
Tyne & Wear, NE40 3QE

0191 413 2742
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VERY
MERRY
MALDRON
Book your Christmas Celebrations with Maldron Hotel Newcastle
FESTIVE AFTERNOON
TEA FROM

£14.95 PP

CHRISTMAS PARTY
NIGHTS FROM

£25.95 PP

TO BOOK PLEASE CALL OR EMAIL
+44 191 640 9500
events.newcastle@maldronhotels.com
maldronhotelnewcastle.com

NEW YEARS EVE
CELEBRATIONS FROM

£39.95 PP
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EXPERIENCE PLOT TO PLATE DINING AT WYNYARD HALL

Mark Birtle

Michael Penaluna

Executive Head Chef, Michael Penaluna and Head Gardener, Mark Birtle, are
combining their extensive experience to take guests on a culinary journey
in the award winning, Wellington Restaurant at Wynyard Hall.

The new Tasting and A La Carte Menus promise to
delight you with vibrant, fresh, seasonal produce,
expertly crafted into delicious, indulgent dishes.
Every dish is made from the finest ingredients
home-grown just a few footsteps from the
Restaurant in our Edible Garden, or sourced from
local suppliers who have a passion for quality
produce.
The Edible Garden, which opened to the public
in 2016, is part of Wynyard Hall’s commitment
to sustainable development. The produce grown
within it is harvested and travels just a few
footsteps to the venue’s kitchen, where it is used
by the chefs to create delicious dishes served in
the Wellington Restaurant. Now well-established
and generating a substantial harvest year on year,

The Edible Garden enables Michael, Mark and their
teams, to get creative both in the vegetable plots
and in the kitchen.
“We’ve got a couple of years’ experience behind
us now and the teams are working together better
than ever to produce the best possible offering for
our guests” says Head Gardener, Mark.
Executive Head Chef Michael, who has been part
of the team at Wynyard Hall for just over one
year and is taking The Wellington Restaurant from
strength to strength, is keen to showcase the finest
British cuisine. “Our five course Tasting Menu - A
Taste of Wynyard is the perfect outlet for us to get
creative and showcase the fine ingredients grown
right here on the Wynyard Estate, along with other
local suppliers”.

You can enjoy “A Taste of Wynyard” from £50 per person, or combine the culinary experience
with wine pairings and an overnight stay from £275 per couple. Call 01740 644811 (0) to book.
www.wynyardhall.co.uk
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Celebrate Christmas
at Wynyard Hall
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Book your
Christmas Party Night
Online Now!
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THE BARLUGA HOLY TRINITY
By Michael Grahamslaw

The Gosforth social circuit received a huge boost of late upon
opening of the all-new Barluga.

Many will be familiar with its sister venues which sit
at the heart of Newcastle and Morpeth respectively,
bringing gastro-pub style cooking to a sophisticated
and convivial setting.
Barluga Gosforth is no different. Well positioned in a
converted church – formerly Loch Fyne – amidst the
hustle and bustle of Gosforth High Street, this is a venue
at the centre of the community and a sage choice from
morning til moon.
Whilst it hasn’t taken long for Barluga to become an
after-hours favourite, cosy booths and table service make
this a great spot for a business meeting or client lunch.
Luckily, that’s just what we did!
Downstairs is primarily a bar/cocktail area whilst a
dedicated restaurant resides upstairs serving a mix of
posh comfort food and modern British cuisine.
As with other Barluga’s, the décor is decidedly opulent.
After a warm welcome, we were parked in the “Crow’s
Nest” – a sumptuous caramel/navy booth, perched
beneath the old church’s slanty ceilings and overlooking
the bar’s characterful and capacious interior.
Our waitress, Kate – who looked after us superbly all
afternoon – soon invited us to look at the wine list.
Barluga Gosforth have an extensive wine list which has
clearly been carefully curated to exercise the mind as
much as the palate.
In tribute to my Daughter Holly moving to the region
as part of her university programme, we picked out a
superbly structured Bordeaux rouge which would prove
lovely with our food.
Its menu boasts a stylish offering of starters, main plates,

sandwiches and salads whilst breakfast dishes are also
available on the daily.
As is his wont, My Son Jack kicked off with the Barluga
Shetland mussels which are available with a choice of
sauce. Being an aspiring chilli fiend, Jack chose the tomato
& chorizo revved up with extra chilli and mopped up
greedily with some excellent sourdough.
My salt chilli beef was lapped up with equal aplomb.
Diced into delicate strips, the beef crowned a bed of Asian
side salad including lettuce, pak choi and peppers whilst
a racy blood orange chilli jam provided much colour and
interest.
We visited during a flurry of Friday lunchtime trade yet
the service was still slick with Kate especially sharp in
clearing our plates and replenishing our glasses.
The Asian connection continued into my main course too
as I opted for the Thai Green curry with a choice of chicken
breast or tiger prawns. Rich and aromatic, the sauce was
clearly freshly prepared and comprised bamboo shoots,
water chestnuts, basil, chilli and basmati rice.
Jack chose the slow cooked lamb shoulder. A rustic, earthy
dish this had a telling depth of flavour and was paired
with celeriac puree, confit shallots, charred leeks, saute
potatoes and jus. Naturally, this was set off exquisitely by
the Bordeaux red.
Having totally overindulged over starter & main course,
we swerved desserts though lingered a while over coffees
as the bar prepared itself for another busy weekend.
It hasn’t taken long for the venue to capture the hearts &
minds of the Gosforth area but given the classy Barluga
brand, was that ever really up for debate?

For more information, visit barluga.co.uk/gosforth
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CITY OASIS IS A DELIGHT

When it comes to writing about a hotel, we’re always very wary here at Northern Insight of
pointing readers in one particular direction.

conservatory or, if you want some privacy or perhaps
would like to hold a meeting, there is a separate
dining room which can cater for up to 40 people.

The hotel in question is Eslington Villa in Low Fell.
And here comes the ‘pointing readers in one
particular direction’, bit of advice.
Go onto Trip Advisor.
There we go; we said it.
Here’s a selection of comments from the first page
of Trip Advisor. You’ll find a similar theme on other
pages. Every single comment gets a top rating of 5.
“Punches well above its reasonable room rate.”
“My only complaint is that I have only just found this
perfectly wonderful hotel.”
“I have been wanting to go to Eslington Villa for a
while after moving to the area and this is a local
restaurant. Wish I had gone sooner!”
“A lovely place to stay.”
“This small (perfectly formed) hotel gets a very easy
10/10 from me…we were delighted with all aspects
of this very well run and beautifully appointed villa
hotel.”
So there you go.
When you arrive at Eslington Villa your first
impression is of a grand Victorian house. You’d be
right, because it is. Well, actually, it was two houses
but they were converted into a single, very stylish
property. You’ll find many of the original features
inside. However, before stepping through the
entrance door, pop around to the left and take a look
at the grounds. It’s hard to believe that you are just
a stone’s throw from Team Valley and ten minutes
from the centre of Newcastle. The rolling lawns are
ideal for either an outdoor party or perhaps you
might fancy afternoon tea in the sunshine.
Enter the hotel and you’re met with a cosy reception
area and, more than likely, you’ll bump into the
owner, Nicky Tucker. Eslington Villa is a privately

Nicky Tucker

owned hotel and restaurant, and Nicky is plainly very
proud of what she’s achieved.
“We’ve worked hard to develop and improve upon
what was already a terrific reputation here at
Eslington Villa,” said Nicky, “and the fact that we’re
a bit of a hidden gem works both in our favour
and against us. We never cease to be amazed by
how often people arrive, possibly by chance or
recommendation, and then keep on returning. We’ve
also become a regular ‘home’ for business people
who are visiting the area for a few nights. We’ve
even got a self-contained flat with a kitchen and
two bedrooms that is taken by corporate folk who
are staying in the area for longer periods or perhaps
by people who’re waiting to move into a new house.”
Here are some figures.
There are 18 bedrooms, all of which are individually
styled. You can go for vintage charm with a 4-poster
bed or how about a classic Victorian bedroom
with views out of a bay window into the garden.
Alternatively, why not go with an über modern look.
Most rooms are actually small suites with cosy tables
and chairs. All have private bathroom facilities.
There is plenty of space for dining. There are 65
seats in the main dining room, 35 in the delightful

“We are becoming increasingly busy as a corporate
venue,” added Nicky. “We tend to find that firms
like to have use of the private room for a meeting
and then adjourn to the bar and lounge area before
returning to their room for an evening meal. Many
businesses have people travelling to the North East
from all over the country so they also make use of
our bedrooms.”
When we called in to meet Nicky, it was around
1pm and the dining room was busy with locals and
visitors. It was plain to see that firms use Eslington
Villa as a handy place to pop into for an informal
drink and a bite to eat.
As we left, afternoon tea, which is available on
selected dates, was well underway. If you fancy cakes,
scones and a piping hot brew as you gaze over the
lovely grounds, you’ll be in your element. It was also
interesting to note that Nicky was in the throws of
getting everything ready for Christmas. There can be
few venues better suited to a Christmas party than
Eslington Villa. Nicky has also arranged a regular
series of evening events such as wine tasting and
gourmet cooking.
You can get married at Eslington Villa. One of the
first things Nicky did when she took over was to
ensure that the hotel was licensed as a wedding
venue where civil ceremonies could take place.
It’s been a huge success. As we mentioned with
Christmas parties, Eslington is just the right size and,
when it comes to weddings, the hotel is all a bit, well,
romantic.
However, we’d recommend calling in to see why
Eslington Villa really is an oasis of luxury and serenity.
Go on...see what the fuss is all about.

The best idea it to go onto the Eslington Villa website and check out what’s on offer.
Log onto www.eslingtonvilla.co.uk or call 0191 487 6017 or email home@eslingtonvilla.co.uk
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A GREAT BRITISH PUB
Situated in the charming village of Wylam, Northumberland. We serve proper, tasty and
wholesome pub food, using the best locally sourced ingredients the season has to offer.
Our menu changes daily and our Sunday lunch is delicious.
We are dog-friendly and have a wide selection of beers, ciders and cask ales.
We also have a range of spirits and a fabulous wine list.
Come and relax in a friendly, cosy environment and enjoy our top-class hospitality.
You can also enjoy food and drink in our beautiful beer garden, or why not stay over
in one of our guest bedrooms?

Main Road, Wylam, Northumberland, NE41 8AQ
01661 854 538 ~ www.theshipinnwylam.co.uk

WE CATER TO YOUR
EVERY NEED...
We are a family owned and managed company who
together have over 25 years in the catering and
manufacturing industry. Our hands on experience in
the outdoor catering sector gives us great insight into
the every changing needs of the mobile caterer.

We take time to listen to your needs and always go the extra
mile to meet them. Your unit will be unique to you, visually and
functionally. We will do all we can to help you stand out from
the crowd and give you a head start in making your business a
successful one.
We employ a loyal team of craftsmen who have many years of
experience between them and our attention to detail is such
that we see clients return to us time and time again. We
manufacture bespoke catering units using high quality
materials to a very high standard, at competitive prices.

Our customers include: • Apartment group
• Ramside event catering • Angel of Corbridge
• Longhorns ...to name a few!

CATERING UNITS

For further information contact CateringUnits.co.uk

Unit 28, Team Valley Business Centre, Team Valley, Gateshead NE11 0QH

Tel: 0845 5195065 Email: info@cateringunits.co.uk

AVAIL AB LE TO BOOK NOW

A SPRINKLE
OF MAGIC THIS
CHRISTMAS

ENJOY DELICIOUS FESTIVE
SPECIALS AND CLASSIC
MARCO PIERRE WHITE DISHES

TO BOOK NOW, VISIT:
M PW R E S TAU R A NT S .CO M
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A NEW ERA FOR THE
GOSFORTH PARK HOTEL
The Grand Gosforth Park Hotel recently entered a new chapter in its
history when acquired by the Elite Venue Selection.

The hotel group continue to offer deluxe accommodation
and have underlined their commitment to high
standards of customer service and food with a string of
key appointments to their senior team.
Vicky Stephenson heads up the team as General Manager
following a prosperous history working in the hotel industry.
Vicky is assisted by Head Chef, Stephen Cawley, formerly of
Marriott and Marco Pierre White renown, Walter Simoes,
Food & Beverage Manager and Caterina Pipitone, Leisure
Manager formerly of David Llloyd.
The hotel provides a prime base camp from which to
explore all of which the North East has to offer and boasts
stylish rooms and a host of first-rate amenities. The hotel’s
executive suites are undergoing a major refurbishment
programme and are tastefully appointed with a range of
mod cons.
Health & Leisure also remains a top priority as the Grand
Gosforth Park Hotel offers a totally holistic service.
Facilities include a swimming pool, sauna, steam room and
jacuzzi in addition to tennis courts, squash courts and daily
fitness classes.
Having carved out a career over a number of years, Jane
Heath is currently Head of Sales and works with local
corporates to build relationships for corporate bedroom
business and functions throughout the year.

The hotel now offers more flexibility with functions than
ever with a range of packages available. These vary from
international street food freshly prepared by their diverse
team of chefs to multiple course gourmet dinners fit for
royalty.
The Grand Gosforth Park Hotel has long been on the radar
for formal dinners and continues to accommodate for over
500 guests with its capacious Grandstand function suite
and ample free parking (300 + cars) on site.
This also makes the hotel a sage choice for weddings with
the option of an indoor function suite or with 12 acres of
parkland views, a romantic gazebo in the garden setting.
The branding may be new but some things at the Grand
Gosforth Park Hotel will never change. This remains a prime
spot for quality accommodation, fine food and bespoke
meetings & events facilities.
‘We have worked with Jane and her team over the last 10
years plus. The customer service we receive from first point of
call to following all of our events requirements is excellent.
The hotel staff go above and beyond to ensure our events run
smoothly. We have an exceptionally good relationship with
the team.’
Catriona Lingwood - Constructing Excellence NE

The Grand Hotel Gosforth Park Newcastle welcomes you to the North East of England with stylish rooms and a vast assortment of first-rate
amenities. For more information, email jane.heath@theelitevenueselection.co.uk or call 0191 236 4111. www.theelitevenueselection.co.uk
Facebook - The Grand Hotel Gosforth Park Newcastle. Twitter - @grandgospark. LinkedIn - Grand Hotel Gosforth Park. Instagram -@grandhotelgosforthpark
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IT ALL STACKS
UP FOR
CONTAINER
VILLAGE
The regions’ largest shipping
container village is celebrating
phenomenal success after the
first 12 months of trading.

area of Newcastle back to life, since the closure of
the Odeon Cinema in 2002 had been underutilised.

special to return for, promising diversity and
uniqueness to every visit throughout the year.

During the last 12 months the owners, Danieli
Holdings, have seen over 1200 dogs visit the venue,
1500 people singing along to Robbie Williams’
Angels, 32,000 burgers flipped, 50,000 cups of
coffee drunk, over 800 live performances on stage,
and a staggering 40,000 portions of duck fries sold.

The shipping container village is home to over 12
street food outlets, including Sushi Me Rolling,
which is rated No.2 on Trip Advisor for best places
to eat in Newcastle. There are four bars and 16
retail and lifestyle units, including a pet shop, yoga
studio, barbers and a gift shop specialising in North
East themed products.

The diversity of the events at STACK have made
it a must-visit venue for people of all ages, with
everything from workshops for kids in the school
holidays, massive sing-alongs with Kroud Karaoke,
yoga classes and even doggy and owner gettogethers.

The social hub, created from over 50 shipping
containers, has been in operation since August
2018 and has helped to bring the Pilgrim Street

Seasonal pop-ups including the Gin Garden,
Hadrian’s Tipi, the famous Ice Bar and the Festival
Stage have all ensured that there is something

Due to the success of the STACK Newcastle, Danieli
Holdings will be opening a second container village
at the seafront of Sunderland in 2020.

STACK, Newcastle has seen over 1M visitors to
the attraction since it opened its doors just 12
months ago.

www.stacknewcastle.com
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Dine the Sardinian Way
4 Courses of Traditional Sardinian Food
£25pp | Every Tuesday | From 5pm
Ask about the sharing option to enjoy the whole
menu and dine in authentic Sardinian style

View the menu on our website
T&Cs apply. Booking Required.

0191 2614415 | sabatinis.co.uk
25 King Street, Quayside, Newcastle upon Tyne, NE1 3UQ
Management reserve the right to withdraw or decline any offer at any time.

STAYING POWER...

Longevity in business is something to be admired. In this series of features, we are celebrating some of
the most accomplished professionals from across the North East business community. Aimed at major
players with 20+ years’ experience in their respective sectors, we provide a fascinating insight into
what makes them tick and what we can learn from them.

This month we chat to…

NEIL SLADE
Group General Manager, Beadnell Towers

Did you always envisage a career in the
hospitality industry?
No! As an eleven-year-old I wanted to earn some pocket money
and was engaged by a family run hotel in South Cornwall as a
‘Bellhop’. I fell in love with the industry and never ever left...that
was a little over thirty years ago!
What are your favourite aspects of the job?
Having the freedom to express myself - to laugh when I need to
de-stress; to speak and actually be heard, and to ‘perform’ not just
because I'm paid to do it but because I'm inspired to be the best
that I can be.
I have a genuine passion for people and delight in welcoming
patron’s past and present. I’ve harnessed over thirty years of
experience from the Industry and have developed a profound
understanding of what customers expect and deserve.
What has been your career defining moment?
I don’t know about career defining, but there have been many
highlights. My first General Manager role. The day that my team
nominated me for ‘Boss of the Year’, empowering a team to move
from 4 star to 5 stars...And of course, joining the team at Beadnell
Towers.
What have been the biggest changes in the industry
since you started?
People, awareness and technology…
Customer expectations are as high today than I ever recall, with
many expecting much more for much less.
I have fond memories of a time when an advertising spend was
based upon a printed advert in a Regional Tourism guide alongside
occasional adverts in local newspapers. Most of us are connected
through Social Media these days allowing businesses to reach out
in an instant. Advances in technology allow for efficient reporting
in greater detail which gives Hoteliers the ability to be ‘on trend’
whilst keeping a focus on customer experience.
How has your skillset developed accordingly?
The world is ever changing and so it’s vital to move with the times.
I keep up with Industry changes and relish the chance to learn new
skills…after all, it keeps the brain ticking!

Are you a risk taker by nature or more conservative?
I would describe myself as a liberal – conservative. At times however,
I have taken risks, but they are always calculated!
To what would you attribute your success?
Hard work and determination.
Friends and Family have supported me throughout my career, but
moreover...the people that have put their faith in me (business
owners and customers’ alike) are the people that I owe the greatest
debt of thanks to.
What’s your biggest weakness and how have
you managed this?
My father would tell you that I often forget to leave work and go
home...I must confess that he is probably right. My mother would
say that I have a weakness for flapjack...she’s probably right too. I’ll
say no more.
How do you remain motivated?
Sometimes, to stay motivated, I change my surrounds. In my role
I’m fortunate enough that I can do that. I might be office based for
a few hours but then find myself leading the team in the Restaurant
at other times before a stint with the Directors to focus on future
developments. Variety is the spice of life and I firmly believe it.
Would you prefer to be liked or respected?
Both are required but one should be focused on more than the
other.
Effective leaders can make decisions that are right for the business
and for themselves, without worrying about what people may think
of them.
Being likeable alone without being respected is very limiting when
it comes to career progression and winning the popularity contest
has never been my goal.
I respect myself, trust in my decisions and am considerate to the
people around me when going about my business. I think that
answers the question!
I’ll retire when?
I feel the time is right…and not before!

www.beadnelltowers.co.uk
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HOME GROWN WINES
For many years we have been extolling the virtue of English sparkling wines and only last month I
was at my niece’s wedding in Sussex where the fizz of choice was English from just up the road at
Nyetimber and jolly good it was too!

Most of the sparkling wine production is from
the south of England, with vineyards stretching
from Kent across to Dorset and beyond. Here the
geology is very similar to that of north eastern
France where the Champagne region is situated
with plenty of chalk and limestone in the soil.
The equipment and expertise to make good fizz
can be brought in and when the weather behaves
itself you have all the essentials to make top
quality sparkling wine.
Chardonnay and Pinot Noir are the most widely
used grape varieties – exactly the same as in
Champagne – and the best wines are always
made using the méthode traditionelle, again, just
like Champagne. There has been lots of favourable
publicity over the last 20 years as English fizz has
been awarded numerous prizes and accolades
and is now starting to be taken very seriously by
consumers both at home and abroad. Certainly last
year’s wonderful summer resulted in a tremendous
vintage both in terms of quality and quantity
and has been a great boost for the industry with
production up by more than 160% on previous
years. Last year also saw a record number of new
vines being planted – 1.6 million - and this year the
total is expected to comfortably exceed 2 million

with many believing we are witnessing the coming
of age of the English (and Welsh) wine industry.
Whilst the UK’s sparkling wines are definitely
leading the way there are also excellent still wines
to be had too. Some of the grape varieties grown
may not currently be household names but they
are certainly well worth investigating.
Try the appropriately named Bacchus; originally a
German variety it is now very much the signature
grape for English and Welsh still white wines. Think
Sauvignon Blanc, but a little lighter with good
acidity and a lovely elderflower hint on both the
nose and palate. The wines can be dry or off-dry
and make delicious drinking.
Another white variety is Solaris – again a German
creation with the emphasis on early ripening
which makes it well suited to the vagaries of the
British weather! The wines are generally richer and
rounder than those from Bacchus – definitely at
the medium end of the taste spectrum.

Whatever the style, wine is also starting to be a
significant force in rural employment not only from
the production side with growing, harvesting and
processing the grapes, but also from the hospitality
side of the industry with jobs being created to
encourage tourists to visit wineries to see them
in action and discover the wines they are making.
Currently there are about 500 wineries in the UK
with just over 200 of them welcoming visitors.

Delightful examples of these two wines are
produced locally by Elise Lane at Laneberg Wines.
Elise brings grapes grown in Leicestershire and
vinifies the wine in her urban winery on Team
Valley.

While the export market is still quite small at the
moment it is confidently predicted that in the next
10-15 years exports will account for between 30%40% of the total production of English and Welsh
wines so the future is definitely looking promising.

www.richardgrangerwines.co.uk
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Reds can be a bit trickier but good still Pinot Noir
is widely available – light and fruity and a bit like
a rosé with attitude! One of my new favourites is
Rondo which is another disease resistant and early
ripening variety. The wines have good colour and
ripe juicy fruit and can be excellent – I was recently
very impressed by the Rondo from Montgomery
Vineyard in Wales – a fragrant nose with hints of
smoke and a palate with ripe dark fruit flavours – a
bit like a good Beaujolais.

MACDONALD LINDEN HALL GOLF & COUNTRY CLUB

EXCITING AWAY DAYS
Set within our own 450 acres of private estate, our grounds are
perfect for team adventures. Looking for a team building experience
with a difference?
Try one, or all, of our fantastic concepts.
End your day relaxing in the Linden Tree Pub,
with a company BBQ and drinks in the courtyard.

CREATE

EAT

Galvanise your team
dynamics with pottery
painting. Give us the
objective of the day and
we’ll do the rest.

Work in teams and make
your own Northumbrian
Sausages - leave with us
to cook them for
lunch, tasty!

T: 0344 879 9115
www.macdonaldhotels.co.uk/lindenhall

ACTION
Action - Kidnap the MD
or get hunted within
our estate - the
choice is yours!

THE GRACEHOUSE
AND GREENFINGERS
GOLF DAY
The Gracehouse & Greenfingers Golf Day
was recently held at Ravensworth Golf Club.
Supported by Laura Forbes from Gracehouse
North East, the day started with a hearty bacon
and sausage sandwich followed by on course
refreshments. The 13th hole, sponsored by The
Holiday Inn Washington, became a haven for
beer drinkers with beers from around the world
being served ice cold. Thank you to all those that
gave generously at this point towards the charity.
To surprise the golfers and supporters on the
day, a pop up Gin & Tonic bar appeared on the
18th tee with gins including Masons, Hendricks,
Gordons & Greenall being served. A splendid 3
course dinner was followed by comedian
Finbar Healy and a presentation and raffle
which raised £1670.
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LOVE HOLDS NO BOUNDARIES
...and neither should your service.

Is your wedding business fully inclusive? Just stop and think
about what that means. As a school governor my role focuses
on Inclusion, in the U.K. we have to provide an inclusive
education. In private and public sector work places it is a
legal requirement that there are policies to ensure inclusion
in the work place. In society we celebrate our rich diversity
and strive for a fully inclusive world.
So, where does the wedding industry fit into all of this? It
doesn’t! We desperately need to catch up with the rest of the
planet. My own industry grates against my own personal ethos
and the service I deliver in both my business and voluntary roles
and the life I chose to live as a Mother and individual.
It has taken years for diverse relationships to be accepted and
even more years for marriage to be legally inclusive for all but
on a regular basis I am still hearing from couple’s about how
frustrated and angry they are with the industry. It is simple; two
people fall in love with one another, they fall in love with an
individual, a living breathing beautiful human; a human that
makes them happy and fills their days with joy.
Most wedding suppliers and venues will say they are fully
inclusive and declare they provide an equal service to all.
But are you? You may well accept all couple’s with a smile
and deliver your goods to fit their brief but inclusion needs
to run throughout your entire business, even the small print
is significant. Please, every single business that provides a
service within the wedding industry…change your processes,
change your forms, change your communcations, change your
marketing, adapt your understanding!!
What I am talking about? Well, whether we like it or not the
wedding industry still believes they have one market; the nondisabled 30 year-old Bride and Groom from the same ethnic,
racial, class culture. For example, a couple will receive forms,
such as the following, from most suppliers:

Just look at that form, how many times does it say ‘Bride
and Groom’? It’s ridiculous, from contact forms to Terms and
Conditions, it will read on every page ‘Bride and Groom’. I

don’t have forms and I always use the term ‘couple’, through
friendly chats I learn about a couple’s needs which includes
noting essential information such as their names, addresses and
telephone numbers. I understand the needs various businesses
have to manage their service but please ensure every detail
meets the needs of an inclusive world; it may take a little while
to correct the admin, adapt processes and change thinking but
it is crucially important and in the best interests of everyone.
Emma Solomon of Emma Bunting recently wrote a blog on
her experience as a mature Bride and how difficult it was to
find enjoyment in the planning process due to the industry’s
attitude and blinkered vision towards Brides over the age of
35. Peter Darrant of Pride Media Centre, Pride World Radio and
Out & About TV spoke to me about his experience recently.
He explained how he and his fiance would become excited to
discuss their day with a venue or supplier but then become
so frustrated when presented with one reference, ‘Bride and
Groom’. Ian Atkinson of Empowerment Consultancy and
Training contacted me as he had found great difficulty when
planning his wedding due to so many limitations; he explained
they couldn’t find a venue to accommodate the fact that he and
his wife are wheelchair users along with a number of their guests
and that most suppliers he encountered had no experience and
understanding of how to manage their needs and provide an
equal service. A BBC documentary in 2018 highlighted the very
low percentage of interracial relationships. This documentary
was created because of the union of the Duke and Duchess of
Sussex; just think for a second the judgement this couple are
experiencing.
I hear from couple’s regularly about a supplier being very
friendly on email but on meeting them, because they don’t fit
the industries stereotype, they are presented with a different
attitude. This results in couple’s turning away many suppliers.
If you alienate a couple, they won’t book your services. But
more importantly and quite upsetting is that all these couple’s
have lost the opportunity to enjoy their wedding preparation.
The excitement has given way to frustration, anger and upset.
All those special moments gone. It is heartbreaking. We as an
industry are doing this, we have control over it and we can do
something about it.
In 2019, people are still being judged by an industry that is
meant to celebrate love. It’s not a lot to ask, to treat every
couple with respect and fairness, a couple who love on another
honestly and openly, who wish to commit to one another in
marriage and celebrate their love. It’s a simple request.

www.mjweddingplanner.co.uk
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THE HOME OF NEWCASTLE FALCONS AND NEWCASTLE
THUNDER TO HOST THREE RLWC2021 MEN’S FIXTURES

Rugby League World Cup 2021 CEO Jon Dutton
visited the ground as they join the list of 21 venues.

Kingston Park has been confirmed as the final stadium to host fixtures in two years’ time
for Rugby League World Cup 2021 (RLWC2021).

The home of Newcastle Thunder and Newcastle
Falcons will replace West Cumbria’s Allerdale
stadium following the council’s decision to
withdraw their bid to host matches following
their decision to reconsider plans for a new
stadium in Workington.
Kingston Park Stadium will host three men’s
fixtures in 2021, adding another North East venue
to the tournament, with the opening ceremony
followed by England men’s first fixture already
taking place at St James’ Park, and a further men’s
fixture taking place at the Riverside Stadium in
Middlesbrough.
The 10,200-capacity stadium has seen some iconic
games since it opened its doors in 1990 and has
been home to Newcastle Thunder since 2015, and
fans will be relishing the chance to see the pinnacle
of rugby league when the tournament comes to
the UK in October and November 2021.
The Rugby League World Cup is the most highprofile event in the sport of rugby league, globally
contested every four years. England 2021 will be a
momentous occasion in the tournament’s history
with the men’s, women’s and wheelchair rugby
league being staged together for the first time.
Jon Dutton, Chief Executive of RLWC2021,
commented: “We are very pleased to be able to
confirm Kingston Park as a host venue for our event
in 2021. Newcastle is already playing a critical part
in the tournament and we are delighted to add a

further three high-profile matches in the city.
“Given the disappointing news regarding the
withdrawal of Allerdale, we wanted to ensure that
the replacement venue was within reach of West
Cumbria, whilst also offering rugby league and
sports fans the opportunity to have a broader offer
in Newcastle that will add to an already exciting
opening weekend”.
Councillor Nick Forbes, leader at Newcastle City
Council, said: “I am thrilled to announce that
Newcastle will host an additional three Rugby
League World Cup games in 2021 at the Kingston
Park stadium.

“The city will play a huge role in this unmissable
tournament with St James’ Park hosting the
opening ceremony and England’s first match
followed by these matches at Kingston Park.
“Newcastle is building a growing reputation as a
city that can host huge events, this year we have
welcomed 100,000 visitors for the Heineken
Cup Challenge and Champions Cup Finals and
inspirational athletes from across the globe
competing in the World Transplant Games.
“I look forward to once again showcasing what
Newcastle is all about, our friendly Geordie
welcome, vibrant city centre and unrivalled passion
for sport.”
Newcastle Rugby Executive Director and Thunder
Chairman Mick Hogan, added: “It is fantastic news
that Kingston Park Stadium has been chosen to
host these three prestigious games. The venue has
been home to Newcastle Thunder for five seasons
now and also regularly hosts community games,
student matches and representative rugby league
events.
“With Newcastle now hosting four matches in
the Men’s Tournament, as well as the opening
ceremony, the city will play a huge part in the 2021
Rugby League World Cup. Kingston Park Stadium
has tremendous supporter and corporate facilities
and we look forward to welcoming three capacity
crowds and showing the rugby league community
our famous Geordie welcome.”

Follow all the latest news via www.RLWC2021.com and the official social media channels, on Twitter, Facebook and LinkedIn.
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NEWCASTLE
FALCONS
RUGBY WORLD
CUP FINAL BREAKFAST

SATURDAY 2ND NOVEMBER
KINGSTON PARK (WEST STAND MARQUEE)
IN AID OF ALEX TAIT
TESTIMONIAL 2019/20

PRICING
Adult £10 - Breakfast butty
& bottle of beer or soft drink

Junior £7.50 - Breakfast butty
& soft drink

KICK OFF
0900 (Club open from 0730)
Wear your club or international colours
- Entertainment and competitions throughout the morning
To book call the Ticket office on 0871 226 6060
or online at www.newcastlefalcons.co.uk

COME ON ENGLAND

1981003 - Falcons - Northern Insight Advert.indd 1
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EVENTS IN
THE CITY AND
WHY THEY ARE
IMPORTANT
By Stephen Patterson
Director of Communications, NE1 LTD

AMBITION, ECONOMIC
DEVELOPMENT and PROFILE are
the three key drivers underpinning
Newcastle’s impressive events
programme.

From NE1’s own signature and well loved events
like the bi-annual Newcastle Restaurant Week, the
highly visible Quayside Seaside or the Blackett
Street takeovers, to big city centre events like the
Rugby World Cup and the World Transplant Games
that NE1 supports, there is rarely a day goes by
without a new attraction being added to the city’s
events calendar.
And, that’s just as it should be!
Successful cities the world-over are those that are
constantly changing and evolving. We need to be
proactive here in Newcastle to ensure that we
maintain our vibrancy and continue to look to the
future to attract new events and activities, which will
give us ‘the edge’.
One of the latest coups for Newcastle is that the
city is to host a further three matches of the Rugby
League World Cup in 2021 a ringing endorsement for
the city and its ability to host major events. Some of
the biggest and best rugby league stars from all over
the world will be coming to the North East to our
world class venues at St James’ Park and Kingston
Park. This is proof positive that as a city, we now
have an enviable and proven track record for hosting
major sporting and leisure events and concerts and
our reputation is growing.
We have always been able to throw a great party
- we have the venues, the infrastructure and the
right mind-set to not just deliver an event but to
surpass expectations. This is very much a testament
to the strong partnership between the relevant
organisations Newcastle City Council, Newcastle
United, NGI and the Newcastle Falcons in both
securing and delivering these high profile events.
We are lucky to have world-class venues here in
Newcastle and to be in the almost unique position
of retaining our premier league football stadium in
the heart of the city, a rarity in the modern game.
This certainly adds to the success of events staged
here. We saw this in the four years that the Rugby
League’s Magic Weekend made the city its home.
Visiting teams and supporters extolled the virtues
of Newcastle and St James’ Park and its city centre
location. People came for the rugby but enjoyed and
easily accessed the city’s other assets; its restaurants,
pubs, cultural venues and fabulous retail. But there is
also another major, unquantifiable component that
makes Newcastle’s event programme so successful
and that is the character of the city, its people and
the famous Geordie welcome. We make events
memorable because the whole city gets behind them

Stephen Patterson

and demonstrates a pride in the region and a pride
as the host.
This has put Newcastle well and truly on the map.
With the succession of global events that have
been staged here, the city has grown in stature and
in confidence rising to the challenge of having the
international spotlight trained on it.
This year the bar was set high and early when the
Heineken & Challenge Cup rolled into town. In the
region of one hundred thousand supporters from all
corners of the globe descended on the city for the
Heineken & Challenge Cup and were impressed by
the welcome they received and the spectacle that
was put on for their entertainment both on and off
the pitch.
The sporting theme continued with NE1’s inaugural
Newcastle City Sprint cycling event – a new addition
to the city’s event calendar and one that was well
received by the crowds of people who lined the
route through Grainger Town to the start and finish
line at Grey’s Monument. Events like this introduce
new audiences to sport, encourage greater sporting
participation and add an exciting new dimension
to the city’s events programme which all delivers a
welcome boost to the local economy.
NE1’s summer season drew to a close at the end of
August with the last of the Blackett Street family
takeovers and the final Screen on the Green movie
screenings. September saw two bumper weekends;
firstly the Great North Run Weekend, a four-day
sporting spectacular, opening with a Friday night of
rugby with England taking on Italy at St James’ Park,
a match designed as a warm-up for the Rugby World
Cup. Saturday and Sunday saw the city devoted to
Great North Run festivities, one of the world’s most
popular and famous half marathons then on Monday
9th September, the Tour of Britain cycle race made a

www.newcastlene1ltd.com
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welcome return to the region and to the city – the
first time in over a decade. The final kilometres of
the race were along the Quayside, before the final
turn on to Dean Street and Grey Street for the
spectacular city centre finish.
On Saturday, 14 September NE1 then hosted two
major new events which we called ‘Super Saturday’.
We teamed up with the Newcastle Cathedral and the
Castle to host a new Merchant Quarter Revival event
with markets, activities and entertainment which
spanned the Bigg Market, the Castle and Newcastle
Cathedral. On the same day, Newcastle’s hosted its
first Dragon Boat race on the River Tyne with teams
competing for the inaugural city Dragon Boat title.
Looking back it has been a glittering summer season
of events in Newcastle and it is no sooner drawing
to a close than we’re planning for its return next
year and in years to come – while also focusing on
Christmas. We have been working with the Council
to create and deliver an outstanding Christmas offer
this year. With the summer programme drawing
to a close and kids going back to school it will be
all action stations for the delivery of Newcastle
Christmas 2019 whilst also looking ahead to major
events in summer 2020, 2021 and beyond.
Events will continue to play a huge part in NE1’s
business programming. They are crucial for the city,
its economic prosperity and its future. Events deliver
for the city and it is crucially important that we cast
our net wide and continue to attract and deliver
major events throughout the year.
Newcastle punches above its weight in the event
stakes and we need to keep it that way, relentlessly
pursuing events that raise the profile of this great
city and that deliver an experience and economic
impact we can be proud of.

H E A LT H I N S I G H T

NUFFIELD HEALTH TO OPEN HOSPITAL DOORS
AND DEMYSTIFY PRIVATE HEALTHCARE

When it comes to private healthcare, there is a common misconception that access to high quality
care is only available to the extremely wealthy, or those lucky enough to have private medical
insurance provided by their employer.
In a bid to dispel the myths and demystify private
healthcare once and for all, Nuffield Health
is throwing open the doors to its hospitals in
Newcastle and Stockton-on-Tees for a series of
public events throughout October and November
to show how anyone and everyone can access
Nuffield’s award-winning health, wellbeing and
medical services.
Working closely alongside leading consultants
from various fields of medical practice, including
orthopaedics, ear, nose and throat (ENT), general
surgery, gynaecology, urology, spinal surgery,
ophthalmic care and cosmetics, Nuffield Health
has been providing faster access to a wide range of
treatments to the people of the North East for over
30 years.
The series of events, which includes a selection of
‘Meet the Expert’ style one-to-ones at Nuffield’s
Newcastle and Tees hospitals, the latter of which is
rated ‘outstanding’ by the Care Quality Commission
(CQC), will enable visitors to get a real feel for the
two hospitals and the full care provision on offer.
Guests can speak directly with consultants to
find out more about the different treatments and
diagnostic services available to them as well as meet
some of the hospital’s service staff and view the
overall facilities, including the comfortable, en-suite
bedrooms at each site.
“We’re really excited about our upcoming events,”

said Stacey Brunton, Sales and Services Manager at
Nuffield Health Newcastle Hospital.
“The general impression that people have about
private healthcare is that it is only available for those
with private medical insurance or a lot of money in
the bank, but that’s not the case at all.
“By opening our hospitals up to the public, we
hope to help debunk some of these myths and
demonstrate how our services are available to people
from all walks of life, whether they are self-funding,
privately insured or in some cases, referred from the
NHS.”
With patient choice and accessibility to treatment
firmly at the heart of its agenda, another factor that
Nuffield Health is keen to highlight during the course
of the events is its charitable status.
Operating as a not-for-profit, all monies raised by
the organisation are invested back into its services
to ensure a consistently high standard of care. This
commitment to continuous improvement has seen
Nuffield recognised as the Private Hospital Group of
the Year for three years in a row at the prestigious
Health Investor Awards.
“We always put the needs of our patients first,” Mark
Throw, Business Development Manager at Nuffield
Health Tees Hospital added.
“Re-investing capital back into the development of
our services enables us to plan further ahead and
establish clinics and care packages that are important

to our patients. Growing our services organically also
helps us to better complement the services delivered
by the NHS to provide people with more choice
about when and where they receive their treatment,
as and when they need it most.
“We hope that visitors to our North East hospitals
for the course of our events will be impressed by
what they see and that it will open them up to the
benefits that receiving treatment at Nuffield Health
can offer.”
If you’re considering having surgery, there is no better
time to find out more about the range of specialist
treatments available at Nuffield Health.
Nuffield Health Newcastle Hospital’s series of
events starts on Thursday 3 October with an
Ophthalmology workshop about eye treatments and
surgery, and culminates with an Orthopaedics event
focusing on shoulder, hip and knee pain on Thursday
7 November.
Events at Nuffield Health Tees Hospital start on
Wednesday 2 October with a workshop for those
suffering with hernia, gallbladder and acid reflux
symptoms and ends with a session on spinal
therapies for back, neck and sacroiliac joint pain on
Wednesday 23 October.
With 31 hospitals located across the country, as well
as 112 fitness and wellbeing clubs and diagnostic
facilities, Nuffield is the UK’s leading provider of
private healthcare.

For full event listings and to reserve a place, visit www.nuffieldhealth.com/hospitals/events
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Stacey Richardson, and Angela Yildiz

FORMER
NURSES
LAUNCH AN
‘ALTERNATIVE
NIGHT OUT’
TO IMPROVE
WELLBEING
Two former nurses from North
Tyneside are bending over
backwards to promote the
importance of wellbeing to the
local community by offering a
night out with a difference!

Yoga Hens based in West Allotment has launched
North Tyneside’s first Wellbeing 4 All Conference,
giving attendees the chance to meet and hear
inspirational speakers sharing innovative ideas,
thought provoking activities and personal stories
to inspire.
Yoga Hens’ ethos is inclusion for ALL Bodies and
founders Stacey and Angela have already created a
storm within the local community with their ‘real
yoga for real bodies’ sessions. The nursing duo are
now aiming for new heights with their alternative
Saturday ‘night out’!
Hoping to change perspectives on what it means
to be well, how to overcome illness against all odds
and to encourage us to reconnect as a community
in order to stay well; the Yoga Hens will also deliver
a taster of their popular therapeutic coaching, yoga
and mindfulness activities on the night.
The wellbeing consultancy business, which runs yoga
and mindfulness wellbeing sessions from its studio
in West Allotment has lined up speakers from various
backgrounds including the very entertaining author
‘Psycho Syd’, who’s incredible story displays that
even Stage 4 cancer can be overcome with the right
mindset.
The sessions which are delivered by Yoga Hens
founders, former nurses Stacey Richardson and
Angela Yildiz, have been designed to encourage
the community to participate in physical activity
whilst teaching them mindfulness and breathing
techniques to help them learn to relax and connect
with their own bodies and minds.
In a world full of chaos, stress & information overload
Yoga Hens aim to offer an original multi-sensory

wellbeing experience, which is specifically designed
to challenge & change perceptions.
Stacey explains “In wellbeing we find common
ground, a universal experience where we can
connect. Yoga Hens Ltd was founded after as nurses
we encountered our own physical and mental
health difficulties and sought more yoga to reduce
stress and aid wellbeing. During this we discovered
the magic and power of yoga in the journey to
recovery. Consequently, we decided to develop our
understanding by training as yoga instructors so
that we could pass the healing power of yoga on to
others”
Yoga is just one of the tools Stacey and Angela use
to encourage businesses and individuals to become
more aware of their mental health and general
wellbeing. As well as delivering yoga, mindfulness
and retreats to the general public, Yoga Hens have
also worked with a range of organisations including
the NHS, Asda and Women’s Aid to deliver bespoke
sessions to improve the wellbeing of employees.

As explained by Angela “We decided to offer nurseled wellbeing support to businesses to reduce workrelated stress/absences, improve staff retention
and to increase productivity whilst improving team
relations and morale. Our passion is in supporting
others and our aim is to create accessible wellbeing
support for All”.
Yoga Hens Ltd combines nursing skills with
yoga, mindfulness & therapeutic coaching...to deliver
unique holistic wellbeing support. There is a specific
focus on ‘Wellbeing for ALL Bodies’ with a particular
emphasis on bolstering mental health, reducing
stress & developing resilience.
The Yoga Hens Wellbeing 4 All Conference takes
place on Saturday 19th October 6:30pm at St Mary
The Virgin Monkseaton and tickets can be booked via
Yoga Hens.

The qualified nursing duo have an extensive
background in therapeutic intervention for mental
health and general wellbeing and are fully equipped
to deliver sessions which support those with
additional needs, disabilities and mental health
issues. The fun thought provoking sessions delivered
by Yoga Hens are known to invigorate team away
days and encourage staff to invest in themselves
whilst supporting their colleagues.

To find out more about the conference and Yoga Hens contact info@yogahens.com or find them on Facebook or www.yogahens.com
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AUTUMN - SEASON
OF CHANGE FOR
BODY, MIND AND
SOUL TOO…

AUTUMN - SEASON OF CHANGE
FOR BODY, MIND AND SOUL TOO
By Claire Hawes, Co-director, Back to Balance

Don’t you get a lovely warm feeling inside as the leaves start to turn gold and red, the nights
draw in and our warm clothes come out of hibernation?

Autumn is a season of change, but also new
beginnings from a human perspective with
children back at school, adults back into full
working flow - there are lots of changes on our
body too which are instigated by the change in
daylight hours as the reducing sunlight on our
retinas causes our circadian rhythms or body
clocks to alter our sleeping patterns, how our
brains function and how our hormones affect us.
It is helpful if people understand the need of
human beings to expose ourselves to sunlight for
our wellness and health, especially when daylight
hours lessen, and we can spend so much of our day
indoors perhaps with strip lighting or no windows
providing natural light at all.
We may start to notice as Autumn blows in, that
our sleep quality diminishes. We may sleep for
more hours and find ourselves dozing in the day,
but as the sleep quality drops, we can feel more
tired during the day and more inclined to doze. This
poorer sleep quality may affect peoples stress and
anxiety levels due to the reduction in restorative
sleep we experience at this time of year. This may

also come from the feelings of losing control some
may experience as another year draws to a close,
time ticks by and things change around us.
We can learn skills to help with these stress
and anxiety feelings through mindfulness and
meditation, creating awareness of our surroundings,
our body sensations and appreciating the unique
point in time we are in at that moment. We find
that people who attend the classes with us can
deal much more effectively with life’s challenges,
whether that’s through work, social or family life.
On plus note, Autumn can bring some real positive
changes to us from a neurological point of view.
Studies are now showing that the cooler months
could also bring higher productivity, better
concentration and memory functions in our brains.
So, if we’re not experiencing the fuzziness from our
sleep quality slipping, we have a great opportunity
to shine whilst at work or with our family or
socially too. This ties in nicely with us getting into
full swing after our summer breaks. If our brains
are feeling frazzled, then seeking help for emotional
or mental health problems is a must – the colder

months can seem an eternity in the UK. Have you
thought about Bach Flower Remedies, reflexology
or even seeing a psychologist to help make positive
changes to your mental wellbeing? We can assure
you our clients walk away from their treatment
with us feeling rejuvenated and relaxed if needed,
and clearer in their minds.
Finally, our hormones are affected by our circadian
rhythms. This means that November and December
offer us our highest fertility levels during the year
and our libido’s rocket. Whether it’s evolutionary,
or just keeping warm it is true that we may feel
most active in this department during the next few
months – take advantage of this connectedness
and the hormones which are released, notice the
happiness it can bring. Remember that getting
help from wellness and wellbeing specialists such
as those at Back to Balance, can improve your
emotional wellbeing, your mental health and also
your physical health. From back pain or stress
through to fertility or insomnia, we have a range of
effective treatments to help you.

Quote this article for £10 off an initial consultation with any of our practitioners.
www.back-to-bakance.co.uk 01914661441 contact@back-to-balance.co.uk
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NON-INVASIVE,
NON-TEMPORARY
FDA cleared circumferential
reduction of waist, hips &
thighs

The world’s first & only
green laser to receive FDA
clearance

Appearance of cellulite
& treatment of obese patients

Superior 360 degree body
coverage

Preserves endocrinal function
of adipocytes

Manoeuvrable arms to treat
difficult areas

“

The Verju Laser is one of the
most innovative products in the
aesthetic industry. The fact of a
completely pain free treatment with
amazing results for the patients is
convincing in any aspect.

“
“

Dr.med. Janine Pantzek, Hamburg

BEFORE

94% of all our patients achieved
the result they were looking for with
the Erchonia fat loss laser

Verjú laser treatments combined with lymphatic
drainage. Photos taken 10 days post second treatment.

“

AFTER

Dr Miguel Montero-Garcia, Discover Laser, UK

T +44 (0)1491 821135 E info@erchoniaeurope.com
 @ErchoniaLasersLimited  @ErchoniaL  verju.com
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NEVER TOO OLD
The over 40’s, once deemed
over the hill are now filling
gyms, runs and completing
triathlons. Sport England report
the strongest increase in sports
participation in the past 10
years is 45-55 year olds, a rise of
794,000 people, an increase of
41 percent. Also 3.4 million over
55’s are taking part in sport once
a week, up 28 percent.

Here are some really positive statistics:
 unning is up a massive 97% among the 55
R
and over age group, in the past decade.
Cycling is up 59%.
Gyms and Personal Trainers are finding those
approaching retirement and beyond are their
most consistent clients.
Nuffield health gyms have announced their 7075 year old clients make an average of eight
trips to the gym a month, beating those aged
25-39 who manage only six.
Forget the occasional easy run or pilates class,
many of these over 40’s are taking their exercise
very seriously and often to the next level:
 2.6% of those taking part in this years London
3
Triathlon were over 40.
 ,393 more over 40’s completed the London
2
marathon this year.
Ironman challenges (2.4 mile swim, 112 mile
cycle and then running a marathon) have over
tripled in popularity with British men and
women over the past five years.
What’s the motivating factors behind the
middle age and beyond exercise boost?
Here are a few of my thoughts:
 ge and the ageing process - for the first
A
time, suddenly becomes an issue and you want
to feel and do things you could do years ago.
Weight - for many is a constant issue and
the middle age spread or bingo wings arms, as
some people call them, start to bother you.

David Fairlamb

 ealth - issues with yourself, family or friends
H
can have a huge impact on you and your life.
You now realise its time to look after yourself.
Mobility - as you get older you feel more
vulnerable as your general range of movement
and reactions slow down. Exercise can help
hugely.
Challenges - the past decade has seen a
huge boost in a cross section of different
challenges. They are becoming more and more
popular with people travelling all over the
world to compete and enjoy new and unique
experiences.
Education - I still have many of the same

For many the fifth decade of life is a chance to
restart your fitness not finish it. It’s all about having
self belief and the correct mindset.

DAVID’S SUMMING UP
Use exercise as a springboard into longevity of life. Give yourself the
best chance of living in good health for longer by adding a sensible
exercise routine into your life, no matter what age you are.
www.davidfairlambfitness.co.uk
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clients who started with me 20 years ago
because ever since I first spoke to them, they
were told the importance of exercise and how
it will change their life for the better. Maybe
the message is finally getting to the masses!
Specialised advice - the disposable income
of the over 40’s often means they can seek
personal and professional help towards their
health and well being. This gives them the
knowledge and confidence to train safely and
specifically towards different challenges.

TRANSFORMING CANCER CARE.
The first high energy proton therapy centre in the
North East, now open for referrals.
The Rutherford Cancer Centre North East, situated in the Earth
Balance site in Northumberland provides a full range of oncology
services, including high energy proton therapy.
proton therapy | radiotherapy | chemotherapy | immunotherapy | MR diagnostic imaging | supportive care

For further information

0800 210 0402

therutherford.com

Cancer Centre North East

Barry Speker
COMMENT WITH...

barry.speker@sintons.co.uk

Allowing fallen heroes the opportunity to
be rehabilitated is creditable in a civilised
society. Steve Smith, the Australian century
machine, emerged from his suspension for
ball-tampering, to become the record breaking
Ashes winner. His misdemeanours are almost
forgotten, other than by a few disgruntled MCC
members in the Lords pavilion.
Ben Stokes has recovered from his affray incident
to become a national hero with his 137 not out
winning the third test, (with the advantage of
Smith being knocked out with concussion).

However memories seem longer in certain cases.
The knighthood granted to Geoffrey Boycott
in Theresa May’s resignation honours list,
brought howls of protest from domestic violence
campaigners. They condemned the award in the
light of Boycott’s conviction in 1998 for assaulting
his then partner in Hotel du Cap, Antibes. He still
denies the charge and bristled at it being raised.

“
”

...I don’t give
a toss...

‘I don’t give a toss’ was his unsurprising response.
He may not be a guest at the book launch of
Margaret Attwood’s latest dystopian book ‘The
Testaments’.
Boycott is not the only male hero under pressure.
Lincolnshire Fire Service has announced it is
dropping Fireman Sam as its mascot, on the
grounds that the character is not inclusive and
may discourage women from joining the service.
Will the character transform into Firefighter
Fiona?
Will it also be goodbye to Bob the Builder, Mr
McGregor, Postman Pat and Mr Plod?
London Fire Brigade supports the change having
not used the term ‘’fireman” for 30 years. National
statistics show that in 2017 women accounted for
only 5.2% of firefighters. In March Peppa Pig was
criticised for using the term ‘fireman’. Obviously
she needs some diversity training.
It is wise to avoid trying to predict what will
happen next during our never-ending march
towards (or away from) Brexit! My constitutional
law studies were decades ago but entertaining
to be reminded that Dicey tells us that the
Rule of Law dates back to Aristotle and that no
one is above the Law - neither Parliament, the
Government, the Prime Minister, the Judges
themselves or even the Speaker.
Never has there been so much debate of
prorogation or consideration of the propriety of
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denying the long-entrenched traditions of our
unwritten Constitution.
The unedifying furore in the Commons, with
placards and cries of treachery and rebellion,
included rude and raucous behaviour which
are not the style of our democratic process. The
Speaker’s Guide states that ‘Everyone is at all
times treated with dignity, courtesy and respect’.
Currently courtesy and civility have broken down.
The traditional position of the Speaker to uphold
this and be partisan and non-political ought to
temper members’ behaviour.
The announcement that John Bercow would
be challenged at the next election may have
accelerated what many regard as his overdue
resignation. What next for Bercow and his
‘Orrrrrderrrr’? Chair on Question Time? Umpire
of Federer’s matches at Wimbledon?
Scientists have announced that they have
evidence of the blast which saw off the dinosaurs.
It was 66 million years ago when an asteroid
nine miles wide struck the earth off the Yucatan
Peninsula in the Gulf of Mexico with the power
of 10 billion atomic bombs of the size dropped on
Hiroshima. (How did they calculate that?)
Much of life on earth was fried, and then, with the
sun blocked out, frozen and starved. That killed
all the dinosaurs, leaving the way for mammals to
develop, eventually, and all thanks to an asteroid
creating a nuclear winter. Now THAT is what you
call climate change.
As if financial uncertainties from deal or no
deal are not bad enough, the consequences
of the financial crash continue to reverberate.
Moneyfacts, experts on financial data, have
recorded that buying a retirement income is
more expensive now than at any time in the last
25 years.This results from unprecedented falls in
government bond yields.
Perhaps a consequence of the Bank of England’s
quantitative easing, contributing to rock-bottom
annuity rates and laughable interest rates on
savings accounts.
Against this we are told Britain has not had a
recession for more than 10 years, real wages are
rising, the employment rate is the highest since
records began in 1971 and we are in much better
shape than the German economy. If we try hard
enough we can always find some good news.
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